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ABSTRACT
School-Based Staff Development; Collaborative
Planning and Preparation for Change
(February 1981)
'J®3^ri6tte P» Esposito / B»A« / Jersey City State College
M.A., Villanova University,
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Harvey B. Scribner
In recent years, increased interest in the education of
experienced teachers has occurred as a result of our long-
overdue recognition that teachers are the most important
link between plans for educational improvement and students
who need help. Current research stresses the need to give ^
teachers, the ultimate implementers of change, the opportun'i'^
ities, support and resources to make instructional innova- /
tions their own, to develop rationales and to recreate
strategies that fit their unique local contexts and needs.
It is widely acknowledged that despite the energy, com-
mitment and money applied to past training programs for ex-
perienced teachers, these programs have not, in most cases,
had a significant impact on the schools. In order to re-
verse this trend, many studies now cite the importance of
school-site problem-solving that flows from and is related
to staff-identified concerns and that utilizes teacher-
administrator expertise and collegial sharing. Thus, "what
to do" has become clearer; "how to do it" requires further
research
.
We have yet to obtain sufficient information
about effective staff development programs which respond to
the idiosyncracies of diverse local situations.
This study applies current research findings about how
professional growth is enhanced to an examination of the
planning and implementation of a two-week staff development
program for approximately one hundred school staff members
facing complex change. Program participants (teachers,
department heads and administrators) were preparing for the
opening of a new flexible-space community high school, the
first of its kind in their urban school system. The changes
associated with the new school (new facilities and
environment, new schedule, new colleagues and new student
population) required extensive adaptations in curricula as
well as a repertoire of new teaching behaviors.
This study first details teacher-administrator collab-
orative planning and implementation of diverse program
activities and, second, assesses the effects of these activ-
ities by measuring changes in teacher attitudes toward
seventeen new school tasks identified by participants as key
areas of focus throughout the program. The study examines
the extent to which effective staff development practices
identified by current research were applied in this local
program and identifies the kinds of training activities
vii
which wer6 most sffsctivo in positively changing teacher
attitudes toward new school tasks.
Data from pre- and pos t-trea tment questionnaires re-
veals, first, that participants gave uniformly high ratings
of importance to all of the seventeen task areas that were
collabora tively identified as the foci of the program.
Second, participants revealed statistically significant
attitudinal change toward eight of the seventeen task areas.
Attitudinal change seemed to be related to the nature of
each task, the active involvement of participants during
training activities and the extent to which tasks repre-
sented realistic goals, given local conditions. The third
general finding was that almost no statistically significant
differences in attitudinal changes regarding the seventeen
task areas existed between program participants from dif-
ferent schools, representing different degree levels, vary-
ing amounts of teaching experience and diverse curricular
areas. Thus, differentiated and flexible training activi-
ties which focused on important concerns identified by
potential participants and linked to a general effort of
preparation for a new school had a similar effect upon a
very diverse group of participants.
Finally, this study utilizes the findings that emerge
to develop new conceptualizations for future staff de-
velopment practices which emphasize ongoing school-site
vi ii
problem-solving and collaboration for change through the
use of school/community resource centers and teacher ad-
visors. Suggestions are also made for future research and
study.
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CHAPTER I
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Statement of the Problem
During the sixties and early seventies, the call for
reform in American education resounded throughout the na-
tion. Millions of dollars were allocated by the federal
government as well as private institutions to renew American
schools and to encourage dramatic changes in curriculum and
instruction. This funding during the "Decade of Reform"
(1965-1975) was directed primarily toward supporting consul-
tants and "experts" whose research led to the development of
impressive curricular packages and innovative teaching
modes. Once developed, these new ideas held great promise
for improvement and change. This promise, we discover in
retrospect, has not been fulfilled.
Attempts of outside change agents to "impact on the \
schools" and to foster lasting change have met with strong
resistance from the ultimate implementers of change, the
classroom teachers. This resistance is not really surpris-
ing when we consider that the experts' technologies and
validated programs, often referred to as "teacher-proof,"
were designed to skip a key step in the process of imple
mentation—teacher adoption. Their materials and approach
1
2communicated a clear message that teachers were merely tech-
nicians who should follow directions in a syllabus whether
or not they understood its underlying rationale or found its
content and techniques to be appropriate for their skills or
their particular students' needs. In response to such
treatment^ teachers neither actively opposed the experts'
prescriptions nor effectively adopted them. Instead, they
responded with a strong form of passive resistance. Pilcher
(1975) describes past change efforts and their effects in
the following way:
The American public school teacher has for years been
the 'nigger' of the system. Nowhere is this more obvi-
ous than in his relationship with university and other
experts. Deferentially he scrapes and bows, listening
politely and following obediently the dictates of the
obviously superior minds of the outsiders. Just as pre-
dictably, when the outside expert leaves, the teacher
typically reverts to his old ways. (p. 287)
The present research available to us has now confirmed
what the uninvolved practitioners must have known from the
start: ignoring those who understand their schools best and
creating solutions for theoretical problems predisposes us
to failure. In the current cry for "back to basics" because
curricular reforms have failed, a crucial question to ask is
"Were the reforms ever really tried?" Have we given teach-
ers the opportunities, support and resources to make the in-
novations their own, to develop rationales and to recreate
strategies that fit their unique local contexts and needs?
It is time to acknowledge that, for the most part, we have
3not. The key lesson that we have learned from the failure
of refom efforts is, as McLaughlin (1978 ) points out,
. the problem of reform or change is more a function of
people and organizations than of technology" (p. 69).
Dealing effectively with people and organizations
calls for ongoing and responsive staff development offered
in new formats that give genuine ownership of the change
process as well as appropriate support services to the real
implementers of change.
Renewed interest in the crucial role of staff develop-
ment in the process of school reform has emerged for two
reasons. First, based on past failures, we have come to
recognize that a long developmental process of training and
support is necessary to overcome resistance to change.
Schiffer (1978) criticizes our past assumption that "the
rational assessment of an idea is the critical factor in
attitude and behavior change." That is, if we can convince
teachers that an innovation meets school needs and is
clearly superior to their present methods, we assume that
they will embrace it and work assiduously to develop these
innovative skills. However, she cautions.
This 'rational assumption' underestimates the degree to
which individuals' values, self-interest, previous ex-
periences, expectations, aspirations, needs and person-
ality traits influence their acceptance or rejection of
an idea, as well as their ability to use it. . . .There-
fore it is likely that past history is the best predic-
tor of future behavior, unless some fairly powerful
interventions take place" (pp. 6-7).
4Second, a new phenonenon in our schools, the dramatic
drop in student numbers and the resultant decline in the
hiring of new teachers with fresh ideas and new techniques,
has deprived administrators of an easy and relatively pain™
less way to institute desired changes. Systems that can no
longer rely on high teacher turnover for flexibility and re-
newal are now compelled to better utilize and continue to
stimulate their existing stable, tenured staff.
What schools must do is clear. "How to do it" remains
an unanswered question. It is widely acknowledged that des-
pite the energy, commitment and money applied to past
training programs for experienced teachers, they have not,
in most cases, had a significant impact on the schools. Re-
cent studies have documented certain characteristics of
change agent projects that have succeeded. Two of the most
comprehensive are the 1975 Rand Study of federally funded
programs in 293 school districts around the country and the
five-year I/D/E/A Study of Educational Change and School Im-
provement (1967-1972) which researched elementary schools in
18 school districts in Southern California. Working in al-
most total independence from one another, and utilizing dif-
ferent research methodologies, both studies resulted in very
similar recommendations for the effective practice of staff
development. Both studies stressed the importance of
school-site problem-solving that flows from and is related
4
5to staff— identified problems and that utilizes teacher-
administrator expertise and collegial sharing (Williams,
1578, pp, 99-100). Their findings, and those of many
others, provide a valuable basis for future work. Our next
step is to translate the current body of recommendations
into the nuts and bolts” of local staff development imple-
mentation.
Purpose of the Study
This study will apply current research findings about
how professional growth is enhanced to the planning, imple-
mentation and examination of a two-week staff development
program for school staff members (teachers, department heads
and administrators) who are preparing for complex change.
In particular, the study will focus on;
(1) teacher-administrator collaborative planning of program
activities
(2) implementation of diverse program activities
(3) methodologies for data collection during planning and
implementation process
(4) creation and administration of pre- and post-treatment
questionnaires measuring teacher attitudes
(5) analysis of data collected during program planning,
implementation and evaluation to answer research
que stions
Each of these processes is documented and examined within
the framework of our current knowledge of staff development
6activities. Specifically, the following research questions
guide the focus and purpose of this study;
(1) How can current research findings about staff develop-
ment activities that enhance professional growth be
^pplisd to a local staff development program?
(2) What are the effects of a collaborat ively-planned staff
development program, as measured by teachers' attitudes
toward new school tasks before and after the program?
(3) Do teachers with diverse past experiences (department
affiliation, years of teacher experience, degree levels
or former school assignments) reveal different levels of
attitudinal change as a result of their participation
in the staff development program?
(4) What kinds of staff development activities are most
effective in positively changing teacher attitudes?
(5) What new conceptualizations for future staff develpment
research and practice emerge from this study?
Background of the Study
The local staff development program to be studied was
conceived in response to the needs of one school faculty who
were preparing for a complex change. The school staff were
preparing for a change in space, a move from the eighty-
year-old City High School with its self-contained classrooms
and classroom-sized library to the new City Community High
School which featured large department "pods" containing as
many as ten different learning stations for separate
classes. The new facility contained an elaborate library-
media center with a rich array of teaching equipment, its
own television studio and a digital computer with eight
7terminals that could be used for instructional purposes.
Faculty were to experience a change in scheduling, from a
traditional block of seven periods ( forty- two minutes in
length) to a "differentiated semi-rotating schedule" (with
periods ranging from forty— two to sixty— five minutes) placed
*^iffsrent time blocks on A, B, C, and D days. They were
to experience a change in the student population which was
increased by one-third and which incorporated one hundred
special needs and one hundred bilingual students who were to
be mainstreamed into regular classes, as well as adult
community members invited to take courses with regular
students during the school day. As a result, these changes
required extensive adaptation in curricula as well as a
repertoire of new teaching behaviors and materials.
The two-week staff development program represented a
unique opportunity for the staff to work together for a pro-
longed period of time within the new school site to prepare
for extensive change. Teachers in this school system ordi-
narily participate in staff development activities during
three separate release-time days (in October, March and May)
during which they attend a variety of system-wide presenta-
tions and workshops located in a central location apart from
their school site and their school colleagues. In the past,
these release-time days have been organized by school system
subject-matter-coordinators and the Centre City Schools
8Staff Development Office with little or no involvement of
participants in the planning or implementation process. The
two-week program which has been studied represented a signi-
ficant departure from past practice in that members of the
school staff played a central role as planners, organizers
and implementers of school-based activities. The program
also represented a special challenge to the planners to de-
sign a process that met with the approval of the administra-
tion and the teaching staff.
The steps taken to assess administrator and teacher
concerns and to develop and organize relevant activities
were examined from the perspective of current research on
effective school-site training for experienced teachers.
Thus, this study sought to add to our knowledge of appropri-
ate or inappropriate staff development practices applied to
a local context. It examined the effectiveness of staff
development procedures and practices as determined by
changes in participants' attitudes toward new school tasks
which they were planning to perform in their new high
school
.
Significance of the Study
McLaughlin (1978) has recently pointed out that "the
desultory status of staff development as education's neg-
lected stepchild is changing" (p. 69). Renewed interest in
the education of experienced teachers has come from our
9long-overdue recognition that they are the most important
link between educational improvement and students who need
help. Unless we provide the school staff with training and
support that encourages growth and change^ the entire chain
of educational improvement— from conception to realization
is broken. However, since staff development has so long
been a "stepchild," it is still in the primary stages of
development. We have yet to obtain sufficient information
about effective programs within what Rubin (1978) calls "the
idiosyncracies of the particular environment" (p. 22). Cur-
rent suggestions for successful staff development procedures
must be applied and adapted to diverse local situations.
Answers to the question "What methods work best?" can only
be found by examining the setting, the problems and goals,
the people involved and the ways in which all of these ele-
ments combine and interact with each other. As Piaget has
said, "to understand is to invent." This study is signifi-
cant because it contributes to our understanding through
reinvention.
More specifically, this study adds to our knowledge on
two levels. First of all, it investigates questions that
represent real concerns within one large urban school system
striving for renewal and change. Because the two-week
program to be studied was conceived and developed with
the cooperation of the local Staff Development Office
10
and because it documented a local model of collaborative
assessment of attitudes and needs and active
learning among participants, its findings can help to influ-
ence and change future district practices in other schools
and communities. Second, this study provides realistic doc-
umentation of a school-based program modeled on new national
trends. Therefore, it can extend and reinforce, or modify,
present theories and can, in turn, stimulate new conceptual-
izations, applications and research.
Meaning of Key Terms
The following terms are used frequently throughout
this study:
Staff Development . Although such terms as "inservice
education" and "teacher education" are often used inter-
changeably to describe training programs designed for exper-
ienced teachers to encourage professional growth and change,
this study uses the term "staff development." It is the
author's belief that this term is most appropriate because
it emphasizes training designed within the context of the
total school (staff) and training that encourages long-term
ongoing growth possibilities (development).
Collaborative Planning ; This program planning process
is one of conceiv i ng ' and formulating plans, seeking re-
sources and making decisions about which workshop activities
11
to select and support. Planning is "collaborative" in that
program plans were made with equal input from teachers, de-
partment heads, and assistant principals in the school who
function as partners throughout the planning process.
Staff Development Program : A generic term used to
refer to the two-week period during which all of the staff
development activities take place.
Work Session : A block of time within the staff devel-
opment day during which staff members and a leader met to
focus on pre-arranged agenda items reflecting their con-
cerns. Activities during work sessions included signing
space in department pods, planning traffic patterns or noise
control strategies, setting up teaching teams, creating
curricular materials, etc.
Workshop: An individual training session utilizing
local resource people and some outside consultants who
worked with small groups to provide needed information and
develop important skills.
General Session : A meeting with the entire faculty
designed to allow exchange of information about school oper-
ations that was relevant to the total staff.
General Feedback Session : A meeting of the entire
staff designed to encourage exchange between staff members
of diverse departments regarding their plans for space de-
sign, classroom management, department programs, etc.
12
Faculty Briefing; A meeting between school adminis-
trators and the entire staff created to provide information
about school organizational issues to facilitate exchange of
ideas and concerns between teachers, assistant principals,
and principal.
Pod: A large open instructional area housing as many
as ten learning stations" containing separate classes and
teachers.
Flexible Space : A term used to describe large open
areas with movable hanging dividers that can create large
and small teaching areas appropriate for diverse learning
activities.
Delimitations of the Study
This descriptive study is exploratory by intention and
design. It raises questions to be answered rather than
hypotheses to be tested. Both advantages and disadvantages
exist in a study which describes an actual local program
rather than a strictly controlled research project. First
of all, no control group is utilized. Therefore, findings
and conclusions must be judged from the perspective of this
limitation. However, the study gains advantage in that it
deals with data collected from a reality-based situation.
Rubin (1978) points to the significance of this exploratory
research when he stresses that ”... the search for tactics
13
that are free from fa il ur e--irrespect ive of the contextual
scene and the human elements— is not likely to be of any
real avail" (p. 22).
This study has directed itself toward uncovering and
describing phenomena that existed in a school—based program
that was one component within a larger system-wide staff
development program. It covered a period of four months
during which the conception, planning, development and
implementation of the staff development program took place.
It focused on a number of tasks which school staff members
identified as important areas they wished to address in
preparing themselves to function effectively in their new
school environment.
The research questions which have been advanced for
investigation define the scope of the study and findings
that emerge have been considered as formative indicators of
the current effectiveness of an ongoing process that can
build new theory and practice.
The study does not claim that it has uncovered what is
true for all school-based staff development programs.
Rather, by concentrating on a specific case and depending
upon the perceptions of the people who are closely involved
in the regularities of the school, the study has described
the present reality of a school“based program and therefore
14
provides a basis for further application and inquiry by
other educators.
In view of the fact that the author of this disserta-
tion was also the coordinator of the program to be studied,
personal bias must also be considered as a possible limita-
tion of this study. The author has acknowledged this issue
from the beginning and has therefore made a serious and sus-
tained effort to consciously avoid biased description and
analysis.
Design of the Study
In order to document effective ways to apply current
research in planning and implementing a school-based staff
development program, to assess the effect of the program as
indicated by attitudes of participants before and after the
program and to use information from data collected to build
new conceptualizations, the following procedures will be
used in the proposed study:
Sampling of Participants . Selecting from among the
approximately one hundred faculty members who voluntarily
participated in all or part of the two-week staff develop-
ment program, this study has focused on those individuals
who (1) collabora tively planned and helped to implement the
program, (2) attended two full weeks of the program., (3) an-
swered both the pre- and post questionnaires and (4) re-
sponded to at least three of the five items contained in
15
each question. This last criterion was established so that
respondents' answers could be utilized in a scale created to
measure attitudes. For purposes of comparison and contrast,
respondents have been identifed both as a large group and as
members of sub-groups divided by department affiliation,
years of teaching experience, highest degree held and status
as former City High School staff or staff from other Centre
City schools.
Processes in Planning . The steps taken to develop a
collaborative planning process have been detailed. These
include: selection of a planning group (representing admin-
istrators, department heads and teachers), meetings of the
group to identify and prioritize major issues in preparing
for school change, sessions to conceptualize a variety of
appropriate activities enabling individuals and groups to
learn new information and develop new skills, collaborative
creation of a flexible program design submitted for adminis-
trator and teacher approval and delineation of resource
people, materials and settings needed to operationalize the
program.
Implementation Strategies . The focus, content and
interactions within each of the various sessions (department
work sessions, individual workshops, general feedback ses-
sions, faculty briefings, etc.) that address the staff s
prioritized concerns have been documented. Descriptions
16
cover the emphasis upon differentiated training experiences
to meet different needs, self-initiated and self-directed
activities and peer instruction and sharing in a variety of
large and small group activities that seek to accommodate a
diversity of needs and agendas.
Instrumentation
. Pre- and post-treatment instruments
were administered to the total staff before workshop activi-
ties began and after they were completed.
Questionnaires asked staff members to record a "per-
sonal I.D. number" (known only to them) on their answer
sheets. This number, recorded on both the pre- and post-
instruments, enabled the writer to compare pre- and post-
attitudes and to assess the possible attitudinal changes
that occurred between the beginning and end of the program.
Instruments were designed to discover staff attitudes
toward key areas of change identified by the planning group
and approved by the faculty as major priorities for focus.
The areas of concern have been translated into "tasks."
Preparation for these tasks provided the underlying ration-
ale for the staff development program, since they repre-
sented key areas the school staff decided to address to
prepare for the new school.
Analysis of Data ; Participants' reponses to pre- and
pos t— i ns tr umen t s have been coded for input into the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts Control Data Corporation Cyber 175
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Computer, utilizing the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS). Appropriate statistical procedures includ-
ing frequency counts, mean scores, standard deviations,
cros s— tab ula tions
,
T— tests and one-way analysis of variance
have been used to measure changes in pre- and post-responses
to questionnaires.
Organization of the Study
This dissertation consists of the following six chap-
ters:
Chapter I; Description of the Study . Chapter I presents a
discussion of the current problems of educational change and
the role of staff development in helping to solve these
problems. It describes the purpose of this study and
provides information on the study's background or local con-
text, the significance of examining staff development proce-
dures within the idiosyncracies of a particular environment
and the meaning of key terms used in this examination. In
addition, the delimitations, design and organization of the
dissertation are described.
Chapter II: Review of the Literature . Through a review of
current research. Chapter II provides a rationale for this
study and a theoretical base for its analysis. This chapter
focuses upon an examination of problems associated with past
18
teacher— tra ining practices, a description of new understand-
ings about the realities of teaching and teachers' resist-
ance to change and a delineation of recent findings that
point toward successful staff development practices.
Chapter III; Planning and Implementation of a Staff Devel-
opment Program . Chapter III presents the local context to
be studied: the city, the school system, the facilities,
personnel and student populations of the schools in focus
and the elements of change they face. The chapter also de-
scribes steps taken during the inception, planning and im-
plementation of the City Community High School Staff Devel-
opment Program and concludes with a description of specific
training activities offered in response to the seventeen
task areas of concern identified by the planning group.
Chapter IV: Methodology . Chapter IV defines the meth-
odology used to design and administer pre- and post-
questionnaires which measure changes in teachers' attitudes
toward new school tasks. In addition, it describes the
statistical procedures (frequency counts, mean scores, stan-
dard deviations, cross-tabulations, T-tests and one way
analysis of variance) used for analysis of data collected.
Chapter V: Display and Discussion of Data . Using approp-
riate tables, Chaper V displays and analyzes data obtained
from questionnaires. Descriptions include a focus on demo—
19
graphics of program participants, levels of participant
interest in program topics, significant and insignificant
differences in attitude changes. Differences in five areas
of attitudinal change are discussed in terms of the total
group of participants as well as demographic sub-groups in
order to determine the effects of the program as measured by
T-tests and one-way analysis of variance.
Chapter VI; Conclusions and Recommendations
. Chapter VI
discusses the implications for staff development which
emerge from the research results in this study and from a
comparison of present staff development theory and actual
practice in a local program. Recommendations for future
staff development practices within the school and school
district are made and suggestions for further research are
presented
.
CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introd uction
An undsrstandi ng of any staff davalopmant program r6~
quires a knowledge of "where we are" and "where we want to
be. ' To examine "where we are" it is helpful to review cur-
rent literature that provides us with an understanding of
teachers' preservice and inservice training and of the real-
ities of teaching today. Such a review builds a conceptual
framework for understanding teachers' past and present re-
sistance to "change" efforts as well as their current staff
development needs. In addition, current research findings
that describe successful staff development practices encour-
aging professional growth offer us a set of beliefs about
staff development that serve as a guide toward "where we
want to be." The set of beliefs presented in this chaper
.serve as key guiding principles to be utilized in an analy-
sis of the local staff development program which is the
focus of this study.
In order to discuss the above issues, this chapter
will deal with the following questions: first, what experi-
ences develop teachers' "fixed" conceptions of their roles
and a consequent resistance to change? Second, why has
20
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preservice and inservice training failed to foster ongoing
professional growth and adaptability to change? Third/
given these realities, what kinds of training activities can
help teachers in our schools to incorporate new approaches
and behaviors into the fabric of their teaching?
Factors in Teacher Resistance to Change
Sarason (1971) maintains that "Those who attempt to ^
introduce a change rarely if ever begin the process by being
clear as to where the teachers are, that is, how and why
they think as they do" (p. 193). Those who plan to support
teachers in a change process must understand and acknowledge
key forces which may militate against an easy acceptance of
change strategies. Important "restraining forces" include
the influence of former teachers, the traditional physical
environment of the classroan, past pr-e—^rvi-ce and insen/ice
training and on-the-job initiation. 'These factors will be
explored in the pages which follow.
The influence of former teachers . An examination of why
teachers think as they do must begin with a recognition of
the strong influence that former teachers have on our
impressions of a teacher's role. Blume (1971) contends,
"Teachers teach the way they have been taught—not the way
they have been taught to teach" (Combs, 1974, p. 147).
Evidence that teachers model their teaching on personal
22
impressions of the past is found in a survey conducted by
i^o^tie (1975 ) which focused on ninety-six elementary, junior
and senior high teachers working in five different school
systems. More than half the teachers polled, even though
they were not asked directly, volunteered information about
the continuing influence of former teachers on their own
techniques. Typical comments were:
I had one college professor. , . . This is the man who
had more to do with my techniques than any other person.
There was one particular teacher. . . . She was very
hard, very strict. . . . She probably taught me how im-
portant classroom discipline was.
The teachers I had made me subconsciously, (p. 64)
Lortie (1969) contrasts the "wildly romantic and inac-
curate" view that future doctors and lawyers have of their
professions with the more accurate pictures that future
teachers have received, based on 13,000 hours of direct ex-
perience with teachers and professors (p. 34). However, in
a later study, Lortie (1975) adds that these impressions are
formed by students' projections into the teachers' roles and
are therefore based more on imagination about how the teach-
er feels in performing his/her task than on a transfer of
technical knowledge. Therefore, a student's "apprenticeship
of observation" in Lortie' s (1975) view,
. . .
is more a matter of imitation, which being gen-
eralized across individuals, becomes tradition. It is a
potentially powerful influence which transcends genera-
tions, but the conditions of transfer do not favor in-
formed criticism, attention to specifics or explicit
rules of assessment, (p. 63)
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Such imitation, without the accompanying technical under-
standing or informed assessment, can serve as a strong
restraining force against new teaching behaviors.
physical environment of traditional classrooms
. An-
other factor that communicates the message that teachers
should teach as they were taught is the physical arrangement
of many classrooms which subtly implies a certain kind of
pedagogy. Surprisingly, classrooms containing rows of stu-
dent desks which face the teacher's desk (firmly planted as
central focus in the front of the room) are still very com-
mon in many elementary and most secondary schools. Not sur-
P^isingly, such a visual image reinforces the memories of
former teachers and the traditional, teacher-centered,
information-delivery mode of instruction. The fact that
such classrooms are still so common seems to reflect the
lack of practical, reality-based training that new and ex-
perienced teachers should have received so that they are
able to adapt or re-design their classrooms into a learning
environment that supports new teaching techniques. The
existence of so many "unchanged” classrooms seems to demon-
strate that teacher training in, for example, individualiza-
tion, has not sufficiently focused upon the "nuts and bolts"
(beyond paper) ways to differentiate student learning and to
encourage self-direction and independence. Issues of area
definition, work surface, material display and storage in
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contemporary classrooms need serious consideration if teach-
ers and students are to accept a learning process that takes
place in different ways and at different paces throughout
the school year.
Past pre-service training . Both new and experienced teach-
ers have very vocally expressed their dissatisfaction with
the training they have received. Given their "apprentice-
ship of observation" it is crucially important that ongoing
teacher training provide both sound technical knowledge and
clear applications of what teaching and learning should be.
Yet, the content and structure of many training programs
teachers have evaluated indicates that they are not viewed
as supports that encourge adaptability and change. Many
professors, themselves reflecting the tradition, merely
"lecture" about alternative teaching modes. Experienced
teachers describe the education courses they took as "Mickey
Mouse" (Silberman, 1970, p. 441), as "too theoretical"
(Hermanowicz
,
1966, p. 15) and too removed from classroom
situations (Ladd, 1966, p. 76). According to Leiter and
Cooper (1978)
,
Concepts of the whole child and individualized education
strategies brought a change in teaching children but
little of this has impacted on the training of teachers.
Adult learning has not been given the same attention in
terms of motivation and self-selection of goals. Most
adult learning situations presuppose that adults ought
to want to learn because they are adults and in
teacher-learning this assumption is then coupled with a
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low estimate of their capacity. The result is the
species of superficial instruction that constitutes most
professional development work (p. 121).
To the present day
,
”
» . . the low rating given by teachers
to many of their education courses fuels the perennial cri-
ticism of education courses and educators in general"
(Broudy, 1978, p. 59).
Many educational programs have not given strong empha-
sis to the key areas of psychology of teaching and learning
or human growth and development. Teachers in the classroom,
as a result, often lack the technical knowledge and vocabu-
lary which would help them to apply teaching and learning
principles in their classes and to intepret classroom events
clearly with colleagues. Jackson (1968) points out the
"conceptual simplicity" of teachers' conversations about
teaching which he translates into four aspects relevant to
our understanding of teachers' resistance to change. These
are
;
(1) an uncomplicated view of causality. ... As they
struggle to explain a puzzling classroom episode, they
commonly settle on what they consider to be the explana-
tion . . .; (2) an intuitive, rather than rational ap-
proach to classroom events [which is oftentimes based
upon many years of practical experience]; (3) an opin-
ionated as opposed to an open-minded stance when con-
fronted with alternative teaching practices; and (4) a
narrowness in the working definitions assigned to ab-
stract terms. [For example] Motivation, in pedogogical
shop talk, typically refers to a student's zest for
undertaking school assignments, and little else. (pp»
144-146)
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Lack of clearly—def ined terms that describe the
teaching-learning process encourages unclear thinking and
reinforces subjective and closed-minded convictions that re-
sist change. On the other hand, mutual understanding of
technical terms and concepts can more forcefully counter
subjective attitudes about teaching. A vocabulary that dif-
ferentiates between students' varied learning styles (vis-
ual, auditory or tactile-kinesthetic) leads one to logically
challenge dependence upon the lecture-delivery of informa-
tion to the entire class. Thus, teachers need a "common
technical culture" of practical information that can be de-
veloped through a "sustained, empirical, practice-oriented
inquiry into problems and alternatives" (Lortie, 1975, p.
69). More specifically, Anderson (1978) notes that
So long as colleges and universities, especially the de-
partments and schools of Education (sic) within them,
remain aloof and distinct from those reforms associated
with individualized learning, their example and influ-
ence will be largely negative: their alumni will be
poorly prepared for serving children as unique individ-
uals. (p. 51)
Since it does give them a brief opportunity to be ac-
tive learners, testing new teaching behaviors, many teachers
cite practice teaching as their most valuable training.
However, in addition to brevity, it too has many other
shortcomings that result in a perpetuation of past prac-
tices. Ideally, during their practicum, students are given
alternative pictures of teaching and learning by working
with a college supervisor (who should theoretically spend a
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great deal of time helping them to apply theory to the les-
sons and techniques they plan) and with the cooperating
teacher (who should demonstrate the use of many alterna-
tives). In reality, the supervisor may only have time to
observe and later discuss the student's teaching once or
twice and the cooperating teacher, often not selected for
mastery or creativity in teaching, and given little or no
compensation for this demanding job, may merely reinforce
the limited traditional view of teaching that students have
observed for years. Thus, we are led to the conclusion
drawn by Lortie (1975) that;
There is little indication that it [student teaching] is
a powerful force away from traditionalism and individ-
ualism. . . . The student is not forced to compare,
analyze and select from diverse possibilities, (p. 71)
On-the-job initiation . Analysis of the next phase in a
teacher's career, his or her first teaching position, also
provides a valuable perspective on why teachers develop a
strong dependence upon certain set techniques and why their
attitudes about their roles tend to solidify. Ironically,
because preservice and inservice training are not viewed as
parts of a continuum, once the new teacher finally has an
adequate opportunity to experiment with his or her own
class, all supervisory support from a college or university
is withdrawn. Jeffers and McDaniels (1975) acknowledge this
problem when they point out:
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Those closely involved in preparing teachers have recog-
nized for years that
. .
. preservice programs can only
practitioner with competencies necessaryfor beginning professional practice. Those competencies
will suffice only if the beginner is appropriately as-
signed, adequately supervised and individually assisted.
Unfortunately, none of these conditions exists in most
situations, (p. 30)
In agreement, H. S. Broudy (1978) characterizes preservice
training as a survival kit fashioned to keep the teacher
alive until the inservice rescue squad can supply first aid
and resuscitation” (p. 58). However, inservice support is
usually not immediately available. The new teacher, who is
armed with a reservoir of personal impressions of the "good
teacher," varying amounts of theoretical knowledge about
teaching and learning and a short practice teaching experi-
ence with the vicissitudes of a real classroom, usually
struggles to handle "the first day" alone. Most school sys-
tems seem not to acknoweldge the new teacher's need for any
special support. He/she is expected to carry out the same
complex responsibilities as the 25-year veteran who may
teach next door. However, the two will probably not work
together. As the new teacher attempts to deal with what
Jackson (1968) estimates amounts to as many as 1,000 inter-
personal interchanges with students in one day (p. 149), he
is likely to, as Dewey (1904) explains, "Adjust his actual
methods of teaching not to . . . principles . . . but to
what he sees succeed and fail in an empirical way from mo-
ment to moment" (Silberman, 1970, p. 459). McPherson (1972)
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agrees, "No teacher ever does what she thinks is best. We
do the best we can in the circumstances. What you think is
a good idea from the outside turns out to be impossible in
the classroom" (p. 197).
Sarason (1971) stresses that
The first two years of teaching are a baptism of fire in
which many things can be consumed, including some of the
ingredients that make for a good and even outstanding
teacher. The important point is that what happens in
these years, for good or for bad, cannot be understood
by narrowly focusing on the teacher, but by seeing the
teacher as part of a matrix of existing relationships,
practices and ideas, (p. 171)
Searching for teaching strategies that work in the class-
room, the new teacher is especially receptive to the influ-
ence of the already-established social system of the school
and to the messages (expressed or implied) that come from
more experienced colleagues. In this regard, Lieberman and
Miller (1978) describe two informal school rules that seem
to play a significant role in shaping and reinforcing
teacher attitudes and behavior: "being practical" and
"being private."
Teachers who are practical deal with problems immedi-
ately at hand (maintaining order, stressing achievement) and
use concrete solutions (discipline, grading) which seem most
expedient and possible within the existing structures of the
school. Problems of individualization, different learning
styles and maximizing each student’s potential are often
viewed as idealistic and unrealistic. For these problems.
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there are no easy solutions and little existent school sup-
port (through flexible scheduling, revitalized facilities,
differentiated materials, release time for planning and
sharing, etc.)* Faced with hard realities, a rule of prac-
ticality evolves which says.
Striving to change the system is idealistic; striving to
'make do' is practical. . . . The process of reflective
self-criticism is idealistic; the expressed belief that
'I do the best I can. It's the kids that don't try' is
practical. Being open to change and to outsiders is
idealistic; being self-sufficient is practical. (Lieber-
man & Miller, 1978, pp. 59-60)
Thus, the value placed on practicality, which is reinforced
by daily confronting the realities in the schools, leads to
the value placed on resisting change, maintaining the status
quo and ignoring new ideas, teaching techniques, and the re-
source people who propose them.
It is also practical to "be private," not to share ex-
periences about teaching, classes, students or professional
roles with anyone inside the school building. Those who are
now or who have been teachers are likely to recall that con-
versations in teachers' rooms seldom deal seriously with in-
structional techniques or curriculum development. Sessions
in the teachers' lounges are "time out" periods, times to
joke or complain. "Idealistic" teachers who initiate a pro-
fessional dialogue may very well be jokingly rechanneled
into more acceptable modes of conversation. As one teacher
explained, "We need time to recharge for the next assault.
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We don't want to talk about anything serious. We want to
take a break, kibbutz, and then go back to our job” (Lieber-
man & Miller, 1978, p. 61).
Once teachers do return to their jobs in the class-
room, they might have an opportunity to share professional
concerns if they visited each other's classrooms. However,
this type of sharing is often strongly resisted. While it
would enable teachers to display their successes, it also
leaves them very vulnerable to revealing their failures.
Visitations to classrooms that do exist as a school regular-
ity consist of visits by the principal or department head
and are therefore equated with evaluation and the need to
"pass the test.” Indeed, one does not take more tests than
are required! It is safer to be "private."
Given the other regularities of a school day--a teach-
er's tightly scheduled assignments which fill almost every
time block with classes or supervisory duties (studies,
homeroom, recess, student lunch periods, etc.) and clerical
tasks, little additional time exists for collegial sharing.
Professional concerns are usually dealt with during faculty
meetings which Sarason (1971), using the perspective of his
man from outer space, describes in this way:
Approximately ten times in the year . . . all the teach-
ers meet with someone who ordinarily spends practically
all of his time in a room with no children. On these
occasions this person . . . does most of the talking.
In fact, there are some teachers who in the ten meetings
never say anything, (p. 105)I
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Many current studies have strongly emphasized that teaching
is a lonely profession. Today, despite the pressures to as-
sume many new roles, most teachers are still structurally
organized as they were in colonial times. Most still func-
tion as solo practitioners as they did in the one-room dame
schools and Latin grammar schools of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. This tradition became so strong that
even in the nineteenth century, when schools expanded into
multi-unit structures, teachers remained in separate rooms.
Given the scheduling and organization of many modern
schools, most teachers remain
. . . alone with their children and the problems in a
classroom, and the frequency and pattern of contact with
others like themselves are of a kind and quality that
make new learning and change unlikely. (Sarason, 1971,
p. 107)
Anderson (1978) adds that "Given that many superior alter-
natives exist, the continuing dominance of self-contained
classrooms is an impediment to all kinds of educational pro-
gress” (p. 49). Deprived of collegial or even substantial
supervisory support, both new and experienced teachers are
forced to "cope" by drawing on personal resources to develop
techniques that work for them.
As a result, data from interviews of numerous teachers
indicated clearly that they judge the value of suggested
changes not on the basis of sound educational principle, but
through the "screen” of their own self-concept. New
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pi^sctic6s, according to Lorti© (1975) wfer© accGptod only if
they were consistent with the teacher's personal style and
teaching situation (pp. 77-78).
The imposition of change from above (the superintend-
ent's or principal's office or the university) still so
prevalent in our schools today, like our conception of the
teacher as a lonely practitioner, has strong historical
roots. Edelfelt (1975) explains that
In the early days, the school board was, in effect, a
church board, to which the teacher looked for any
decision-making that was needed beyond the guidance of
church policy. VJhen the school became secular, the
teacher still looked to the board and superintendent for
decisions regarding curriculum and instruction, (p. 12)
Such decisions could more easily be followed in the past
because curriculum and teaching were viewed as fixed and un-
changing. According to R. W. Tyler (1971),
In the midperiod of the nineteenth century, the idea
that the curriculum and teaching procedures should be in
continuous development was not commonly accepted. The
technological and social changes in those days were pro-
ceeding less rapidly than now and school learning was
considered desirable but not necessary for an individ-
ual's survival. . . . How to educate those who dropped
out was not perceived as a meaningful question, (pp.
6-7)
.
Now that schools acknowledge the importance of meeting the
needs of all students and emphasize teaching as a changing
and developing task, they need leaders and not followers to
accomplish their goals. Yet, teachers are seldom given the
encouragement to "lead." Their roles in developing curricu-
lum or new teaching techniques are still bound by
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historically-established parameters. Today, in most school
systems the school board and superintendent establish rules
schools. Curriculum planning for a school system is
usually controlled by curriculum coordinators or other cen-
tral office personnel. Curriculum guides detailing material
that must be covered at each grade level continue to prolif-
erate. Within the school, the principal, who is the
"instructional leader" of the school, determines policies,
procedures and the "educational style" of the school.
Teachers readily admit the key importance of their A
relationship to their principal who makes many decisions
(allocation of space, materials, equipment, and resources of
time) that affect the social life of the school and its
staff. He or she is the daily visible authority who can
either support and praise or ignore and frustrate teacher
attempts to try new methods. Psychologically, principal
interactions with teachers have a powerful effect. As one
teacher explains.
If I see him in the hall and he doesn't smile or look at
me, I'm upset all day. What did I do wrong? vVhy
doesn't he like me? Will he listen to me if there's a
problem? I know it shouldn't affect me but it does.
(Lieberman & Miller, 1978, p. 63)
i-
Berman and McLaughlin (1978) point out that the importance
of the principal in both long and short run successes of new
programs "can hardly be overstated." Attitudes of princi"
pals who are the "gate-keepers" of change are crucial in the
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stages of implementation and continuation of new practices
since they give subtle but nonetheless powerful signals
about the "legitimacy" of teacher efforts. Teachers inter-
pret these messages as they decide if change is in their
professional self-interest, if it is worth the effort and if
it will make a difference (pp. 30-31).
^ A strong measure of a principal's support for teacher-
initiated change comes from his or her participation in
planning and training sessions. This kind of involvement
provides the "educational leader" with skills and informa-
tion needed to understand and support teacher efforts.
Principal participation communicates that change is a school
priority requiring the cooperation and work of all school
personnel. In addition, a principal's involvement in train-
ing enables him or her to sustain ongoing activities with
new staff and to knowledgeably seek district financial sup-
port. ^ ^ f
Such findings reflect the problems with past inservice
programs which have been planned and carried out without
principal-initiation or teacher participation. Staff devel-
opers are often central office personnel who design
"release-time" days and system-sponsored equivalent credit
courses in isolation from the people in the schools.
"Change agents" from schools of education or universities
design workshops or graduate courses or federal programs
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predominantly for teachers. Training for administrators in
a school system, when it does exist, is usually viewed as an
entirely separate entity.
Past in-service training
. Training teachers for leadership
requires a change in many assumptions about inservice educa-
tion which have also been based upon past historical reali-
ties. H, G. Richey's (1957) historical view of inservice
education reveals that;
During the nineteenth century inservice programs of
teacher training reflected^ above all else, the prevail-
ing and partially valid assumption that the immaturity,
meager educational equipment and inexperience of the
teacher rendered him unable to analyze or criticize his
own teaching or, unless given direction, to improve it.
^ (p. 36)
Although the majority of teachers are today capable profes-
sionals who should be encouraged to work with their princi-
pal to plan their own professional improvement, the tradi-
tion in which authorities from above direct the purposes,
content, and methods of inservice programs for teachers be-
low is still strong. Leiter and Cooper (1978) characterize
former models of teacher education as "highly mechanical and
structured role model s--ed uca tion as received doctrine" (p.
121). The lowly position to which teachers are still rele-
gated in relationship to university professors and school
administrators discourages them from taking a position of
leadership in initiating change. Although the success of
any program depends upon the teachers who must implement the
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changes, they are seldom asked to identify school goals and
to develop plans of action to accomplish them. Their non-
involvement communicates a lack of belief in their ability
to grow and develop and beomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Therefore
,
. . . one person's expectations for another person's
behavior can quite unwittingly become a more accurate
prediction simply for its having been made. (Rosenthal &
Jacobson, 1968, p. vii)
Often, inservice efforts have attempted to bring about
change by telling people the correct ways to think and act.
This mandate is related to McLaughlin's (1978) belief that
many inservice efforts are based on a "deficit" model, which
assumes that teachers have inadequate skills and information
that can be "corrected" through the "lecture-consultant de-
livery of truth and knowledge" (p. 79). This deficit model
of staff development has been powerfully communicated for
I
many years by a number of diverse role groups. School ad-
ministrators, university professors, state department offi-
cials and legislators use adminstra t ive regulations, degree
and certification requirements and state law to mandate an
end to teacher deficits. Ironically, as McLaughlin and
March (1978) point out, such mandates are founded upon the
dogmatic belief that authorities know and can justify what
constitutes good teaching (although twenty-five years of
research have not resolved this dilemma) (p. 189). Operat-
ing within this deficit assumption also limits our ability
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to learn more by giving teachers the opportunity to discuss
a possible deficit and ways it might be eliminated.
New Directions for Staff Development
Effective inservice must begin by acknowledging the
realities of teachers' attitudes and needs discussed thus
far: the demands on teachers today require that they be ac-
tive learners continuously adapting to changing school and
individual student needs; yet the strong influence of former
teachers, inadequate training that leads to reliance on per-
sonal resources and the social settings in many schools that
foster isolation and alienation all encourage a passive re-
sistance to growth and change. As researchers from the Rand
study point out, for many teachers,
. .
.
passage of time on the job seemed to diminish
their capacity to change and to dampen their enthusiasm
for innovations and for teaching. This 'calcifying' ef-
fect seemed less an intrinsic characteristic of teachers
than testimony to the way schools are managed and the
way professional development activities are provided for
staff. (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, p. 84)
A number of research studies have begun to document
inservice approaches that do respond to the above realities.
Teachers' stages of concern . A logical first step is to
discover more about the wide variety of issues and problems
faced by the people who will participate in training activi-
ties. Loucks and Hall (1977) deal with the problem of
matching inservice to teachers’ varied needs. They view
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changes in teaching practices as a process, not an event, as
a highly personal experience that individual teachers move
through in different ways and at different rates. They
point out that many inservice workshops may be seen as ir-
relevant because they are not targeted to respond to differ-
ent levels of concern. In an attempt to design a method
that staff developers can use to assess perceptions, motiva-
tions, and feelings about an innovation prior to planning
the content and format of training activities, they have de-
veloped the Concerns-Based Adoption Model. CBAM builds on
Frances Fuller's (1966) conception that the concerns of pre-
service and inservice teachers move along a continuum begin-
ning with concerns about self, moving to concerns about the
teaching task, and then to its impact on students. The CBAM
model illustrates seven stages in what might be considered a
typical progression of thoughts and feelings about a change,
moving from non-awareness and indifference all the way to
the desire to achieve maximum outcomes and finally to devel-
oping even more powerful alternatives. These levels are
illustrated by the following chart:
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STAGES OF CONCERN ABOUT INNOVATION
6 REFOCUSING: The focus is on exploration of more
universal benefits from the innovation, including
. . . major changes or replacement within a morepowerful alternative. Individual has definiteIdeas about alternatives to the proposed or ex-isting form . . .
5 COLLABORATION: The focus is on coordination and
cooperation with others
. . .
4 CONSEQUENCE: Attention focuses on impact of the
innovation on student in his/her immediate sphere
of influence. The focus is on relevance of the
innovation for students, evaluation of student
outcomes, including performance and competencies,
and changes needed to increase student outcomes.
3 MANAGEMENT: Attention is focused on proceses and
tasks of using the innovation and the best use of
information and resources. Issues related to
efficiency, organizing, managing, scheduling and
time demands are utmost.
2 PERSONAL: Individual is uncertain about the de-
mands of the innovation, his/her inadequacy to
meet those demands, and his/her role with the
innovation. This includes analysis of his/her
role in relation to the reward structure of the
organization, decision making, and consideration
of potential conflicts with existing structures
or personal commitment. Financial or status im-
plications of the program for self and colleagues
may also be reflected.
1 INFORMATIONAL: A general awareness of the inno-
vation and interest in learning more detail about
it is indicated. The person seems unworried
about h imself/herself in relation to the innova-
tion. She/he is interested in substantive as-
pects of the innovation in a selfless manner such
as general characteristics, effects, and require-
ments for use.
0 AWARENESS: Little concern about or involvement
with the innovation is indicated.
(Hall & Loucks, 1978, p. 41)
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Use of CBAM and other methods that assess the diversi-
ty of teacher concerns suggests a number of key principles
that can guide the planning of inservice programs. Hall and
Loucks (1978) stress first the importance of acknowledging
and accepting the affective or personal side of a change
rather than only the "technology" of an innovation. Second,
since there are many levels of concern in any change, it is
important to remember that change takes time. Therefore,
one-shot workshops, decrees and mandated changes do not re-
sult in instant results. Long-term follow-up is essential.
Third, staff developers cannot concentrate only on "impact"
concerns, but must first deal with the personal concerns of
school personnel. Finally, because any group of teachers
and administrators represents a variety of concerns, the
traditional, seemingly cost-effective method of common ac-
tivities for all participants is not very useful. Creative
approaches that "personalize" learning opportunities will
bring more success in the end (pp. 52-53).^ ajU * i'ft'c/C
Collaboration . The need to individualize inservice leads
naturally to another equally important element in the plan-
ning process; the involvement of participants in designing
the format and content of activities. This involvement com-
municates that inservice is not merely a ritual to be stan-
dardized across a district. Teachers interviewed by
McLaughlin (1977) felt that if a district viewed staff
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development as important, they would provide release time
and encourage teacher-involvement in the design of the pro-
gram. When teachers remain un involved, they too perpetuate
the ritual” and continue the same old practices (p. 70).
As Bunker (1980) stresses, "Learning is best accomplished
when learners are involved and involvement comes about when
people have control over decision-making, are listened to,
are taken seriously
.
. (p. 78). In support of shared
planning. Smith (1975) has found that
. . . experience with pilot collaboration programs thus
far suggests that the extra time and effort given to
planning them pays off in a feeling of enthusiasm and a
sense of satisfaction that the learning situation has
been enhanced. Then, open collaboration becomes a
coalition for progress, (p. 37)
Emphasizing collaborative planning leads more natural-
ly to the development of a flexible staff development design
reflecting varied perceptions of needs and learning styles
and utilizing teacher-admini stator expertise and original-
i ty
.
Individual izat ion . Encouraging school personnel to learn
new skills requires the same creative approaches we ask
teachers to use with their students. According to Leiter
and Cooper ( 1978),
What we respect about ch ildren--varie ty , individuality'
we fail to apply to teachers and what we often tell
children--tha t learning is hard work and requires con-
centration and application—we do not apply to our ex-
pectations for adults. People do learn in different
ways. Learning is serious business and more provision
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must be made in teacher-learning situations for reading,
reflection, discussion, profound and thorough presenta-tions of ideas and strategies and for a flexible, positively expectant learning environment, (pp. 121-122)
Lawrence's (1974) comprehensive review of ninety-seven
studies on inservice reveals that "Inservice educational
programs that have differentiated training experiences for
teachers” (p. 14) that allow teachers to "choose
goals and activities for themselves" and that emphasize
"self-initiated and self-directed training activities" (p.
15) have greater success in accomplishing program goals.
Bunker (1980) in writing about "Helping Staff Development
Groups to Self-Direct" emphasizes that "Participants will
benefit from self-initiated, self-directed learning. People ^
are their own instruments for growth. A major aim of staff
development is to help others become more self-directed" (p.
12). The use of individualized programs responds to the
problem Mann (1975) identifies that:
. . . virtually every teacher and every administrator
believes that their situation is literally unique and
thus feel themselves justified in ignoring any advice or
reforms not consciously tailored to their particular
situation, (p. 22)
Peer instruction . In the process of matching activites to
a specific situation, programs have proved to be more suc-
cessful if they draw on the expertise of local people who
have direct experience with school problems. Orrange and
VanRyn (1975) stress that:
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Rand researchers also confirm that ". in terms of know-
ledge about the practice of teaching, teachers often repre
sent the best clinical expertise available" {McLaughlin &
Marsh, 1978, p. 87).
Sharing and collaboration with colleagues helps to
eliminate the teacher-isolation so prevalent in many
schools. School districts that have turned from district-
wide workshops or lectures to the formation of small-group ^
task forces of four to eight people who choose to work to-
gether on a specific problem help to create a "critical
mass” of teachers and administrators in the same school who
can support each other and therefore establish a norm for
change day-to-day within their school. Thus, Lawrence
(1974) has found that "programs in which teachers share and
provide mutual assistance to each other are more likely to
accomplish their objectives than are programs in which each
teacher does separate work" (p. 15)
School site training . Goodlad (1975) emphasizes the impor-
tance of conducting staff development programs at the single
school level. He explains
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. . . that the single school falls nicely between the
epersonal ized
, complex, amorphous school system and thesomewhat intimidated, impotent, individual teacher.The school house is a physical entity. ... It is occu-pied by real people—not just 'they'—who can be seen
and talked with, face to face; it has an identity char-
acterized by roles and people who occupy them, activi-
ties, ways of behaving, perceptions, and even elements
of a special language. It satisfies at least some ofthe components of a culture, shaped in part by those who
occupy it, and, to a degree, shaping them. (p. 173)
Lawrence (1974) agrees that staff development programs that
are ” school -based” (p. 9) and "linked to a general effort of
the school" and its staff are far more successful than
"single shot programs that are not a part of the general
staff development plan" (p. 15). McLaughlin and Marsh
(1978) go further in stressing individualization within a
single school because
District-wide—or even school-wide—inservice education
activities that only elaborate on present practice usu-
ally are seen as a waste of time by experienced staff.
. . . After several years in the classroom, teachers
want to explore new areas and take more responsibility
for their professional growth, (pp. 84-85)
If schools do not explicitly address the professional de-
velopment needs of their tenured staff who may have moved
beyond the need for informative workshops, McLaughlin and
Marsh conclude, "it is not entirely surprising that experi-
enced teachers sometimes feel there is little challenge left
for them and 'turn off from teaching" (p. 85).
Curriculum creation . Inservice programs that allow indi-
viduals to work according to their level of concern while
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focusing on ongoing improvement in the schools emphasize the
creation of curricula which teachers can use with their
students. Smith (1S75) maintains that teachers more consis-
tently continue the work they have begun in inservice train-
ing sessions when their activities' have related to or gener-
ated curriculum development:
Unless the program is changed through an evolving pro-
cess of curriculum development, the isolated innovation
IS likely to be dropped from the teacher's repertoire
over time as extraneous curriculum demands take hold.
(p. 37)
The process of curriculum creation enables teachers to con-
tinue to grow in an active way (constructing and generating
materials, ideas and behavior) and thus results in increased
personal investment and commitment. Mann (1975) discovered
that "locally developed curriculum can counteract insularity
of teachers, who usually believe that no one can possibly
know anything about their situations" (p. III-31). Berman
(1975) equates curriculum production with the exercise of
"reinventing the wheel" which "can provide an important op-
portunity for staff to work through and understand project
precepts and to develop a sense of 'ownership' in project
methods and goals" (p. 19).
All of the above inservice strategies, because they
emphasize teacher initiative in the planning, developing and
implementing of change, can result in what Rand reseachers
refer to as "mutual adaptation," the process by which
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teachers adapt an innovation to the realities of their own
classrooms, and, in turn, are changed by it (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1978, pp. 16-17).
Ongoing support. Mutual adaptation, like all learning and
growing, is a continuous developmental process which is best
facilitated by ongoing, on-site support that can be provided
by the principal, colleagues in the school, and resource
personnel. Rand researchers note that following staff
training activities (workshops, courses, etc.), staff sup-
port activities provide a way in which "skill specific
training can be individualized for project teachers in terms
of timing and content modification" especially since "staff
often cannot perceive what they need to know until the need
arises" (McLaughlin & Marsh, 1978, p. 78). However, the
quality of "advisory" support is a crucial issue in provid-
ing constructive rather than destructive aid. Effective
consultants must be able to provide "concrete practical ad-
vice to project teachers—showing them how to adapt project
materials to their own situation" and "how to solve problems
for themselves" (p. 78). If resource people do not foster
teacher independence, their assistance can have negative ef-
fects by unintentionally preventing teachers from learning
to use strategies by themselves.
Manolakes (1977) describes a variety of valuable func-
tions for an advisor. First he or she can serve as a "seed
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planter and extender," developing a dialogue between two
professionals, offering ideas to be accepted or rejected,
and, in general, extending the thinking of teachers about
how to improve their work. Second, advisors can function as
"technical helpers," working alongside teachers, demonstrat-
ing techniques, to help in the implementation of teacher-
plans (pp. 105-106). Third, advisors can be "expediters"
who work with principals to get the job done when policies
and procedures represent frustrating blocks. Advisors may
help to obtain materials more quickly or get permission to
bend a policy before teachers return to a "safer" method.
Fourth, advisors can be "informants and communication stimu-
lators," helping teachers and principals to know what other
colleagues are doing and establishing communication networks
to extend teachers' "insulated professional lives"
(Manolakes, 1977, pp. 107-108). Thomas (1979) adds that
advisors .can help teachers "to articulate their values and
goals and make a lifetime habit of thoughtful reflection
upon their work" and can extend "the services of a teacher's
center to school buildings" (p. 7). In all of these roles,
successful advisors attempt to foster professional indepen-
dence in teachers so that eventually they will become advis-
ors for each other.
Another important staff-support activity is developed
through frequent staff meetings that focus not on reporting
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administrative details but rather on sharing problems and
describing progress. These meetings create a forum in which
teachers and the principal can learn from each other's ex-
periences. Such meetings meet the affective needs of people
facing complex change and help to constantly clarify goals
and operations as well as the implications of new school
strategies. Again, this support activity continues the
"mutual adaptation” and "reinvention of the wheel" that help
teachers and administrators understand and adjust change to
local needs. In so doing, they develop real ownership of
change and growth and therefore establish its true institu-
tional iza tion.
Concl usion
Underlying all of the educational research findings
about successful staff development activities is an emphasis
on using a most under-utilized educational resource;
teachers' and principals' experienced-based perceptions of
their needs and instructional problems as well as their col-
lective talents in devising ways to solve them. Unleashing
these talents requires a radical movement away from the def-
icit information-delivery series of "single-shot" training
experiences for large groups that characterizes so many of
our traditional staff development models. It continues to
be important to "
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Design approaches to inservice education which are more
consonant with the purposes of staff renewal, that is,
to help teachers and administrators articulate goals,
uncover real problems to solve, find resources in their
own ranks, learn new interactions among one another and
with children, and to grow in the ability to be self-
sustaining and less dependent on outside help for growth
(Bunker, 1977, p. 31).
Any lasting change in schools is a developmental pro-
cess that begins with identifying what innovations make
sense, how they can be adapted to each unique environment
and what resources and support should be provided to develop
a true understanding of new concepts and mastery of new
skills. It continues by providing appropriate and flexible
on site support that utilizes local resources during imple-
mentation and by finding ways that school personnel can
independently retain and continue improvements and change.
CHAPTER III
PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION OF A
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Introduction
A significant challenge faced by staff developers to-
day involves the actual application of research findings
about successful practices to the complex problems of change
in diverse local settings. Drawing on the theories about
more effective strategies for staff training and support
culled from current research presented in Chapter II, this
chapter will respond to Research Question One, "How can cur-
rent research findings about staff development activities
that enhance professional growth be applied to a local staff
development program?" This description of a local program
emphasizes the context and situational parameters of a
single school within a particular school system and the
community that this school serves.
For purposes of replication or adaptation, it is im-
portant to understand the particulars of the setting as well
as the specific problems and needs to be addressed. There-
fore, this chapter presents a description of (1) the larger
environment—Centre City and the Centre City Public schools^
(2) the specific contex t--Ci ty High School and City Commun-
ity High School (their facilities, student body and
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educational personnel), (3) the elements of change faced by
educational personnel (new school resources, new programs,
new professional roles) and (4) the staff development pro-
gram (stages in collaborative planning and implementation of
activities supporting change).
The Larger Context
(Centre City)
Centre City (population 170,000) is one of the major
cities in this northeastern state. It is an industrial and
commercial center which has approximately seven hundred di-
versified manufacturing establishments as well as a large
cross section of distribution and service businesses. Its
largest number of employees (forty-five percent of whom are
women) are in the wholesale and retail trade, service
industries and manufacturing.
Located in Centre City are eight four-year degree-
granting colleges and four junior colleges as well as a
number of other well-known educational and cultural institu-
tions. Over one hundred churches, synagogues and temples
provide places of worship for about twenty-five religious
g roups.
Centre City's population is racially and socioeco-
nomically diverse. The predominating ethnic groups, accord-
ing to the 1970 Census, are French—Canadian, Irish, Italian,
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Swedish, Polish and English, Three percent of the city's
population is Black and eight percent is Hispanic.
During the 1960-1970 decade, the population of Centre
City decreased by approximately 10,000 or 5.8 percent. Al-
though records show an excess of 10,000 births over deaths,
there was a net out-migration of 20,000. This pattern has
continued in the next decade.
Centre City Public Schools . The Centre City Public Schools
consist of four high schools, four junior high schools, two
middle schools and forty-eight elementary schools, many of
which are small neighborhood schools serving less than two
hundred students. Since the population of Centre City is
declining, a number of elementary schools have been closed
since 1970, Others have been recommended by an outside con-
sultant for closing. Approximately 1,800 educators serve
the student population of 24, 000, but each year has wit-
nessed a decline in school enrollments and a subsequent de-
crease in the teaching and administrative staff, thus far
from retirements, elimination of permanent substitute posi-
tions and natural attrition.
Declining enrollments are a major concern for teachers
in the Centre City Public Schools since they now have far
fewer opportunities to transfer to more desirable teaching
positions when vacancies occur. Historically, positions in
the senior high schools have been filled by those who have
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taught for a number of years in the junior high schools and
have earned a master's degree. In addition, the loss of
positions at all levels is a constant source of concern for
teachers with fewer years of seniority. Some senior high
teachers have been compelled to return to junior high
schools because of declining enrollments. A very limited
number of new teachers are hired each year, primarily in the
areas of special education and bilingual education. There-
fore, each year the teaching staff at the Centre City
Schools is increasingly characterized by older, experienced
teachers who have remained for many years in the same school
and the same school system.
Although the number of students, teachers and even
school buidings has been declining during this decade, the
inflation of fuel and instructional material costs as well
as professional salaries has increased the cost of educa-
tion. Concern over sharply rising expenses has led the
School Committee to concentrate on severe budget cuts which
force school personnel, given current calls for "accounta-
bility" and emphasis on basic skills, to try to do more and
more with less funding and fewer resources. As a result,
"teacher burnout" and "job stress" are strong concerns of
faculty and administration at Centre City Public Schools.
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The Specific Contexts
City High School. City High School is one of four high
schools in Centre City. It is a seventy-five-year-old,
three— story building located in the second poorest area of
the city. Each day the school's 1,000 students move from
one self— contained classroom to another according to a
traditional schedule of seven forty-two—minute periods. In
general, classrooms are poorly equipped for scientific
experiments, home economics and industrial arts activities
as well as any other learning activity that requires more
than a room with desks and chairs.
The school has an auditorium with a protruding plat-
form that serves as a stage. Its classroom-sized library,
because of limited space, stores most of its library books
in lockers which line the hallway outside the library. A
small closet on the third floor is used to store a limited
supply of instructional media (projectors, tape recorders,
record players) which teachers sign up to borrow. An annex
adjacent to the main building, built fifty-five years ago,
contains a gymnasium and locker rooms on the first and sec-
ond floors and additional classrooms on the third floor. Mo
athletic fields exist on the school grounds. Team practice
after school takes place at an athletic field located ap-
proximately one mile from the school site.
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Except for two small rooms which serve as separate
"lounges" for male and female teachers, no other place in
the school existed for informal faculty exchanges. In re-
sponse to this need, a former coal bin, located in the sub-
basement of the school, was converted into a Teacher
Resource Room. This was designed by school personnel and
staff members of a three-year federally- funded teacher-
training project who worked with faculty to prepare for the
projected move to the new City Community High School. The
Teacher Resource Room was divided into areas that could ac-
commodate large and small group sessions as well as private
spaces for independent work. The room was used for meetings
and staff development programs held during and after school
to support teachers in their planning activities.
City Community High School . City Community High School,
the first community school at the secondary level in the
city, is a fourteen million dollar, three-story structure
developed on a forty-three acre ^site of land. It is located
in the less-populated and country-like southwest area of the
city. The new school is designed to serve 1,500 students
who will attend classes scheduled according to a "differen-
tiated semi-rotating” schedule. Their instructional periods
will range from forty-two to sixty-five minutes in length.
Classes will be held in different time blocks on A, B, C,
and D days. One period is eliminated each day. Thus, an
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individual class will meet four times a week at varying
times of the day and for varying periods of time.
Instructional areas at City Community High School, a
flexible space building, are large department "pods" encom-
passing as many as ten separate "learning stations" for
separate classes. Rather than walls, hanging dividers as
well as movable floor dividers provide extensive flexibility
in area definition as well as in mode of instruction.
The new high school contains a huge library media cen-
ter on two levels which can store and display massive
amounts of reference materials and which can accommodate
large number of students working individually or in groups.
Adjoining the center is a television studio which enables
students and faculty to produce programs and broadcast them
throughout the school. In addition, the school has a digi-
tal computer with eight terminals that can be used for many
instructional purposes.
A special education wing of the building is designed
to serve all of the city's secondary special needs students.
The wing contains resource rooms, observation room, occupa-
tional and pre-vocational training workshops, speech and
deaf therapy rooms and a food service area.
Physical education facilities are extensive. They
include a large gymnasium and olympic-sized swimming pool
within the building, an outdoor quarter-mile track, five
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tennis courts, football, baseball, field hockey and soccer
fields, as well as separate practice areas for these sports.
tchen—eq ui pped male— female faculty lounges are
located on the first, second and third floors of the build-
ing, A meeting room for the community is also provided.
Student populations at City High School and City Community
High School . Approximately ninety percent of the one thou-
sand City High School students are Caucasians representing a
broad diversity of ethnic backgrounds. Ten percent are
Black and Hispanic. The school is eligible for Title I
projects since eighteen percent of the students are from
low-income families and ten percent are from families re-
ceiving Aid to Dependent Children, A large percentage of
the City High student population resides in census tract 13,
which is the second poorest area of Centre City.
Students entering grade 9 at City High School number
350; however, the graduating class in the past few years has
consisted of only 183 (thirty-nine percent of whom go on to
four-year or two-year colleges). Faculty identify freshmen
students as the group which presents them with the most dif-
ficulty in terms of "discipline” and "instructional achieve-
ment." City High School guidance counselors point out that
the greatest student attrition occurs during their junior
year when students reach the age of sixteen and are no
longer legally bound to attend school. These students who
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are "biding their time" may account for the high absentee
and tardy rates cited by City High School administrators.
On a typical day, sixteen percent of the students are absent
and another ten percent must be dealt with for tardiness to
school and/or unauthorized absence from some of their
classes
.
The student population of City Community High School
will consist of 1,500 students, 1,000 of the old City High
School student population and 500 additional students drawn
from an extended attendance area encompassing the poorest
neighborhood in the city and some middle class neighbor-
hoods. Given the new facilities and programs to be offered
at the new community high school, the student population
will include the city's secondary bilingual students who
will attend bilingual and regular classes according to their
language facility and instructional needs, and 120 special
needs students (formerly characterized as "trainable
mentally retarded" and "educable mentally retarded"). While
fifty of the special needs students will be involved in a
total services program with special education teachers,
seventy students will participate in a resource program dur-
ing which they spend a portion of the school day in regular
classes; a few special needs students will be fully inte-
grated into regular classes and monitored by special educa-
tion teachers. Special needs students in regular classes
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will have learning disabilities related to difficulty with
auditory and visual learning, reading comprehension and re-
porting back in written form.
Professional personnel at City High School and City Com-
munity High School
. The school personnel at City High
School consists of sixty-seven teachers and four guidance
counselors. The ratio of males to females is two to one.
The all-male administration consists of three assistant
principals and one principal. With the exception of one
Black and two Hispanic teachers, all other staff members are
Caucasian. The average age of school personnel is forty-
four years and seventy percent of the staff have earned
masters degrees or certificates of advanced graduate study.
Two faculty members have Ed.D. degrees. The majority of
degrees were earned from a local college and university
situated in Centre City.
Although faculty had no guarantee that they would be
selected as part of the staff of the new City Community High
School, most staff members participated in varying degrees
in activities which focused on developing new teaching roles
and new curricula to be used at the new school. Most of
these pr eparational activities were developed and carried
out by the staff of a federally-funded teacher-training pro-
gram in the City High School Teacher Resource Room. Staff
development activities consisted of courses and independent
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study projects facilitated on-site by faculty at a univer-
sity participating in the federal program. As a result, at
the conclusion of the three-year federal program, two
teachers had earned masters degrees and seventeen teachers
received certificates of advanced graduate study. In addi-
tion, a number of non-credit staff development activities
took place on-site at City High School. These included:
support group projects in which groups of faculty worked
together to address identified school problems; lectures and
demonstrations offered by consultants and school resource
people; media presentations requested by teachers and shown
in the Resource Room; and instructional material-creation
and curriculum development by teachers who used Resource
Room equipment and supplies. Approximately forty-five per-
cent of the City High School faculty participated in at
least three of the above activites on an active, ongoing
basis. As a result, approximately thirty faculty members at
City High School had experienced a substantial amount of
preparation for their potential roles in the new school.
The ninety-eight teachers and six guidance counselors
who comprised the staff of the new City Community High
School consisted of fifty-eight former City High School fac-
ulty and forty-six faculty members selected from all of the
other secondary schools in the city. The new faculty is
sixty percent male and forty percent female. Five teachers
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are Hispanic and one is Black. All others are Caucasian.
The City High School principal and assistant principals who
served at City High School during its last year were all
transferred to City Community High School. Educational per-
sonnel at the new school evidenced a variety of teaching
backgrounds and a spectrum of former preparation for teach-
ing at the new school. Ninety percent of the staff have
earned masters or CAGS degrees. Two members had Ed.D. de-
g rees.
Approximately thirty percent of the new staff were
former City High School teachers who had participated ex-
tensively in Resource Room staff development activities.
The other seventy percent had had little or no direct prepa-
ration for teaching in the new school, although applicants
for City Community High School had been given the opportun-
ity to join City High School faculty in one curriculum
development planning course offered by the federally-funded
inservice team the semester prior to the move to the new
school. Some applicants who participated in this planning
course were selected; some were not. As a result of all the
above factors, the new staff at City Community High School
comprised a very diverse group representing a variety of
prior experiences and training as well as a broad spectrum
of subject area interests and training needs.
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Major Elements of Change
Faculty selected to teach at the new City Community
High School were indeed faced with the challenge of complex
changes: changes in environment, in instructional programs,
student needs and new professional roles.
One obvious challenge was represented by their impres-
sive and somewhat overwhelmingly new facilities and re-
sources. While many had long faced the problem of ill-
equipped and shabbily furnished self-contained classrooms,
none had had any direct experience with teaching in
flexible-space department pods in full view of other col-
leagues, many of whom were total strangers. While most were
accustomed to a lack of curricular materials or instruction-
al equipment, the ready availability of ample supplies of
new materials and media ordered by system-wide subject mat-
ter coordinators and directors was a unique experience. A
great deal of teacher time and effort would be needed to
learn about and adapt materials to their own teaching
styles.
All faculty members who came from other senior and
junior high schools in Centre City were accustomed to teach-
ing their classes according to a predictable and stable
schedule of seven or eight uniform ''periods'' held at the
same time each day. At City Community High School, the in-
troduction of a "differentiated semi-rotating" schedule of
classes which would meet four times each week for varying
amounts of time ( forty- two to sixty-five minutes) and at
different times of the school day would require some crea-
tive changes in class activities and learning modes.
Meeting the needs of a student population that was new
to everyone and very diverse, comprised of low and middle
income students from different cultures as well as a signif-
icant number of bilingual and special needs students, re-
flected a repertoire of new teaching strategies. The staff
was also aware of the need to meet the affective needs of
students in this 1,500-pupil school, which was larger than
any of the other Centre City high schools. A new role for
each faculty member (developed by the administration) was
that of teacher/advisor to a heterogeneous group of approxi-
mately fifteen students, grades 9-12. Teacher and students
were scheduled to meet each day during a "communication per-
iod” and at other available times' to create a "support
group” in this large and complex educational structure. The
teacher, working with a guidance counselor, would be func-
tioning as an advocate for these fifteen students, helping
with instructional and behavioral or personal problems iden-
tified by the students themselves or by their subject matter
teachers.
In addition, the role of faculty members at City Com-
munity High School, the first community high school in
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Centre City, included working more extensively with parents
and community members. The new school had been designed as
a facility which could provide members of the surrounding
neighborhoods with many new opportunities for educational
enrichment during and after school. On a space—ava ilable
basis, parents and residents could attend classes offered
during the school day and could join with educational per-
sonnel in developing extra-curricular community programs for
students and adults that respond to identified needs and in-
terests. While parent participation in Centre City's high
schools varies at each site, the majority of teachers had
had limited experience in working with adults in their
classes and in collaborating with community members in
addressing school concerns.
Given the complex mixture of new challenges that City
Community High School represented to the new staff, all
acknowledged that there was a great deal to prepare for, and
predictably in this concrete situation, little time to do
so. The majority of the new faculty had been selected by
February 1978. City Community High School had been slated
to open in September 1978.
Planning for Change
Initiative for preparation of the new faculty began in
March at the Centre City Public Schools central office. The
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Director of Staff Development met with the future principal
and assistant principals of City Community High School to
discuss what might be done. They decided that faculty
should be involved in planning whatever preparational activ-
ities would take place and the writer, employed at that time
the Office of Staff Development, was asked to work with
administrators and staff to design a program which would fa-
cilitate the smooth opening and first year at City Community
High School.
The planning process (April-July 1978) . The planning pro-
cess developed for preparational activities was conceptually
based upon a number of principles emphasized in current re-
search findings about successful staff development prac-
tices. These principles will be cited as rationales for the
steps taken in the planning and implementation of the staff
development program to be studied.
First of all, the writer, who functioned as the pro-
gram coordinator, recognized the need stressed by Loucks and
Hall (1978) to acknowledge the wide variety of issues and
problems faced by any administration and staff of a particu-
lar school and therefore the importance, as cited by
McLaughlin (1977), of involving participants representing
different concerns in designing the format and content of
any staff development program. Fortunately, given the focus
of this program, preparation for a particular new school.
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activities were in consonance with Goodlad's (1975) belief
that successful activities should be school-based and linked
to a general effort of the school.
However, the attempt to link theory to practice must
also acknowledge situational limitations within a local con-
text which require some compromising of the ideal. The
amount of time and effort expended in a planning process
seems to increase in proportion to the number of people who
are drawn together to make and carry out plans. Given un-
limited time, all staff members can be extensively involved.
However, the desire to enable as many of the future City
Community High School staff as possible to develop ownership
of staff development activities by direct participation in
making- plans was tempered by the recognition of time and en-
ergy limitations within this local context. Following final
selection of the new City Community High School staff and
the administrative decision to conduct a summer staff devel-
opment program, approximately three months of the Spring
semester (April, May and June) remained to plan. During
this time, the approximately one hundred new faculty members
were situated not at the new site, but at ten different
schools in Centre City. In addition, due to budget restric-
tions, no release time for planning could be provided.
Developing a planning committee . Taking these factors
into
f Staff development and Cityconsideration, the Director o
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Community High School administration decided to ask newly-
appointed department heads and, in cases where no department
heads existed, liaison teachers for each department, to be-
come members of what came to be called the Teachers Planning
Committee. Members of this committee were asked to collec-
tively design and help to implement activities which would
assist the entire staff to prepare for the first school
year.
The Planning Committee also included a City Community
High School assistant principal and a staff member from the
Office of Staff Development, the writer, who became the pro-
gram coordinator. Planning Committee members became respon-
sible for setting up a process of ongoing communication with
members of each department, with City Community High School
administrators and with central office staff in order to
maintain broad-based communication and feedback as plans
evolved
.
Identifying a site for planning activities . Many of the
newly-named department heads and liaison teachers were City
High School staff members who were familiar with one an-
other. This group was also well-acquainted with the Teacher
Resource Room at City High which had come to be viewed as a
comfortable environment for meetings and presentations. The
"lounge area" of the Resource Room was therefore chosen as
the after-school planning site. This environment, furnished
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with lounge chairs and couches placed in a circular arrange-
ment next to wall-length bulletin boards for easy display of
issues raised, helped to encourage free exchange of ideas,
as did coffee and donuts served to raise energy levels after
a long day of teaching.
First steps: Generating questions . The first meeting was
held to generate questions about the group's goals and ways
to achieve them. Participants were anxious to discuss is-
sues and problems as well as suggestions for solving them.
Their initial exploratory questions were;
- How can staff get to know each other and their new school?
- Are summer planning meetings necessary or desirable?
- When and where should these meetings take place?
Committee members agreed during this meeting that
their colleagues had already widely expressed a pressing
need to find out more about City Community High School.
Thus far, new faculty had toured the yet- uncompleted facili-
ties and had attended a one-hour informational meeting with
administrators who discussed, in general, the need to be
flexible and adaptive and, more specifically, the new sched-
ule to be implemented, and the new roles of teacher/advisor
and school/community liaison with parents and residents that
teachers would be asked to play. Committee members were
unanimous in their agreement that the entire staff needed to
come together for some extended period of time in the new
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school site to get to know each other and to become familiar
with the overall school organization and the specific roles
within it. It was also agreed that these meetings must take
place during the summer (since the school building would not
be ready for occupancy until that time) and that a period of
at least two weeks would be a realistic amount of time to
work together. The committee agreed that these meetings
should be voluntary and that staff members should be paid
for attending these summer sessions (according to the rate
traditionally paid to teachers engaged in professional
activities during the summer).
At this point, committee members decided that they
would return to the colleagues they represented to discuss
general points of agreement reached at this meeting (the
need for a summer meeting at the new school, possibly two
weeks in duration, which faculty would be invited to attend)
and to get answers to specific questions about such a meet-
ing;
- How should days be scheduled?
- What concerns need to be addressed?
- What activities would be most useful?
Clarifying staff needs and suggestions . As a result of
separate meetings between each committee members and his or
her constituency, members returned to the second planning
meeting laden with lists of issues to be addressed in
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preparation for the new school. These extensive data from
administration and thirteen departments served to concretely
document to the planning group the complexity of the task
ahead
—
planning meaningful activities that could, in the
time available, respond to individual, department, whole
faculty and administrative concerns all within one summer
program. However, as members poured over each other's
ideas, they were encouraged by an obvious commonality of
suggestions they had recorded. In order to visually compare
feedback each had received, this meeting was spent in devel-
oping an elaborate chart listing topics that each group be-
lieved should be covered at a summer meeting. Suggestions
from one group sparked ideas in another; some lists were
more extensive and seemed to members to be more "complete."
Therefore, the meeting ended when some members expressed the
desire to return to their departments to get further clarif-
ication about their "list." In the meantime, a subcommittee
of three members volunteered to further study the newly cre-
ated chart of suggestions to identify tentative umbrella
"categories" under which these diverse concerns could be
placed
.
Categorizing major areas of concern . The next meeting be-
gan with the addition of topics to the master chart and then
with a presentation of the subcommittee which had been able
to delineate five general areas of concern that seemed to
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cover the charted lists. After extensive discussion and
some revision, members agreed that five general categories
did reflect their major concerns. The group then together
P^^^sed questions under each category that gave it a greater
focus and clarity.
The areas of concern and questions generated from this
sharing were:
(1) Flexible Space Design: How can we give individuals and
groups the opportunity to organize their furniture,
equipment and materials in their department pods for
maximum instructional effectiveness?
(2) Instructional Concerns: How can we help participants to
determine and develop new and existing curricula and new
teaching strategies that would best meet the needs of
students and teachers in their new environment?
(3) Department Business: How can we provide department
heads and department members with the opportunity to
distribute teaching materials and staff assignments and
to deal with the innumerable administrative details af-
fecting the efficient functioning of their group?
(4) New Roles: How can we help educational personnel pre-
pare themselves for their new roles of teacher/advi sor
and ccmmunity educator given special emphasis in the new
school?
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(5) School Management Concerns: How can we enable adminis-
trators to work with the entire faculty to develop
procedures for opening day, to establish school regula-
tions, to clarify teacher duties and to inform everyone
concerned about new school features and facilities?
Developing a Responsive Staff
Development Program
Having answered, in general terms, the question of
"What concerns are most important?”, planning committee mem-
bers needed next to address the issue of "How can concerns
be met?” This question had to be answered within the
agreed-upon time allotment established for summer staff ac-
tivities. Broad-based feedback from potential participants
had led to the decision to set aside two weeks (Monday-
Friday) in August for a staff development program. The ten
days of the program would begin at 8 a.m. and continue until
1 p.m. Due to possible high temperatures and discomfort
during those summer days, the majority of people polled pre-
ferred a morning schedule to a longer day which would have
included a luncheon break. It was also decided that soft
drinks, coffee and refreshments would be provided each day
(8:45-9:00 a.m.).
Given this general schedule, a subcommittee was formed
to attempt to design a variety of activities reflecting
concerns and needs. This subcommittee of three
members, including the writer (program coordinator), was
asked to take into account a number of considerations de-
fined by the planning group. Planning members gave first
priority to setting aside a substantial amount of time for
"department work" during which individual departments could
create their own agendas and individuals within a department
could work in teams or independently. As a second priority,
administrators expressed a real need for adequate opportuni-
ties to meet with the entire faculty and teachers agreed
that this was important. Finally, the group together agreed
that some time should be set aside to meet with resource
people who could present a variety of workshops on the use
of flexible space, new curricula, and school equipment and
many other topics requested by individuals and groups. The
group realized that all needs for information and skill-
development could not be met in a two-week period and there-
fore most workshops could only provide participants with a
brief introduction to certain topics. However, they decided
that even this brief opportunity would be useful and that
training could be continued during the school year.
At this point in the planning process, some members of
the planning committee expressed dual feelings about their
roles in developing a program: satisfaction that they had
been able to identify broad—based concerns and yet
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frustration about what little planning time remained during
the school year to involve as many personnel as possible in
actually designing concrete activities. Committee members
stressed that the program design should be as
flexible as possible to allow teachers to choose goals and
activities for themsevles.
Establishing the program design . The general program de-
sign developed by the subcommittee for planning activities
was based upon the above requests made by the planning com-
mittee as well as a number of general principles derived
from current research findings about effective staff devel-
opment. In designing an initial program, the subcommittee
acknowledged the need to allow for differentiated training
activities for different staff members, for self-initiated
and self-directed activities for individuals (Lawrence,
1974) and for peer-instruction and sharing (Orrange and Van
Ryn, 1975). The subcommittee was also highly cognizant of
the importance of administrator involvement in training ac-
tivities since, as Berman and McLaughlin (1978) stress,
principals are the "gatekeepers of change" whose support and
involvement give key messages about the worth and legitimacy
of teacher efforts.
Basing their plans upon the above principles and using
the chart of suggestions from all potential participants and
the five general areas of concern identified by the Planning
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Committee, the Subcommittee for Activities decided that the
following types of activities would provide participants
with both structure and flexibility;
Faculty brie fing sessions . Large group meetings of
the entire City Community High School staff and administra-
tors which would (1) allow for the exchange of information
about activities for opening day, new school facilities and
features, general school rules and regulations, management
procedures and various faculty duties and would (2) provide
a forum for the exchange of ideas and expression of concerns
among faculty members and administrators.
Department work sessions . Blocks of time set aside
for (1) meetings among colleagues in a particular department
facilitated by department heads or another department leader
and focusing on pre-arranged agenda items and (2) time for
individual department members to collaborate in teams or
work independently on curricular and instructional concerns.
General feedback sessions . Faculty meetings during
which selected City Community High School staff members make
brief presentations that share creative ideas they have de-
veloped in response to some whole-school concern such as pod
design, traffic flow patterns, plans for student orientation
or teacher collaboration.
Workshops . Small group training sessions facilitated
by Centre City Public Schools resource people or an
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identified consultant who would focus (in the time avail-
able) on developing skills or providing information
requested by participants.
General sessions
. Large group presentations from
local officials (Mayor, Superintendent, School Committee
members) and community agency representatives or consult-
ants.
Other activities
. As defined by the Planning Com-
mittee (bus tour, family picnic, etc.).
The above categories of activities, because they gave
Participants great flexibility in responding to diverse con-
cerns, were accepted as a general outline by the Planning
Committee. However, how sessions would be scheduled and how
activities would be carried out were yet unanswered ques-
tions.
Scheduling program activities . Once basic categories of
activities were conceptualized, the Planning Committee's
next task involved time allotments. Continuous feedback
from participants indicated that they gave highest priority
to activities that allowed them to collaborate within or
among departments. Therefore, the Planning Committee de-
cided that at least 50 percent of the staff development pro-
gram time should be set aside for department agenda (work
sessions). Administrators indicated that 20 percent of the
program time was sufficient for administrative meetings with
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faculty. It was also agreed that varying amounts of time
(10-20 percent of program time) should be devoted to sepa-
rate workshops (a few, reflecting ccmmon concerns, should be
offered on a rotating basis to all departments and others
that were more specialized should be designed for single de-
partments or small groups). Furthermore, the Planning Com-
mittee agreed to add other suggested activities to the over-
all program: tours of the school and a bus tour of the com-
munity (suggested by the Principal), a picnic for faculty
and their families (proposed by a faculty member as a way to
build new relationships among colleagues) and official open-
ing and closing sessions requested by the central adminis-
trative staff through the Office of Staff Development.
Scheduling of all these sessions into a comprehensive
two-week program appeared to be herculean task. Everyone
reached prompt agreement about where in the schedule the
opening” and "closing” sessions would appearl The rest of
the design reguired far more time. Decisions regarding the
scheduling of other sessions lacked clarity among this large
planning group. Therefore, we decided to first develop cer-
tain principles to which the group could collectively agree.
Next, given severe time constraints, the Activities Subcom-
niittee volunteered to develop a program design incorporating
the agreed-upon principles. The guidelines developed for
their work were:
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(1) A variety of activities should be scheduled each day
(2) The chart of concerns developed by Planning Committee
members should be used to assign specific topics to each
time block
(3) Activities during the first week should first respond to
high-priority basic concerns (school facilities, space
design, operating procedures)
(4) When participants had answered basic questions and felt
more familiar with their environment, activities should
focus on more specialized topics and workshops during
the second week
Utilizing these guidelines, a program design was de-
veloped by the Subcommittee and, after extensive discussion
and some revision, was approved by the Planning Committee
members. It was then duplicated and sent to all administra-
tors and teachers for their review, revision and/or subse-
quent approval. One substantial change in the original pro-
gram design involved the elimination of a "Public Relations
Day" during which community members would be invited to tour
the school, meet with teachers and attend a special program
describing school programs and opportunities for community
education. Planning Committee members discovered that a
number of school facilities would not be car.pleted according
to schedule. Therefore, plans for an Open House for the
community were postponed until after the school opened in
the Fall. Planners were disappointed by this unavoidable
problem because such a community activity would have en-
abled personnel to learn more about community members and
plan programs to meet their needs.
The agreed upon program design was organized in the
following way;
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Reaction to the program design received from the
program participants was overwhelmingly favorable. Feedback
received by Planning Committee members indicated that
teachers and administrators believed that their concerns and
suggestions were reflected in the staff development program
and that the various activities provided ample opportunities
to pursue individual goals in preparing for the new school.
Defining responsibilities for program design and
implementation . The Planning Committee reached this stage
in program design in mid-June. It was the consensus of the
group that further work would most effectively be done by
small groups whose responsibilities involved organizing
specific sessions. The writer (program coordinator) assumed
the role of liaison between those responsible for planning
and implementing diverse staff development activities
scheduled for each day. Responsibilities for individual
activities were defined as follows:
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Activity Planners Defined Tasks
Faculty Briefing
Sessions
Principals and
Assistant
Pr incipals
Set agenda. Prepare
materials
Give presentations
Tour of School Assistant
Principals
Design tour
Divide groups
Conduct tour
Department Work
Sessions
Department Heads
or Liaison Teach-
ers (Department
Leaders)
Involve department
members in setting
agenda
Facilitate meetings
Encourage and support
individual and team
work projects
General Sessions Program Coordina-
tor and Faculty
Vol un teers
Use participant feed-
back to design ses-
sion
Identify appropriate
resource people and
cons ul tants
Organize and facili-
tate sessions
Workshops Program Coordina-
tor a nd De pa r tme n t
Heads or Liaison
Teachers and
School System
Subject Area
Coordina tors
Identify potential
participants
Define workshop focus
using participant
feedback
Choose local resource
people or consult-
ants
Help to develop ap-
propriate materials
Bus Tour of
Comm uni ty
Principals and
Assistant Princi-
pals
Design and organize
tour
Divide groups
Provide guided com-
mentary
Opening and
Closing Ceremonies
Principal and
Director of Staff
Development
Invite speakers
Introduce speakers
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Implementing the staff d evelopment program
. Small groups of
individuals responsible for specific staff development ac-
tivities in the two-week program met separately in July to
further define and organize their sessions. The complete
program (shown in Appendix C) represents their final pro-
duct. The following is a description of how the sessions
were conceived and developed.
Faculty briefing sessions
. The Principal and three
Assistant Principals of City Community High School worked in
the new school building during July to identify the content
of the various themes characterizing their faculty briefing
sessions and to determine the person(s) responsible for mak-
ing presentations in each. Faculty briefing sessions began
with general concerns and became more specific in each ses-
sion held during the two weeks as faculty members became
more familiar with their new environment. One separate ses-
sion was designed solely for expression of faculty concerns
and questions, but all briefing sessions allowed time for
open discussion. The final briefing session at City
Community High School dealt with information about Opening
Day at City Community High School. As they planned their
sessions, administrators agreed to allow time during the
first and last meetings for faculty to answer pre- and post
questionnaires designed to measure changes in faculty
attitudes toward new tasks before and after the staff
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development program and to elicit faculty comments about
program activities.
the school . Each of the three assistant prin-
cipals was assigned an office located on one of the three
levels of the new school building. Their responsibilities
during the school year were divided according to the activ-
ities that took place on this building level and the depart-
ments located on each level. Therefore, when planning the
1-1/2 hour school tour, each assistant principal took re-
sponsibility for guiding groups of faculty through the
facilities on his level. Faculty were divided into three
groups which would spend one half hour receiving information
and viewing resources on each level.
Department work sessions . One representative from
each City Community High School department (hereafter re-
ferred to as department leaders) planned work sessions with
department colleagues. Data regarding concerns recorded
during planning sessions were again used by department lead-
ers to determine what individual and group activities would
be most useful. During the first week, work sessions en-
abled department colleagues to apply and "test out" sugges-
tions received from presenters on space design, traffic
flow, etc., by creating their own plans for their department
pod. These department plans were than shared in the General
Feedback Session with the entire faculty. Many issues and
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potential problems surfaced in department work sessions.
Department members used subsequent sessions scheduled during
the second week to resolve identified problems.
General sessions
. Loosely defined as large group
meetings focusing on issues of concern to the entire
faculty, these sessions took many forms. The program
coordinator, working with a number of various groups,
organized a number of diverse activities:
(1) Presentations on "Guidelines for Space Design, Noise
Control and Traffic Control" and "Guidelines for Student
Orientation, Discipline and Teacher Coordination in
Flexible Space" run by City Community High School facul-
ty who had attended an Open Space Workshop in July and
who then worked with separate departments to apply their
suggestions to specific spaces and department teaching
strategies.
(2) General Feedback session consisting of presentations
from department representatives detailing (through
charts and lists) their own department plans for open-
space design and teacher coordination.
(3) Panel on "School/Community Cooperation" featuring com-
munity representatives and a City Community High School
assistant principal and focusing on activities planned
to encourage community use of school facilities.
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(4) Presentation on "Key Issues in Preparing for a Flexible-
Space School" by a consultant requested by City Commun-
ity High School faculty with whom he had previously
worked. This presentation was followed by individual
meetings between the consultant and various departments
who shared their pod design problems with him.
(5) Presentation on "The Differentiated Semi-Rotating Sched-
ule: Its Advantages for Teachers and Students" by a
classroom teacher from another school system who had
taught in a school utilizing this schedule for the pre-
vious three years.
Workshops
. Workshops were designed to deal with
issues identified as concerns that the Planning Committee
believed could best be addressed in small groups. A few of
these issues, which were expressed concerns of all depart-
ments, were; the role of teacher/advisor, media and tele-
vision facilities at City Community High School, teachers'
problems with student reading comprehension, and special
needs students in regular classes. Therefore, workshops in
these areas were designed to be offered on a rotating basis
to groups of departments that comprised approximately
twenty-five teachers. Each of the workshops was developed
by City Community High School faculty members specializing
in the content areas who were assisted by other Centre City
Public Schools coordinators and directors. Those who
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designed workshops were conscious of a severe time con-
straint. In attempting to link needs to responses, planners
clearly realized that all of the identified training needs
could not be met in a two-week period. Areas that dealt
with (1) actually teaching specific skills or meeting the
advisory needs of a yet-unknown student body or (2) respond-
ing to a thus-far unidentified community population would
require follow-up once school had opened and a reality-based
situation could be assessed. Nevertheless, some of the
^^psrtment or subject area leaders planned introductory
workshops which would begin to provide information, raise
questions and stimulate discussion and sharing. Others
decided that flexible time made available to department mem-
bers for their own use was preferable, given the time avail-
able.
Bus tour of the community . This activity was con-
ceived and requested by the Principal who personally de-
signed the route that four buses with approximately twenty-
five faculty would take. The Principal and three assistant
principals would function as tour guides in each vehicle.
The tour was scheduled to occur as the last activity during
the first program week. It followed two sessions dealing
with community involvement in the new school; a faculty
briefing session during which the Principal discussed his
plans for community collaboration in the school and a panel
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focusing on school
-community cooperation featuring community
representatives and the assistant principal who was the
administrative representative on the School Advisory
Council. Due to a later problem with the scheduling of
buses, this tour was moved to the fourth day of the staff
development program. However, the other two activities did
occur in close proximity to the community tour.
Opening and closing sessions
. The Principal and the
Director of Staff Development invited the Superintendent,
Mayor, City Manager and members of the School Committee to
make presentations to the faculty during the opening and
closing sessions. Presenters discussed the long years of
planning and collaboration which led to the opening of this
new school and expressed their enthusiasm for the facility
and programs of City Community High School, since they rep-
resented the fulfillment of this long evolutionary process.
They congratulated the faculty and administration on their
commitment and hard work in designing and participating in
this staff development program which, they believed, en-
hanced the ability of the school personnel to begin the new
year by effectively serving the needs of the students and
comm uni ty
.
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Training Activities Designed for the
Seventeen Task Areas
The staff development program described above at-
tempted to respond to major areas of concern identified by
participants as most important in their preparation for the
opening of City Community High School. A total of seventeen
tasks emerged from these areas of concern. These tasks
were
:
1. Working with department members to design the space in
our department pod
2. Working with department members to formulate department
rules and procedures for student behavior
3. Developing ways to orient students to their environment
4. Determining methods for controlling student and teacher
noise
5. Sharing learning stations with otheT teachers in a pod
6. Working with department members to solve problems of
teaching in flexible space
7. Creating a positive learning experience for my students
in this school setting
8. Teaching new department curricula
9. Helping students with reading comprehension problems
10. Mainstreaming special needs students in my classes
11. Using new department equipment and/or materials
12. Using educational television and other media in my
teaching
13. Meeting the needs of my student advisees
Utilizing Guidance Department services and resources14.
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15. Adjusting to the flexible schedule
16. Meeting community needs during and after school
cerns""^
administrators on school problems or con-
In order to clarify the kinds of staff development activi-
ties designed to respond to the seventeen tasks, this chap-
ter will conclude with a brief description of the actual
training activities scheduled for each of the task areas.
Training for task areas 1-7
. Training for the first seven
topic areas (1-Designing Space, 2-Formulating Rules and
Procedures, 3-Orienting Students, 4-Controlling Noise,
5—Sharing Learning Stations, 6—Solving Problems, and
7-Creating a Positive Learning Experience) utilized a number
of flexible activities. These seven task areas were the
first areas of concern addressed in the program during days
one, two and three. During the first day, teachers spent
time in their department pods in order to familiarize
themselves with their new environment. On the second day,
participants attended large group "general sessions" and
received guidelines for space design, noise control, and
traffic flow presented by the program coordinator and City
Community High School teachers who had received prior
training in pod design in July from an open space
consultant. Participants next applied their learnings in
"department work sessions" held in their department pod.
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During work sessions, each group divided its space and set
up individual learning stations to support their instruc-
tional styles and to facilitate team efforts. A final
activity of this day involved a meeting between administra-
tors and department leaders scheduled for discussion and
resolution of any space design problems.
During the next day, all participants again met in a
general session" to hear suggestions on guidelines for stu-
dent orientation to their spaces, discipline and teacher
coordination in flexible space. They again returned to de-
partment pods to develop strategies for introducing students
to their new environment, orienting students, setting up
guidelines for student behavior and sharing materials and
spaces with colleagues and other classes. Next, a final
%
General Feedback Session” was held during which a repre-
sentative from each department gave a brief presentation to
the total group. Presenters used charts to describe their
pod design, the rules they had established for their groups
and their plans for traffic flow, noise control and teacher
cooperation. A recorder listed the ideas presented. During
this session, teachers functioned as the "experts” and
therefore learned from each other.
Training for task areas 8 and 11 . Since the needs of each
department in these topic areas (8-Teaching New Department
Curricula and 11-Using New Department Curricula and/or
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Materials) were very diverse, department members prepared
for these new tasks in a variety of ways. Department lead-
ers were responsible for using appropriate amounts of time
during the many "department work sessions" to provide their
members with training and exposure to new materials as well
as sufficient time and guidance in working together to plan
teaching strategies. During the second week, some depart-
ment leaders also scheduled specific workshops for their
members. These departments and the workshops offered are
listed below:
WorkshopDepartment
Fine Arts
Business
Industrial Arts
Ma th
"Workshop in Music"
Presenter: Music Director
"Use of Business Equipment"
Presenters: Company Representative
and Business Department Leader
"Curriculum Development in Occupation-
al Education"
Presenter: Industrial Arts Depart-
ment Leader
"Operation of New Industrial Arts
Eq uipment"
Presenter: Industrial Arts
Director
"The New Math Individualized Learning
Activities Program"
Presenter: Consultant selected by
Math Department Leader
"Operation and Use of the CCHS Pool"
Presenter: Company Representative
and Physical Education Director
Physical Education
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Department Workshop
Language Arts,
Foreign Language,
Math, Science, Social
Studies
"Advanced Placement Programs at Your
School: How to Start and Develop
Them; How to Gain Parent and Commun-
ity Interest and Support
Presenter: Consultant selected by
Department Leaders
Business, Math,
Science
"The Digital Computer: Information
for Teachers”
Presenter: Department Head from a
Centre city School
Fine Arts, Home
Economics, Industrial
Arts
"Basic Math Skills in Other Content
Area s"
Presenter: Math Department Leader
Training for task areas 9, 10 and 12 . These tasks
(9-Helping Students with Reading, 10-Mainstreaming Special
Needs Students and 12-Using Educational Television and Other
Media) were addressed through the development of three work-
%
shops attended by all participants during the second week.
The sessions were offered three times on a rotating basis to
small groups of approximately thirty teachers, organized by
departments. Workshops offered were:
"Media and Television Production Facilities and Programs”
Presenters: Director of Instructional Media and a CCHS
Educational Television Instructor
"Reading Strategies for Content Area Teachers”
Presenters: Director of Reading and two CCHS Reading
Teachers
"Special Needs Students in Regular Classes: Essential In-
formation for Teachers"
_
Presenters: Director of Special Education and three CCHS
Special Education Teachers
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Little follow-up for these workshops was possible within the
program schedule. A portion of this program day had been
set aside for a family picnic for all staff members. Pre-
senters and participants expressed some frustration about
the time limitations, given these important areas of focus.
However, since presenters in each workshop included City
Community High School faculty members, they would be avail-
able on site to continue to support colleagues who requested
their assistance during the Fall semester.
Training for task areas 13 and 14 . In order to respond to
these areas (13-Meeting Needs of Student Advisees and
14-Utilizing Guidance Department Services and Resources),
the following special training session was designed by the
City Community High School Guidance Department and offered
three times on a rotating basis to department groups of
approximately thirty people:
"The Department of Guidance and Counseling: Information
about the Teacher Advisory System and Department Services
for Teachers and Students"
Presenter: City Community High School Head Counselor
This session engendered a great deal of controversy about
faculty roles as student "advisors." Many expressed the be-
lief that this role was beyond their area of responsibility.
They feared that their role as advisor would result in a
transfer of responsibility for discipline problems from the
administration to them. This issue was raised again during
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faculty briefing sessions" in discussions between teachers
and administrators. It was concluded that perceived prob-
lems would remain hypothetical and therefore unresolvable
until faculty had begun to function in their new roles with
their assigned students and the real situation could be as-
sessed .
Traini ng for task area 15 . Task area 15-Adjusting to the
Flexible Schedule was addressed in a number of ways. Dur-
ing the first "department work session" scheduled on the
first day, teachers received their individual schedules and
discussed these with department leaders. Therefore, they
had a concrete example of exactly when their classes would
meet on A, B, C, and D days and how their instructional time
was divided (into periods ranging from forty- two to sixty-
five minutes). Secondly, all participants attended a
special "general session" entitled "The Differential Semi-
Rotating Schedule; Its Advantages for Teachers and Stu-
dents." During this session, a teacher from another school
system, who had taught according to this schedule for three
years, gave teachers a number of concrete examples of ways
that the flexible time blocks and rotation of periods had
enhanced her opportunities to work with her students. This
presentation was followed by a "faculty briefing session"
during which a City Community High School principal con-
ducted a lively discussion with faculty about opportunities
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that this schedule provided to the CCHS staff. In addition,
during the two- week program, faculty used their time in
"department work sessions" to share ideas about how they
could schedule collaborative activities during the longer
instructional periods.
Training for task area 16 . Although a major activity was
originally scheduled in response to task area 16-Meeting
Community Needs During and After School, namely a Public Re-
lations Day designed to allow community members to visit the
school, tour facilities, attend a special program and meet
with teachers, these plans were changed because of the de-
layed structural completion of many school facilities. In-
stead, during the first week, a panel on "School/Community
Cooperation" facilitated by an assistant principal (the
administrative representative for the already-established
Parents' Advisory Council) and two community representatives
(a director of a local community agency and the director of
the Parks and Recreation Department) discussed community
needs and projected school/community programs. A bus tour
of the community, guided by the four CCHS administrators,
followed this session. In addition, a workshop on "School
Advisory Councils and Teachers' Roles Within Them," pre-
sented by a Centre City teacher active in community educa-
tion, was offered to all teachers during the second week.
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Training for task area 17 . Teacher-administrative col-
laborative efforts aimed toward task area 17-Working with
Administrators on Problems or Concerns, were woven into a
number of program activities. Faculty briefing sessions,
designed to encourage sharing of information and discussion
of issues, were held on eight of the ten workshop days.
Topics included school design, community participation, the
flexible schedule, guidelines for student behavior and a
myriad of organizational and procedural issues. Administra-
tors also attended many of the general sessions and inter-
acted informally with faculty during some department work
sessions and during the family picnic. However, administra-
tive responsibilities associated with the complex details of
opening a new school did limit their participation in train-
ing activities during the two-week program.
The extent to which the training activities detailed
in this chapter succeeded in positively affecting teacher
attitudes toward their new tasks will be discussed in
Chapter V, Display and Analysis of Data and Chapter VI,
Conclusions and Recommendations. The procedures used to
obtain information that led to findings presented and
examined in these chapters is first discussed in Chapter IV,
Methodology, which follows.
CHAPTER I V
METHODOLOGY
Introd action
This chapter presents the methodology used to collect
data on the development, implementation and evaluation of a
collabora t ively—des igned staff development program offered
to support staff members opening a new flex ible— space com-
munity high school. Data were collected to answer the fol-
lowing Research Questions:
1. How can current research findings about staff develop-
ment activities that enhance professional growth be
applied to a local staff development program?
2. What are the effects of a collabora tively-planned pro-
gram as measured by teachers’ attitudes toward new
school tasks before and after the program?
3. Do teachers with diverse past experiences (department
affiliations, years of teaching experience, degree
levels or former school assignments) reveal different
levels of attitudinal change as a result of their parti-
cipation in the program?
4. What kinds of staff development activities are most
effective in positively changing teachers' attitudes?
5. What new conceptualizations for future staff - development
research and practice emerge from this study?
Question One has been dealt with in Chapter III which
describes a local staff development program from the per-
spective of research findings on effective staff development
presented in Chapter II. Questions Two, Three and Four are
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addressed in Chapter V which displays and analyzes data col-
lected from pre- and post-questionnaires designed to measure
teachers' attitudes toward new tasks identified as major
concerns related to teaching in their new school. Question
Is addressed in Chapter VI through a discussion of the
implications of research findings for future staff develop-
ment practices and a presentation of recommendations for
future areas of study.
Methodology for Data Collection
Data used to answer the research questions were col-
lected in the form of written documents and responses to
pre- and post-treatment instruments administered to program
participants. Each of these methods of documentation is de-
«
scribed in the pages which follow.
Written documents . Use of written reports (notes, memos,
diagrams, etc.) to document strategies for program planning
and implementation can be advantageous for a number of rea-
sons. They can provide a wealth of information about con-
cerns and feelings. Little special preparation is required
of reporters and people are often willing to serve as re-
corders if the time demand is reasonable. In addition, con-
sulting others communicates that one views their data as
important (Henerson, 1978, p. 32). Disadvantages of written
reports involve the fact that they require a great deal of
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time to analyze and interpret. In addition, information
they provide may be biased and incomplete—a problem caused
by the fact that individuals' mind sets result in selective
recall (Henerson, 1978, p. 32). However, in the case of
this study, the large number of reporters on the Planning
Committee and the diverse perspectives of their constituen-
cies served to minimize the problem of a dominating single
view
.
Recognizing the advantages and disadvantages of writ-
ten reports, the writer decided to use written documentation
of planning and implementation strategies for the staff de-
velopment program as one data collection method. During the
planning process, each planning committee member took re-
sponsibility for contacting teachers as well as school and
central administrators and documenting their feedback in the
following areas of concern;
- school administrative issues to address
- system-wide curriculum concerns
- faculty needs for information and skill development
- faculty perceptions of their most important new tasks
- faculty feelings about themselves in relationship to
important new tasks
- suggestions for kinds of training activities that would
meet participant needs
- suggestions for resource people to facilitate workshops or
give presentations
- suggestions for time allotments and organization of events
in daily and weekly schedules
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This information was recorded in the following forms:
- notes recorded by the writer at planning meetings
“ reports written by department heads, central administra-
tors and planning committee members
- charts created to organize diverse information into major
thematic components
- diagrams of time blocks and activities developed for each
staff development workshop day
- letters to potential participants informing them of deci-
sions made based upon their feedback
Data collected in these formats provided information de-
scribed in Chapter III, Collaborative Planning and Implemen-
tation of a Staff Development Program. The careful documen-
tation of each step in program planning and implementation
was important for a number of reasons. First, it provided
planners with a rich source of part icipan t- identi f ied con-
cerns and suggestions which would be used to develop a
responsive staff development program. Second, it enabled
planners to feed back information based on the many perspec-
tives of teachers and administrators to their particular
constituencies. This facilitated cross-communication and
collaboration among many diverse groups. School and central
administrators and faculty members were kept informed by and
could respond to the same information at each stage of the
planning process. Third, it provided the writer with a
clear focus of teacher concerns about new tasks and
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themselves in relation to these tasks which could be
utilized in the content of pre- and post-questionnaires.
Us_e of a questionnaire. Pre- and post-questionnaires were
designed to obtain data necessary to respond to Research
Questions Two, Three and Four, namely, to examine the effect
of a collaboratively-designed staff development program as
measured by respondents' attitudes toward new school tasks,
to determine whether teachers with diverse past experiences
revealed differences in attitudinal change and to discover
what kinds of staff development activities were most effec-
tive in positively changing teacher attitudes.
Like every research technique, use of a questionnaire
has both advantages and disadvantages. Advantages include
the fact that questionnaires can be administered to large
numbers of people at the same time who can answer items with
anonymity and without concerns about fear or embarrassment.
Thus, the chances of receiving responses which genuinely
represent a person's beliefs or feelings are increased
(Orlich, 1975, p. 3). In addition, questionnaires can
include checklists and ratings which may be too time-
consuming or unwieldy if read by an interviewer and respon-
dents' answers are not affected by the characteristics or
biases of an interviewer (Dyer, 1979, p. 157). Structured
questions enable each respondent to receive the same set of
questions phrased exactly the same way. Thus, comparability
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in phrasing can help to standardize the response (Sax, 1979,
p. 245).
Henerson (1978) points out that questionnaires provide
greater uniformity across situations than do interviews and
therefore the data they provide can be more easily analyzed
and interpreted than data received from oral responses (p.
29). However, score results from instruments may need to be
supplemented and corroborated with other kinds of informa-
tion.
Disadvantages of questionnaires include the fact that
they do not provide the flexibility of an interview where an
idea or comment can be explored and the researcher has an
opportunity to determine how the question is being inter-
preted by the respondent. In addition, 5)eople are often
more able to easily express their ideas orally than in writ-
ing (Henerson, 1978, p. 30). It is difficult to assess the
motivation of a respondent to a questionnaire since no per-
sonal interaction takes place (Orlich, 1975, p. 4). Final-
ly, problems with the return and completion of question-
naires often exist. The percentage of returns depends upon
questionnaire length, question complexity, the importance of
the study as determined by the respondent and the extent to
which the respondent believes his or her answers are impor-
tant. Therefore, if all questionnaires are not completed.
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it is important to obtain a random sampling of all members
(Sax, 1979, pp. 245-246).
The decision to rely upon pre- and post-questionnaires
as a major method for data collection was made after consi-
dering the above factors. This method enabled the writer
(i) to obtain standardized and comparable responses from the
large number of program participants who could answer ques-
tions anonymously at one time, (2) to measure their atti-
tudes toward new tasks which were the focus of the staff
development program and (3) to obtain their assessments of
the variety of staff development activities in which they
participated
.
Design of the questionnaire . The questionnaire first uti-
lized factual questions to obtain demographic information
about respondents. Orlich (1975) suggests that a question-
naire should begin with easy, non-threatening informational
questions which are "short, unoffensive and allow the re-
spondent to become accustomed to completing items" (p. 31).
Therefore, participants were first asked to indicate their
department affiliation, years of teaching experience, high-
est degree held and their status as former City High School
teachers or teachers from other Centre City schools. In
addition, faculty members were asked to place a four-digit
identification number, known only to them, on each
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questionnaire so that their pre- and post-responses could be
anonymously compared.
Henerson (1978) recommends using questions with closed
formats for questionnaires that are administered to more
than twenty to thirty respondents (p. 61). Closed questions
are also advantageous because, according to Dyer (1979),
"They are easy to code and analyze, make answers comparable
from individual to individual and define rather clearly the
intent of most questions” (p. 159). Following factual ques-
tions, the questionnaire (shown in Appendices A and B) cited
seventeen task areas which focused upon assessing teacher
attitudes toward new tasks that had been documented as major
concerns during program planning stages and that subsequent-
ly had become the focus of the staff development program
activities. These tasks were:
1. Working with department members to design the space in
our department pod
2. Working with department members to formulate department
rules and procedures for student behavior
3. Developing ways to orient students to their environment
4. Determining methods for controlling student and teacher
noise
5. Sharing learning stations with other teachers in a pod
6. Working with department members to solve problems of
teaching in flexible space
7. Creating a positive learning experience for my students
in this school setting
Teaching new department curricula8 .
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9.
Helping students with reading comprehension problems
10. Mainstreaming special needs students in my classes
11. Using new department equipment and/or materials
12. Using educational television and other media in my
teaching
13. Meeting the needs of my student advisees
14. Utilizing Guidance Department services and resources
15. Adjusting to the flexible schedule
16. Meeting community needs during and after school
17. Working with administa tors on school problems or con-
cerns
In order to assess teachers' attitudes toward these
tasks before and after the training program, the writer as-
sociated six attitudes with each task. Words describing the
six attitudes were culled by the writer from notes taken
during the planning sessions. Teachers' feelings about the
important new tasks discussed during planning sessions cen-
tered consistently around the extent to which they felt
(1) experienced or inexperienced, (2) prepared or unprepared
and (3) enthusiastic or apprehensive about performing these
tasks. In addition, faculty feelings about themselves in
relation to the. task focused on whether the task appeared to
them to be (4) easy or difficult, (5) familiar or unfamiliar
and (6) important or unimportant.
These six attitudes toward new tasks could be effsc
tively measured by using the semantic differential, an
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attitude rating scale with a series of adjectives and their
antonyms listed on opposite sides of a continuum. The
semantic differential is generally considered to be a good
tool for measuring positive and negative feelings toward an
attitude object (Henerson, 1978, p. 89). Smith (1975)
claims that it has been found to have good predictive valid-
^ (p» 155) . The following example of a closed guest ion in
the questionnaire which utilizes this format is:
5. Sharing learning
(I am
)
experienced
unpr epared
enthusiastic
(The task is)
difficult
famil iar
unimpo rtant
stations with other
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 2 3 4 5 6
teachers in a pod
inexperienced
pr epared
apprehens ive
easy
unfamiliar
important
Respondents were asked to circle the number in each
item that best expressed their feelings about each task.
For each question, as the above example illustrates, six de-
grees and no mid-point were used to encourage forced choice
between attitudes on either end of the scale. In addition,
random polarity, the placing of positive and negative adjec-
tives alternately on either side of the scale, was intro-
duced to avoid response set.
Although a closed question format for this question-
naire seemed most appropriate, given the number of potential
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respondents (89) and the time available for administration
of the questionnaire (20 minutes) the inclusion of some
open-ended questions seemed advisable to allow for flexibil-
ity. As Henerson (1978) says, "Most questionnaires include
one or two open-ended items ... to permit some ventilation
of feelings, to uncover unanticipated outcomes, and to ob-
tain some unprompted responses" (p. 61)
While the first seventeen closed questions were iden-
tical in the pre- and post-questionnaires to allow for com-
parability, open questions in each instrument differed. The
pre-questionnaire contained one open-ended question: "The
three things I would like this workshop to accomplish are;"
The post-questionnaire contained three open-ended questions:
"The three things I liked most about this workshop were:,"
"The three things I liked least about this workshop were:"
and "The things we should have covered but didn't were:"
Pilot testing the questionnaire . The questionnaire was ad-
ministered separately to a pilot group of eight individuals
who were not planning to participate in the staff develop-
ment program but who were familiar with the planning process
which led to the identification of tasks and the program de-
sign. This pilot helped to uncover problems in the phrasing
of items and in question design. Suggestions for revisions
and improvements were discussed at length with each respond
ent. As a result of critiques and feedback from the pilot
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group which focused on clarity of directions and phrasing of
task statements, a number of changes were made. Directions
for respondents and three task statements were rewritten.
One ambiguous item was eliminated; spacing was improved and
use of random polarity was introduced to avoid response set.
Furthermore, an additional section in the post—questionnaire
which asked respondents to rank order the staff development
activities in which they participated was eliminated due to
time constraints identified by the pilot group. Instead,
the writer decided to rely upon answers to open-ended ques-
tions to obtain participant assessments of the effectiveness
of various staff development activities.
Administration of the questionnaire
. The pre- and post-
questionnaires were administered to a large group of parti-
cipants during the first general session scheduled before
staff development activites began and during the last large
group meeting, immediately preceding the general closing
session. Participants, who were seated in a small auditor-
ium in the new school, received verbal directions from the
writer. Because attendance was voluntary, all participants
did not attend all meetings. Ninety-eight faculty members
attended either the opening or closing sessions. Adminis-
tration of the questionnaire was one activity within these
sessions. The ninety-eight individuals who answered at
least one questionnaire fall into the following categories:
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- 87 teachers answered the pre-questionnaire (11 members
were absent)
77 teachers answered the post-questionnaire (21 members
were absent)
- 66 teachers attended both sessions and therefore answered
the pre- and post-questionnaires
For purposes of comparability, data obtained from the
sixty-six matched pairs of pre and post-questionnaires have
been utilized to respond to Research Questions Two, Three
and Four. These sixty-six individuals attended the full
two-week staff development program and thus their answers
have greater validity for research findings.
Questionnaire validity . The validity of a questionnaire
can be measured by determining whether the instrument is an
appropriate tool for measuring what one wants to know.
Henerson (1978) indicates that in program evaluation, prim-
ary concern is with construct validity and content validity
(p. 134).
Construct validity (how well the instrument measures
what it claims to do) was determined through consultation
with individuals (teachers and administrators who were par-
ticipants in the planning sessions and thus were familiar
with the goals of the program and attitudes which planners
expressed about their new tasks). Pilot testing was con
ducted to ensure that the constructs (atttitudes) chosen for
the instrument were clearly defined and understood and that
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C5 ue stionnaire format and instructions did not predispose
respondents to answer in a particular way. In addition, re-
sponse bias, which may be due to desire to please or evalua-
tion apprehension (fear of being judged negatively), were
counteracted in verbal directions given by the writer who
stressed the anonymity of the questionnaire and the impor-
tance of honest responses.
Content validity (how well the items give appropriate
emphasis to the various components of the instrument) was
also considered in the questionnaire design. Orlich (1975)
stresses, "When you rely on more than one question to assess
an attitude, the response reliability is greater” (p. 50)
and Henerson (1978) points out that "Often attitude measure-
ments rely on a single question to detect the presence or
extent of an attitude. A single-item is open to myriad
errors of interpretation and formulation of a response” (p.
145). So that too much emphasis was not given to a single
sub-area of potential attitudes in the assessment instru-
ments, each of the seventeen questions presented the same
six attitudes for measurement, and an additive scale which
used five of these items was created during the computer
analysis phase.
Questionnaire reliability . The reliability of an instru-
ment involves what Wiersma (1969) defines as "the consisten-
cy of the test in measuring whatever it does measure" (p.
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185) and what Sax (1979) explains as "the extent to which
measurements reflect true (nonrandom) individual differ-
ences” (p. 226). Therefore, reliability reflects the degree
to which measurement results are "free of unpredictable
kinds of error” (Henerson, 1978, p, 146). The sources of
error that affect reliability include fluctuations in re-
spondents' moods or alertness, variations in circumstances
of questionnaire administration, including distractions, or
inconsistencies and oversights in giving directions
(Henerson, 1978, p. 146). In order to counteract these
potential difficulties, procedures for the administration of
the questionnaires were carefully planned to provide
respondents with clarity in direction, adequate time and a
comfortable, quiet environment. Reliability can also be
affected by respondents who circle attitude alternatives
without trying to understand them. Therefore, respondents
to the pre- and post-questionnaires were given clear direc-
tions and were apprised of the importance of their honest
responses prior to each administration. In addition, the
use of random polarity of positive or negative attitudes,
which encouraged participants' close attention to each item
was used to avoid a possible set response to each item.
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Preparation for Data Analysis
In order to prepare pre- and post-questionnaire data
for analysis, returned post-questionnaires were matched by
individual identification numbers with each respondent's
P^^s-test questionnaire. Unmatched questionnaires (pre-tests
with no post-test or vice versa) were eliminated from the
analysis.
Data were prepared (keypunched) for input into the
University of Massachusetts Control Data Corporation Cyber
170 Computer. Each case for analysis contained an identifi-
cation number, responses to four demographic items, all
pre-test task area responses and all post-test task area re-
sponses. Each case contained 209 variables. Visual scan-
ning of questionnaires with dat^ cards was used to verify
keyp unchi ng
.
Using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences
(SPSS), items with low positive scores (due to the random
polarity format of the questionnaire) were recoded so that
each response scale yielded higher numbers for positive at-
titudes. Thus, these items' responses became consistent
with all other items. Frequency counts of all 209 variables
were produced as a final check for keypunching accuracy.
Once data were "cleaned," variables were divided into
three categories: (1) demographic information; (2) pre
questionnaire variables determining respondents' attitudes
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toward the importance of tasks chosen for focus in the work-
shop; and (3) variables used to measure the additional five
pre- and post- treatment attitudes which were combined into
an additive scale.
In the first category, demographic variables, a
cross-tabulation of former City High School staff and staff
from other Centre City schools with department affiliation,
degree levels and years of teaching experience, was tabu-
lated
.
In the second category, one of the six attitudes, the
degree to which respondents viewed the seventeen tasks as
important or unimportant, was measured from data in the
pre-questionnaire. A frequency count with means and stand-
ard deviations was used with these variables to determine
*
whether the seventeen tasks which comprised the focus of the
two-week program were considered by participants to be im-
portant tasks to address before they began the program.
This method was used to determine whether the collaborative
planning process had resulted in identifying areas of focus
that were considered by the participants to be important
areas of concern for them. In addition, a summative scale
of importance was tabulated and a breakdown of responses by
demographic data was computed to determine if any of the
demographic groups found particular areas to be of greater
or lesser importance than did the total group.
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The third category utilized five semantic differential
scales dealing with participants' experience or inexperi-
ence, preparedness or unpreparedness and enthusiasm or ap-
prehension for each of the seventeen tasks, as well as their
view of the tasks as difficult or easy and familiar or un-
familar. Additive scales measuring pre-treatment attitudes
toward task areas and post- treatment attitudes toward task
areas were created by examining each task area of each re-
spondent's data set. A count of valid responses was made
and selected if respondents had answered three or more of
the scale's five items. These responses were added together
and divided by the number of items answered. Thus, a task
area's additive scale response was based on the same scale
of "one” to ''six'' that the original items contained. Cases
which contained both adequate pre- treatment and adequate
post-trea tment responses were selected for analysis.
Means and standard deviations for task area scales
were produced and two tailed t-tests were tabulated to ex-
amine the degree and direction of attitudinal change. The
t-tests utilized the .05 level of significance, which is
widely accepted as a measurement by studies in the social
sciences.
An additional set of task area scales was created
by
subtracting each respondent's pre-treatment scale
score from
his/her post- treatment scale score. The result of this
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became a newly-created "change variable." The change vari-
ables were used as dependent variables and demographic data
items were used as independent variables in a one way analy-
sis of variance which determined significant and insignifi-
cant differences between the groups in demographic cate-
gories. An analysis of variance can validly be run for
groups which are similar in size. If groups are of differ-
ent sizes (as in this study) the mean scores of individuals
within the group must be similar so that the mean is an
accurate reflection of all respondents' scores within that
group. In this study, because demographic groups were not
the same size, a Duncan multiple range test was first run to
see if a one way analysis of variance could be used to test
for statistical significance. The Duncan procedure examines
«
the characteristics of responses to determine if the mean
score of a group is an accurate reflection of individuals in
the group. If this is the case, the group means will fall
into one subset. If groups fall into more than one subset,
variability within the groups exists and it is therefore in-
appropriate to compare this group's mean score with another
group's mean score and to conclude that individuals in one
group differ significantly from individuals in another
group. In those task areas where the pattern of responses
among a particular subgroup revealed that these groups fell
into more than one subset, an analysis of variance was not
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possible. For those groups which comprised one subset,
analysis of variance was run.
Respondents' answers to all open-ended questions in
the pre- and pos t-trea tment questionnaires were read and all
meaningful phrases were recorded in the exact words used by
the writers. Answers were categorized according to similar
theme. These comments have been utilized in conjunction
with data from other questions to examine the effects of the
staff development program. Display and analysis of data are
found in Chapter V, which follows.
CHAPTER V
DISPLAY AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction
This chapter will discuss how a collabora t ively-
designed and implemented staff development program affects
the attitudes of a diverse group of participants and why
certain training activities seem to have been more or less
effective in changing attitudes
—
positively or negatively.
Analysis relies upon participants' self-report of their
attitudes toward seventeen tasks which became the focus of
the staff development program. These tasks were;
1. Working with department members to design the space in
our department pod
2. Working with department members to formulate department
rules and procedures for student behavior
3. Developing ways to orient students to their environment
4. Determining methods for controlling student and teacher
noise
5. Sharing learning stations with other teachers in a pod
6. Working with department members to solve problems of
teaching in flexible space
7. Creating a positive learning experience for my students
in this school setting
8. Teaching new department curricula
9. Helping students with reading comprehension problems
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10. Mainstreaming special needs students in my classes
11. Using new department equipment and/or materials
12. Using educational television and other media in my
teaching
13. Meeting the needs of my student advisees
14. Utilizing Guidance Department services and resources
15. Adjusting to the flexible schedule
16. Meeting community needs during and after school
17. Working with administrators on school problems or con-
cerns
Data utilized in this chapter were obtained from
sixty-six matched pairs of pre- and post-treatment question-
naires administered to teachers before and after the two-
week staff development program. Information collected will
be utilized to answer Research Questions Two, Three and
Four. In order to present results of the questionnaire,
Research Questions have been further defined. The major
questions and their component parts are as follows:
Research Question Two; What are the effects of a
collaboratively-planned staff development program as meas-
ured by teachers' attitudes toward new school tasks before
and after the program?
a. How important did participants rate those tasks chosen
during the planning process to be the focus of the pro-
gram?
b. Toward which of the seventeen task areas did partici-
pants evidence:
- a positive attitudinal change or
- a negative attitudinal change?
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Research Question Three: Do teachers with diverse past ex-periences reveal different levels of attitudinal change as a
result of their participation in the program?
a« Do teachers from City High School who were/ over a
longer period of time, involved in planning for the new
school, evidence different degrees of attitudinal change
than do teachers from other Centre City schools?
b. Do teachers from different departments evidence differ-
ent degrees of attitudinal change?
c. Eto teachers who have had more or less prior training
(indicated by degree levels of B.A.
,
M.A.
,
or C.A.G.S.)
reveal different degrees of attitudinal change?
d. IDo teachers with various amounts of teaching experience
evidence different degrees of attitudinal change?
Research Question Four; What kinds of staff development
activities are most effective in positively changing teacher
attitudes?
a. Within this local situation, what tasks were most
effectively addressed in a two-week staff development
program?
b. What common ingredients emerge from task area training
activities resulting in ' statistical ly significant posi-
tive attitudinal change?
c. What common ingredients emerge from task area training
resulting in statistically insigificant attitudinal
change?
Since Research Questions have been addressed from data re-
flecting the attitudes of the total group as well as atti-
tudes of demographic sub-groups, demographic data reporting
respondents' status as former City High School faculty or
faculty from other Centre City schools, their department af-
filiation, degree levels and years of teaching experience
are first presented. The grouping of respondents by demo-
graphics has been used to assess the relationship between
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individuals' past experience and the degrees of attitudinal
change they report in pre- and post-treatment question-
naires .
Demographic Grouping of Participants
In Table 1, respondents have been divided into sub-
groups represented by their former teaching assignments at
City High School or at other Centre City schools. These
subgroups have been cross-tabulated first with respondents'
subject area assignments, represented by eleven curricular
areas, and second with their degree levels and years of
teaching experience.
As Table 1 indicates, 60.6 percent of the respondents
had previously taught at City High School. These teachers
had more extensive opportunities to plan for the new school
through a federally-funded inservice program offered to them
on-site over a period of three years. The other 39.4 per-
cent of the respondents had come from other junior and
senior high schools in Centre City. This group had had far
less opportunity to become familiar with planned programs or
with the City High School students who would comprise over
50 percent of the new student population at City Community
High School.
An examination of the group by curricular areas indi-
cates that although the sixty-six respondents did not
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comprise the total faculty/ the number of department members
in each department subgroup was representative of the
school-wide department sizes. Thus, all curricular areas
were represented in data collected in proportion to their
approximate size within the new school.
Those areas with the largest number of educational
personnel were Language Arts (16.7 percent). Math (13.6 per-
cent), Science (10.6 percent). Social Studies (9.1 percent)
and Guidance/Media (10.6 percent). This last subgroup com-
bined Guidance and Library Media personnel since they repre-
sented student support services rather than classroom
instruction. Business and Industrial Arts each represented
7.6 percent of the staff, as did the new Special Education
Department. Physical Education, which comprised slightly
*
less faculty (6.1 percent) is paralleled by the Foreign
Language/Bi-Lingual Department (6.0 percent). Fine Arts
(Art and Music) represents the smallest subgroup (4.5 per-
cent). Most departments contained a majority of teachers
from City High School. However, the Physical Education and
Special Education Departments were staffed entirely by
teachers from other Centre City Schools. This is the logi-
cal consequence of the entirely new Special Education ser-
vices to be offered to a new special needs student popula-
tion and to the extensive new physical education program
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designed to utilize the new school’s impressive sports
facilities
.
A breakdown of participants by degree level indicates
that a large majority (87 percent) of the staff had earned
graduate degrees (a desired qualification for all high
school teachers in Centre City). m addition, 21 percent of
the staff (all from City High School) had CAGS degrees (a
phenomenon reflecting the opportunity provided to City High
teachers to do graduate study through the three-year federal
training project working at their school prior to the move
to City Community High School). In contrast, none of the
teachers from the other Centre City schools had more than a
master's degree. An examination of degree levels of the
group as a whole indicates that they were beginning to par-
ticipate in a training program after having had a signifi-
cant amount of previous educational training which may have
prepared them in varying degrees to perform new tasks at
their new school.
Data reflecting respondents' years of teaching experi-
ence indicate that approximately 70 percent had been teach-
ing for more than 10 years and nearly twenty percent had
taught for over 20 years. In contrast, only 10 percent had
taught for five years or less. A comparison of the City
High School versus Centre City Schools subgroups shows that
City High teachers represented the more experienced group
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(78 percent had taught over 10 years) in conparison with 53
percent of the other Centre City School group. The total
picture indicates that respondents were, on the whole, quite
experienced in teaching in traditionally-organized secondary
schools. Their years of teaching in Centre City schools,
however, would not reflect practical experience in a new
flexible space community high school, since City Community
High School is the first of its kind in Centre City.
Importance of Task Areas
(Whole-Group Participant Rating)
Data from the pre-questionnaires were first utilized
to answer the Research Question, "How important did partici-
pants rate those tasks chosen during the planning process to
be the focus of the program?" Respondents were asked to
rate each of the seventeen tasks as "unimportant” or "impor-
tant” on a scale of "1" to ”6." Results from these answers
were used to determine whether the collaborative planning
process involving a broad spectrum of representatives from
the school and central administration as well as diverse
departments resulted in a program design that clearly
identified areas of focus considered by participants to be
important areas of concern for them.
Table 2 displays data obtained from this process; the
number of respondents, the mean score and standard
deviation
tabulated for each task and the percentage of respondents
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who rated task areas as a ”6,'' the highest rating. Since
respondents were asked in verbal and written directions to
answer only those questions that applied to their roles in
the school, every person did not answer every question.
However, the first column in Table 2 indicates that the ma-
jority of respondents considered each task to be relevant to
their role. In the second column, mean scores tabulated for
each task reveal that all of the task areas were rated as
''important” or "very important," receiving a mean score
ranging between a ”5” and "6." In addition, as the third
column indicates, task areas reflected small standard devia-
tions. The large majority of respondents' answers clustered
around the importance rating. In fact, the fourth column in
Table 2 reveals that in each case a majority of respondents
gave each task area the highest rating of importance, a ”6."
Importance of Task Areas
(Participant Rating by Demographic SubGroups)
The above findings lead us next to question how vari-
ous subgroups rated the importance of task areas. Did indi-
viduals representing different departments, various amounts
of training and years of experience or former school assign-
ments consider tasks to be more or less important to them?
Were the concerns of individuals from each of these sub-
groups adequately represented during the planning process?
130
Answers to these questions surface in Table 3 which displays
a breakdown of the importance rating by demographic sub-
groups (curricular areas, degree levels, years of experience
and former school assignment). An examination of each of
these areas indicates a uniformity of task ratings. No sta-
tistically significant difference exists between the mean
scores of any of the subgroups. In addition, respondents in
each subgroup, reflecting diverse subject areas interests,
varying amounts of prior graduate training, few or many
years of teaching experience and different assignments at
City High School or other Centre City schools all rated the
importance of task areas as uniformly high. The new faculty
at City Community High School, through a collaborative plan-
ning process, as data in Tables 2 and 3 indicate, were able
to identify new school concerns which transcended individual
concerns of a particular subgroup. The tasks chosen by the
planning committee represented areas relevant to a large
majority of participants in the staff development program.
Changes in Participant Attitudes
Toward Task Areas
Identifying key concerns is an important first step in
designing a responsive staff development program. Develop-
ing activities which respond to these concerns represents
the next challenge. The effect of training activities of-
fered during the staff development program has been measured
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in this study by assessing changes in participants' atti-
tudes toward seventeen tasks which became the focus of the
program. In order to discover what training activities were
most effective in changing teacher attitudes, a number of
procedures were utilized.
Changes in respondents' attitudes toward seventeen
task areas were measured by using an additive scale. The
scale combined respondents' ratings of tasks in five of the
semantic differential scales. These scales had been admin-
istered in the pre- and post-treatment questionnaires. Mean
scores of the pre- and post-scales reflected respondents'
assessments of their "experience" or "inexperience," "pre-
paredness" or "unpreparedness" and "enthusiasm" or "appre-
hension" with regard to each of the seventeen tasks as well
as their view of the tasks as "difficult" or "easy" and
"familiar" or "unfamiliar." The difference in mean scores
found by comparing the pre- and post-scales indicates the
degree of positive or negative attitudinal change toward the
task areas. Table 4 displays the results of this process.
Table 4 provides information relevant to the next Re-
search Question, "Toward which of the seventeen task areas
did participants evidence a positive attitudinal change or a
negative attitudinal change?" Answers to this question will
utilize means and standard deviations for each task area and
will cite results of two-tailed t-tests (sign at the .05
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level) to determine the statistical significance of any
change
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Possible attitudinal changes fall into four cate-
gories: statistically significant positive attitudinal
change, statistically insignificant positive attitudinal
change, statistically significant negative attitudinal
change and statistically insignificant negative attitudinal
change. During analysis of these changes, discussion will
relate findings in this study to another method used for at-
titudinal measurement, the Concerns Based Adoption Model,
developed by Loucks and Hall (1977). CBAM identifies seven
stages of concern experienced by individuals facing change.
These stages (more fully described in Chapter II, p. 40)
are; (0) Awareness (little concern or involvement),
(1) Informational (interest in learning about the change),
(2) Personal (uncertainty about demands of the change upon
them personally), (3) Management (concern about implementa-
tion of the change), (4) Consequence (concern about the
effect of the change on students), (5) Collaboration (desire
to cooperate with others regarding the change) and (6) Re-
focusing (interest in even more powerful alternatives).
Analysis of changes in teachers’ attitudes toward the seven-
teen tasks which comprise the program focus will
draw on the
above perspectives to further analyze participants'
needs
and the effectiveness of training activities designed to
meet them.
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Statistically significant positive attitudinal change .
Table 4 reveals that in eight task areas, respondents showed
a positive attitudinal change, statistically significant at
the .05 level. These areas are;
1. Working with department members to design space in our
department pod
2. Working with department members to form department
rules and procedures for student behavior
3. Developing ways to orient students to their environment
4. Determining methods for controlling student and teacher
noise
5. Sharing learning stations with other teachers in a pod
6. Working with department members to solve problems of
teaching in flexible space
7. Creating a positive learning experience for my students
in this school setting
15. Adjusting to the flexible schedule
It is interesting to note that those areas in which
respondents evidenced a significant positive change were
tasks that received primary and ongoing focus in the staff
development program. Areas one to seven were addressed dur-
ing the first three days of the training program
because
they were considered by the planning committee to be
first
priority personal concerns. All of the tasks cited
focus
directly upon the new space/time environment in which
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teachers were to be functioning (designing a comfortable in-
structional space, formulating operating procedures, teach-
ing according to a new flexible schedule, etc.). In order
to feel comfortable with these new tasks, teachers obviously
needed information, answers to questions about how they
personally would be affected by their new environment and
skills in organizing and managing the environment to satisfy
their instructional needs. These concerns reflect levels
(1) Informational, (2) Personal and (3) Management of the
Concerns Based Adoption Model developed by Loucks and Hall
(1977). Having identified these concerns, let us next
examine the extent to which training activities offered an
appropriate response.
Because tasks listed above were high-priority con-
cerns, a large amount of time was allotted for a variety of
training activities focusing on the school environment.
Training sessions provided participants with "general ses-
sions" (to learn new information), "department work ses-
sions" (to apply learnings and define roles and procedures)
and a "general feedback session" (to share learnings with
the total group). Each of the sessions was facililtated by
school resource people who had received prior training,
therefore, no outside consultant was involved. In addition,
preparations for tasks (1) to (7) were all characterized by
group efforts. Teachers were placed in the roles of
active
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learners sharing with their colleagues. Each department
worked as a unit to set up their learning areas and operat-
ing procedures. Together, they planned to meet student
needs in their new flexible environment. Task (15), "Ad-
justing to the Flexible Schedule" also received a signifi-
cant amount of attention during the program. Teachers re-
ceived their schedules and discussed them on the first day
during department work sessions." Schedules were used dur-
ing space design sessions as teachers identified the spaces
they would use and ways they would collaborate during each
period. Schedules were also addressed at the "faculty
briefing sessions" and in a large group presentation offered
during the second week.
As a group, the areas revealing the most positive
attitudinal change, in contrast to the other tasks, repre-
sented concrete and definable issues (designing a space,
creating rules, understanding a schedule, etc.) which were
achievable in the time allotted and largely accomplishable
without students before the opening of school, even though
changes might be made during the Fall semester.
In summary, a number of common ingredients seem to
exist for those task areas in which teachers evidenced
statistically significant attitudinal change. These
ingredients included: (1) high motivation (desire to deal
with issues identified by the planning committee as first-
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priority matters), (2) time (sufficient to address a variety
of "stages of concern"), (3) flexible training activities
(offering a number of different ways to actively learn by
applying learnings and featuring collegial sharing and sup-
port) and (4) realistic goals (that were appropriate to the
situation, defined and achievable, given the local condi-
tions characterizing this program) . For these task areas, a
fortuitous match occurred between stages of concern and re-
sponsive training. Therefore, it is not surprising that
with regard to their environment, respondents also evidenced
significant attitudinal change in task area, (7) Creating a
positive learning experience for my students in this school
setting. This particular task, the only one in this cate-
gory which specifically mentions students, may reflect some
movement toward a higher stage of concern on the CBAM, Stage
(4) Consequence. During the fourth stage, individuals, hav-
ing dealt with personal and management concerns, may have
felt more able to focus on the impact of space changes upon
their students.
Statistically insignificant positive attitudinal change.
Those areas which also revealed a positive attitudinal
change, although not statistically significant at the .05
level, were:
8. Teaching new department curricula
9. Helping students with reading comprehension
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10. Mainstreaming special needs students in my class
12. Using educational television and other media in my
teaching
16. Meeting community needs during and after school
The above task areas had all been the focus of one to
two-hour workshops designed by local resource people, most
of whom were City Community High staff members. However,
given the emphasis upon generous amounts of time allotted to
"department work sessions," these training activities did
not receive central focus or large time allotments. Also,
considering the nature of these tasks, which each involved
working with yet-unknown students and community members,
training activities were designed as "introductions" to new
task areas or roles. All participants received the same
training for four of the above Task Areas, 9, 10, 12, and
16. In Task Area (8) "Teaching new department curricula,"
participants in various departments received different
amounts of training which ranged from a number of workshops
(designed by their department leaders or subject area
directors) to dependence on more informal meetings in ’de-
partment work sessions" in those departments that favored
more independent work time. These flexible activities were
designed to respond to participants who represented a vari-
ety of levels of concern in terms of curricula, ranging
from
"personal" concerns about demands of an innovation all
the
way to "collaboration," desire to coordinate with
others
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regarding curricular innovations. Nevertheless, it was
clear that real change would continue to be a long-term de-
v®lopmsntal process. Additional support would be needed to
deal with these complex tasks during the school year.
In contrast to the first category of tasks revealing
significant positive change, Areas 8, 9, 10, 12, and 16 had
been allotted less time and fewer flexible training activi-
ties. In addition, training had not been designed as a
group effort. Each of these tasks was confronted primarily
as an individual concern as participants received informa-
tion from presenters and then pondered how they themselves
would deal with reading problems or mainstreamed students or
how they would work with community members in their classes.
These ponderings represent lower stages of concern on the
CBAM, needs for more information. Stage (1) and for answers
about how these tasks will affect them personally. Stage
(2). In order to evidence significantly more positive atti-
tudes toward these tasks, participants need the opportunity
to function at higher stages of concern. Stage (3) Manage-
ment, as they learn to perform these new tasks effectively
and Stage (4), Consequence, as they analyze the impact of
their new strategies on students. Reaching these higher
stages requires ongoing support from the resource people at
City Community High School who had made the initial workshop
presentations. Therefore, although respondents indicated
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some positive attitudinal change toward tasks in this second
category, continued support was needed to increase positive
^^^It'^des and facilitate the movement toward higher stages
of concern.
Statistically significant negative attitude change . None
of the seventeen task areas revealed statistically signifi-
cant negative attitudinal change. Respondents, as a result
of their participation in the two-week program, did not feel
significantly less "prepared,” "experienced" or "enthusias-
tic" about tasks and did not view tasks as significantly
more "difficult" or "unfamiliar."
Statistically insigificant negative attitudinal change.
Those tasks which evidenced statistically insignificant
negative attitudinal change were;
11. Using new department curricula and/or materials
13. Meeting the needs of my student advisees
14. Utilizing Guidance Department services and resources
17. Working with administrators on problems or concerns
Task Area 11, "Using new department curricula and/or
materials" had been an acknowledged concern of participants
since many new materials and curricular guides had not been
available for examination or use before the staff develop-
ment program began. Therefore, stages of concern were very
Participants needed information about thesebasic.
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materials and were concerned personally about how new cur-
ricula materials would meet both teacher and student needs.
Varying amounts of time during "department work sessions"
and during some workshops were available for perusal of
materials f but actual use of supplies (which could begin to
address management concerns) could take place only after the
school had opened. Therefore, time and training activities
for use of materials during the summer program were minimal
and accanplishment of this task continued to be a long-term
goal involving a process of material adaptation to teaching
style and student need.
Tasks 13 and 14, which involve meeting the needs of
student advisees and using Guidance Department services and
resources, are interesting tasks for discussion. Time al-
lotments for training in these areas proved to be inadequate
because of a number of unanticipated developments. The role
of teacher-advisor was introduced in rotating workshops
facilitated by the City Community High School Head Counselor
and attended by small groups of teachers at one time. The
Advisory Program was further discussed by administrators and
teachers in a "faculty briefing session." Unexpected con-
troversy arose during these sessions as participants learned
more about the pre-established advisory program design. In-
dividuals expressed strong concerns about the amount of time
available during the school day for "advising" and about the
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nature of the advisory task which involved dealing with dis-
cipline problems caused by their advisees. Time and train-
ing activities had not anticipated the extent of controversy
and therefore had not been designed to process deep-seated
personal concerns. In addition, satisfying advisee needs
and using Guidance Department support were at this point
strictly theoretical tasks. Training could not address
"management" or "consequence" concerns until teachers were
able to establish relationships with real students and con-
front real problems. Therefore, these tasks understandably
did not elicit respondents' changes of attitudes in a posi-
tive direction.
Task Area 17, "Working with administrators on problems
or concerns," had been allotted a considerable amount of
time in administrator-designed "faculty briefing sessions"
which took place on eight of the ten program days. However,
the format of each briefing session was not characterized oy
flexible activities or collegial problem-solving. Each ses-
sion involved an administrator's presentation to the large
faculty group about school facililties, organization, proce-
dures or programs, which was followed by discussion of
issues raised by the faculty. Such sessions seemed most
appropriate to responding to initial stages of concern,
"informational" or perhaps some "personal" concerns. During
these sessions, policy decisions were largely clarified, not
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created. "Management” or "Consequence" levels of concern
were not dealt with collaborat ively . On a few occasions,
administrators interacted with faculty during other training
activities. However, administrators invited to participate
were often otherwise occupied with the myriad tasks associ-
ated with the impending school opening. Given local circum-
stances related to this staff development program, ongoing
interaction which stresses problem-solving and collaboration
on school problems and concerns is needed to continue to im-
prove teachers' feelings of preparedness for and experience
in Task Area 17. In addition, administrative participation
in future training activities is likely to improve attitudes
not only for this area but also for the other sixteen tasks.
The presence and support of administrators can represent a
strong message that ongoing professional growth is a key
element in the total effectiveness of the new school.
Variability in Participant Attitudes Toward Task Areas
(Analysis by Demographic Subgroups)'
Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 display the results of a one way
analysis of variance between change variables (the differ-
ence in pre- and post-mean scores) and demographic sub-
groups. These data are relevant to Research Question Three:
Do teachers with diverse past experiences reveal dlEferent
levels of attltudlnal change as a result of their participa-
tion In the program? Tabulations were computed to
discover
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TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN CHANGE AREAS
AND FORMER SCHOOL ASSIGNMENT
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
D. F.
1
57
58
Change Area 1
Sum of Squares
.08
72.10
72.18
Mean Squares
.08
1.27
F Ratio
.06
Change Area 2
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments I .06 .06 .05
Within Assignments 57 76.69 1.35
Total 58 76. 75
Change Area 4
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
D. F.
1
59
60
Sum of Squares
. 57
71.35
72. 42
Mean Squares
.57
1.22
F Ratio
.46
Change Area 5
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments 1 .01 .01 .007
Within Assignments 55 107. 38 1.95
Total 56 107. 39
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
D. F.
1
55
56
Change Area 6
Sum of Squares
.02
91.83
91.85
Mean Squares
.02
1.67
F Ratio
.01
Change Area 7
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments 1 2. 46 2. 46 1.73
Within Assignments 58 82. 28 1.41
Total 59 34.74
Change Area 8
Source of Variation 0. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments 1 . 44 .44 .39
Within Assignments 54 59. 59 1.10
Total 55 60.03
Change Area 9
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares
Between Assignments 1 4. 21 4. 21
Within Assignments 47 82.12 1.75
Total 48 86. 33
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TABLE 5 (cont.)
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
Change Area 10
D.F. Sum of Squares
1 1.25
53 79.31
54 80. 56
Mean Squares F Ratio
1.25
.83
1.50
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
Change Area 11
D. F, Sum of Squares
1
. 32
57 73. 02
58 73.34
Mean Squares F Ratio
32 .25
1.28
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
Change Area 12
D. F. Sum of Squares
1 1.,92
51 69., 43
52 71 , 35
Mean Squares F Ratio
1.92 1.41
1.36
Change Area 13
Source 5f Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares
Between Assignments 1 1.08 1.08
Within Assignments 49 74.71 1.52
Total 50 75.79
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
Change
D.F. Sura
1
53
54
Area 14
of Squares
.12
70.55
70. 67
Mean Squares
.12
1.33
F Ratio
.093
Change Area 15
Source of Variation D, F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments 1 . 63 .63 .34
Within Assignments 52 94.53 1.82
Total 53 95. 16
Source of Variation
Between Assignments
Within Assignments
Total
Change
D.F. Sum
1
50
51
Area 16
of Squares
5. 80
78.86
84. 66
Mean Squares
5. 80
1.58
F Ratio
3. 67
Change Area 17
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Assignments 1 1.88 1.88 1.39
Within Assignments 55 74. 67 1.36
Total 56 76. 55
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TABLE 6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN CHANGE AREAS
AND DEGREE LEVELS
Source of Variation
Between Degree Levels
Within Degree Levels
Total
D. F.
2
56
58
Change Area 1
Sum of Squares
1.76
70. 42
72.18
Mean Squares
. 38
1.26
F Ratio
.70
Change Area 2
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 .95 .48 .35
Within Degree Levels 56 75.80 1.35
Total 58 76. 75
Source of Variation D. F.
Change Area 5
Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 2.57 1.28 .66
Within Degree Levels 54 104. 32 1.94
Total 56 107.39
Change Area 6
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 1.84 .92 .55
Within Degree Levels 54 90.01 1.67
Total 56 91.35
Change Area 7
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 9.11 4.55 3.43*
Within Degree Levels 57 75. 63 1.33
Total 59 34.74
Change Area B
Source of Variation
Between Degree Levels
Within Degree Levels
Total
D. F.
2
53
55
Sum of Squares
.66
59.37
60. 03
Mean Squares
.33
1.12
F Ratio
. 29
Source of Variation D. F.
Change
Sum
Area 9
of Squares Mean Squares
.71
1.85
F Ratio
.38
Between Degree Levels 2 1 . 41
Within Degree Levels
Total
46
48
34.93
36.34
‘statistically significant at the .05 level
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TABLE 6 ( cont
.
)
Source of Variation
Between Degree Levels
Within Degree Levels
Total
Change
D.F. Sum
2
52
54
Area 10
of Squares
2.19
78.37
80. 56
Mean Squares
1.10
1.51
F Ratio
.73
Source of Variation
Between Degree Levels
Within Degree Levels
Total
Change
D. F
. Sum
2
56
58
Area 11
of Squares
2. 15
71.19
73.34
Mean Squares
1.08
1.27
F Ratio
.85
Chanqe Area 12
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F RatioBetween Degree Levels 2 .92
- 4 6 .33Within Degree Levels 50 70.44 1 . 41
Total 52 71.36
Change Area 13
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares ? Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 3.76 1.88 1 . 25
Within Degree Levels 48 72.04 1.50
Total 50 75.80
Source of Variation D. F.
Chanqe Area 14
Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 3. 34 1.67 1.29
Within Degree Levels 52 67.34 1.29
Total 54 70. 68
Source of Variation
Between Degree Levels
Within Degree Levels
Total
D. F.
2
51
53
Chanqe
. Sum
Area 15
of Squares
2. 40
92.75
95.15
Mean Squares
1.20
1.82
F Ra t io
. 66
Chanqe Area 16
Source of Variation D. F.. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ra t i o
Between Degree Levels 2 6. 53 3. 26 2. 05
Within Degree Levels 49 73.13 1.59
Total 51 84.66
Source of Variation D. F.
Chanqe Area 17
Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Degree Levels 2 .01 .01 .004
Within Degree Levels 54 76. 54 1.42
Total 56 76.55
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TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN CHANGE AREAS
AND YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F.
4
54
58
Change Area 1
Sum of Squares
3.70
63. 48
72.18
Mean Squares
. 93
1.27
? Ratio
.73
Change Area 2
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 2. 80 .70 .51
Within Yrs. of Exper. 54 73.96 ;/38
Total 58 76. 96
Source of Variation D. F.
Change Area 4
Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 3.96 .99 .31
Within Yrs. of Exper. 56 168. 45 1.22
Total 60 172. 41
Change Area 5
Source of Variation D. F. Sura of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 8. 94 2. 23 1.18
Within Yrs. of Exper. 52 98.45 1.39
Total 56 107. 39
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F.
4
52
56
Change Area 6
Sum of Squares
6.88
84.97
91.85
Mean Squares
1.72
1.63
F Ratio
1.05
Change Area 7
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 1.94 .48 .32
Within Yrs. of Exper. 55 82.79 1.51
Total 59 84.73
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
Change Area 8
D. F. Sum of Squares
4 2. 38
51 57.64
55 60.02
Mean Squares ? Ratio
.60 .53
1.13
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TABLE 7 (cont.)
Change Area 9
Source of Variation D. F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 8. 72 2.18 1.24
Within Yrs. of Exper. 44 77. 62 1.76
Total 48 36.34
Change Area 10
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F.
4
50
54
Sura of Squares
7. 41
73.16
80. 57
Mean Squares
1.85
1.46
F Ratio
1.27
Source of Variation D.F.
Change Area 11
, Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ra t io
Between Yrs. of Exper. 4 4.12 1.03 . 30
Within Yrs. of Exper. 54 69. 23 1.23
Total 58 73.35
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F.
4
48
52
Change Area 12
Sum of Squares
2. 65
68.70
71.35
Mean Squares
.66
1.43
F Ratio
.46
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F
4
46
50
Change Area 13
. Sum of Squares
4.47
71.32
75.79
Mean Squares
1.12
1.55
F Ratio
. 72
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
Change Area 15
D. F. Sura of Squares
4 7. 33
49 87., 82
53 95.,15
Mean Squares F Ratio
1.83 1.02
1.79
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
Change Area 16
D. F. Sum of Squares
4 3.35
47 80.81
51 84.66
Mean Squares F Ratio
.96 .56
1.72
Change Area 17
Mean Squares
.72
1.42
Source of Variation
Between Yrs. of Exper.
Within Yrs. of Exper.
Total
D. F.
4
52
56
Sum of Squares
2. 39
73.66
76. 55
.51
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TA3LE 3
.4NAX.'fSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN CHANGE AREAS AND DEPARTMENTS
Change Area 1
Source of Variation D.F. Sum oc Squares Mean Squares r Ratio
Between Oepartaenta 10 11.62 1 • 1 6 .92
Within Departments 43 60.56 1.26
Total 53 72.13
Change Area 3
source of Variation D. F. Suni 3t iquacss Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Departments 10 21.71 2.17 1.27
Within Departments 5 3 93.33 1.71
Total 5 3 115.59
Change Area 5
Source of Variation D. F. SaiH oc Squaras Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Oeoartments 10 13.39 1.39 .93
Within Departments 46 33.50 1.92
Total 56 107.39
Change Area 6
Source of Variation D.F. Sum of Squares Mean Squares F Ratio
Between Departments 10 13.57 1.36 1.17
Within Oeoartments 46 73.23 1.39
Total 56 91.35
Change Area 9
Source of Variation D.F,, Su.m of iouares Mean Sauares ; Ratio
Between Oeoartments 10 12.10 1.21 .62
WLtni.n Ceoartniencs 23 74.23 1.95
Total 48 36.33
Change Area 10
Source of Variation D. F , Sum of Squares Mean Squares F ?atio
Between Departments 10 10.37 1.04 . 6 3
Within Deoact.ments 44 70.19 . . 60
Total 54 30.56
Source of Variacion
Between Beoart-Tients
Wlttiin Beparrnencs
Total
Change Area Ij
D. F. Sum 0
1
Sq 1
10 4.92
43 63.42
58 73.34
hean Squares
.49
1.43
Satio
.35
Source of Variation D.F,
Change Area 12
Sum of Squares Mean Squares : Ratio
2.41Between Departments 10 4.21 4. 21
within Departments 42 60.34 L . 4 4
Total 52 71.36
Source of Variation
Between Oepartnents
Within Depar t.-nents
Total
Change Area 16
D. F . Sum of Squares
10 12.69
41 71.97
31 84.66
Mean Squares
1.27
1.76
F .9a t i o
.72
Source of Variation
Between Cepartmer.ts
Within Departments
Total
Change Area 17
D.F. Sum of Squares
10 11.65
46 54.90
56 76.55
Mean Squares F Ratio
1.16 .32
1.41
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statistically significant differences in attitudinal change
toward tasks among respondents who came from City High
School or other Centre City Schools (Table 5), who had
earned a B.A.
,
M.A. or C.A.G.S. degree (Table 6), who had
various amounts of teaching experience (Table 7) or who
taught in different departments (Table 8). Data in these
tables display the results of the Duncan multiple range test
and a one way analysis of variance for change variables.
Those change variables which were categorized into more than
one subset as a result of the Duncan procedure were elimi-
nated from the analysis of variance and are not displayed in
the following tables.
An examination of Tables 5, 7 and 8 reveals that no
task area reflects any statistically significant differences
in amounts of attitudinal change between groups representing
different former school assignments, varying amounts of
teaching experience or different department affiliations.
In Table 6, statistically significant variability among
groups representing different degree levels exists in one
area. Task (7) Creating a positive learning experience for
my students in this school setting. The mean scores of
changes in attitudes within these groups were:
B.A. M.A. C.A.G.S.
-.067 +.138 +1.05
These figures indicate that individuals with C.A.G.S. de-
grees reported considerably more change than the other two
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groups. As Table 1 (Display of Demographic Data) shows,
teachers with C.A.G.S. degrees were all City High School
teachers (who had earned degrees through a federally-funded
teacher-training program based at City High School). There-
fore, this group possessed two positive advantages which may
have affected the extent of their positive attitudinal
change toward creating a positive learning experience for
their students. First, it is possible that prior training
in a C.A.G.S. program had helped them to better understand
their students at City High School. Thus, they might have
been better able to utilize the activities in a two-week
staff development program to further their ability to create
positive learning for their students. Second, since the new
student population comprised over 50 percent of former City
High School students, the former City High School teachers
may have felt more positively about applying the learnings
of a staff development program to the needs of students with
whom they had previously worked. The combination of prior
training and familiarity with student needs may have ac-
counted for the statistically significant differences
in
attitudinal changes among the three degree level groups.
The general finding revealed by an examination
of all
other change variables in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 is
most in-
teresting. With one exception described above,
no statis-
tically significant differences in attitudinal
changes
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regarding the seventeen task areas can be found between pro-
gram participants from different schools, earning different
degree levels, having a broad spectrum of years of teaching
experience and representing many different curricular areas.
Thus, differentiated and flexible training activities which
focused on important concerns identified by potential parti-
cipants and linked to a general effort of preparation for a
new school had a similar effect upon a very diverse group of
participants.
Key Ingredients for Effective Staff Development
Answers to Research Question Four, "What kinds of
staff development activities are most effective in positive-
ly changing teacher attitudes?" have been interspersed in
previous discussions examining data displayed in this chap-
ter. This chapter will conclude by focusing upon the key
ingredients for effective staff development which have
emerged from an analysis of this local context and will, in
addition, utilize participants' responses to open-ended
questions in the pre- and post-treatment questionnaires to
provide further insights. The following open-ended question
was included in the pre- treatment questionnaire; "The
three
things I would like this workshop to accomplish are;"
The
following open-ended questions were included in the
post-
treatment questionnaire; "The three things I liked
most
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about this workshop were;”, "The three things I liked least
about this workshop were;”, and "The things we should have
covered, but didn't, were;”
An important first step for staff development pro-
grams, stressed by research and illustrated in this study of
a local staff development program, is collaborative planning
and implementation of training activities that involves a
broadly representative group of potential participants. The
belief, cited by Smith (1975) that the extra time and effort
given to planning "pays off” in a "feeling of enthusiasm”
(p. 37) is reinforced in this study. Questionnaire data
reveal the high rating of importance given to tasks that
became the focus of this program, a rating expressed by
participants as a total group (Table 2) as well as by di-
verse demographic subgroups (Table 3).
Secondly, the benefits of participative planning in
this local situation are well-illustrated by respondents'
answers to the open-ended question on the pre-treatment
questionnaire. A compilation of responses to the question,
"The three things I would like this workshop to accomplish
reveals that individuals overwhelmingly cited tasks which
were given major focus in the program, namely, "familiarity
and comfort with the physical plant” in general and "the
instructional pods" in particular, "development and under-
standing of rules and operating procedures of the school,"
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and effective communication with colleagues” especially for
coordination of programs” and "readiness of instructional
materials and equipment in flexible space.” Such state-
ments, repeatedly cited by participants at the very begin-
ning of the program, confirmed that individuals were embark-
ing upon projects which they described as personally
important to them.
A second important learning, culled from a review of
the literature and illustrated by the experiences in this
local program, is a logical consequence of collaborative
planning. Planning Committee members determined on the
basis of communicating with participants that flexible and
differentiated training activities were crucially important
for the program's success. Lawrence's (1974) review of
ninety-seven inservice studies which emphasizes the impor-
tance of "differentiated training experiences for different
teachers" that "encourage individuals to choose goals and
activities for themselves" and that allow teachers to "share
and provide mutual assistance to each other" (pp. 14-15)
points toward those training activities in our local program
which encouraged statistically significant positive attitud-
inal change. These particular activities gave teachers the
opportunity to learn new information, to apply learnings
with their colleagues in a variety of self-defined and con-
crete ways and to share the products of their collaborative
work. Conversely, those activities which lacked these
ingredients produced statistically insignificant change.
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The effectiveness of the more differentiated training
which supported teachers in designing their space, develop-
ing rules and procedures and creating a comfortable instruc-
tional environment for their students in flexible space is
described in participants' answers to open-ended questions
in the post-questionnaire. In response to the question,
"the three things I liked best about this workshop . . .
a majority (sixty-two) of respondents mentioned the many
opportunities they had to ''become familiar with building
facilities" and "pod design," and "to become acquainted with
fellow faculty members and colleagues in my department who
could "be resources and friends." Another common response
(from fifty-six teachers) involved "the amount of work time
in the pods" reserved for "interdepartmental sharing" and
"working with colleagues to plan strategies," "arrange
materials and equipment," "discuss common pod problems,"
and
"exchange ideas."
Many additional ideas about training activities
emerge
from the negative findings in this local program.
A major
learning, issuing primarily from data in those
task activi-
ties that did not result in significant
positive attitudin-
al change is that training takes time,
time to process
information and to address personal and management
concerns,
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time that may not be available during a single program. A
common problem often resulting from broad-based collabora-
tive planning is the frequent identification of a multitude
of high-priority concerns and the natural desire to respond
to all pressing needs at once. Attempts to satisfy this
desire can inadvertently program participants for failure.
Planning for success requires, first, a concerted effort to
narrow priorities and define goals that are achievable in a
particular time period, given local circumstances, and
second, a long-term view featuring ongoing support that
addresses needs as they arise and as they change. Although
myriad concerns were expressed by teachers preparing for
their new school, the planning committee could not design a
program to resolve them all before school opened and
teachers knew from experience what they needed to know.
Participants' responses to the second open-ended question in
the post- questionnaire expressed this reality. When asked
to complete the statement, "The three things I liked least
about this workshop," fifteen teachers wrote that they
needed "more time to cover everything," "time to do depart-
ment business" and "pod work," "time to work with new
materials and books."
A second insight related to effective training activi-
ties involves the use of local resource people. Respond
ents' positive reactions to colleagues who functioned as
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presenters were expressed in their answers to the questions
about what they liked roost*” Many (twenty-nine) teachers
responded by citing "the variety of excellent facilitators,"
"the expertise of the resource people" and the "good prepa-
ration by leaders." These answers reflect the belief of
Rand researchers McLaughlin and March (1978) that "teachers
often represent the best clinical expertise available" (p.
87). However, the practical experiences related to this
program remind us that local resource people also need sup-
port and ongoing training. Giving close attention to the
preparation and skills of individuals selected as group
leaders as well as the dynamics of each working group must
be stressed. Despite the most stellar program design, human
factors are crucial determinants of success or failure. As
three respondents to the question about "things liked least"
pointed out, participants and group leaders may need train-
ing to deal positively with those who exhibit "reluctance to
think positively" or "refusal of some to share and cooper-
ate" or "a tendency to criticize and tear down and not to
build." As McLaughlin (1978) reminds us, "The problem of
reform or change is more a function of people and organiza-
tions than of technology" (p. 69).
Perhaps the most important learning derived from a
two-week staff development program executed within local
parameters is that professional development is an ongoing
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process which single-shot programs, held for one day or for
two weeks, cannot accomplish alone. Schools and school sys-
tems need to develop new and creative ways to provide on-
going school-specific support for their professionals who
daily face complex instructional problems and who grapple
with numerous levels of concern each time they confront
change. Teachers who seek to better meet the needs of a
diverse student population which reflects all of society's
problems can be encouraged through effective teacher advi-
sors (Manolakes, 1977), ongoing curriculum creation (Mann,
1975) and varied staff support activities (McLaughlin and
March, 1978). Such responses need to be woven into the
fabric of daily school interactions and learning activities.
This fabric, reinforced and strengthened by the threads of
administrative support for and participation in training,
can far better withstand today's societal pressures as it is
pulled and pushed by the forces of public disaffection, leg-
islative mandates, accountability and economic constraints.
CHAPTER V I
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This study has discussed the relationship of current
research findings about effective teacher training to an ex-
amination of a local collaboratively-planned and executed
staff development program. It has analyzed the effects of
this program by measuring changes in participants' attitudes
toward seventeen tasks which became the focus of training
activities. Data collected were used to determine what
principles of effective staff development found in the re-
search clearly applied to this local context and what addi-
tional conclusions could be drawn from a study of one school
faculty preparing for complex change within the idiosyncra-
cies of a particular environment.
This chapter contains a discussion of the implications
for staff development which result from a comparison of pre-
sent staff development theory and actual practice in a local
program. The chapter will address Research Question Five:
What new conceptualizations for future staff development
practice and research emerge from this study?
Providing school personnel with the support and en-
couragement to continue to be active learners requires som'
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powerful new strategies in staff development. These strate-
gies must be built upon a strong foundation, a base that
incorporates an understanding of the many factors (teachers'
prior experiences, past inadequate training and the day-to-
day vicissitudes of the job) militating against change as
well as the need for staff developers to respond to these
factors in a variety of flexible, differentiated ways.
Implications for Staff Development
'
As we view one local program in retrospect, certain
key learnings emerge. Future staff development programs de-
signed for a school faculty facing conplex change, based
upon the findings of this study, will increase their effec-
tiveness if they concentrate upon incorporating the follow-
ing elements into their program design.
Collaborative planning . Counteracting teachers' possible
resistance to staff development activities requires first
that they become involved from the very beginning in identi-
fying their own concerns and needs for instruction and in
helping to design appropriate ways to address these con-
cerns. Data in this study indicate, as Bunker (1979)
expresses, "Shared decision making increases learner in-
volvement" (p. 2). Individuals most involved in the plan-
ning and implementation of staff development activities
in
the City Community High School program as well as
the
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constituencies they represented, the participants in this
program, overwhelmingly gave the program foci very high
ratings of importance. Such findings indicate that City
Community High School faculty concerns, as represented by
their planning committee, were included in the program de-
s ign.
A second learning derived from an examination of the
total program, however, is the need for training of
participant-planners. Broad-based collaboration in the de-
sign of a training program, as was illustrated by the City
High School planning and implementation process, can result
in the identification of myriad concerns and complex issues
which planners feel compelled to address all at once. As
they work with teachers, staff developers can add a valuable
perspective by stressing that training is an ongoing, devel-
opmental process. Such a process cannot take place during a
single program; consequently, any program held for one day
or two weeks is one component in a long range of ongoing ac-
tivities that allow participants the time to grow. Planning
is facilitated when groups learn to prioritize and refine
their goals, arriving at those which are realistic and
achievable, given the local situation. Most importantly,
beginning with this long-range perspective truly fosters
acceptance on the part of participants that collaborative
planning, like professional growth, is continuous.
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Differentiated training activities . Analysis of this local
program strongly reinforced the principle that flexible
training which encourages students to be self-initiating,
active learners is equally as important for teachers. As
data in this study indicate, teachers' positive attitudes
toward new tasks were enhanced by those training activities
(focusing especially on space design) that encouraged teach-
ers to learn in an active way, working with new information
about the relationship of the environment to their instruc-
tion, interacting with new ideas in their department pods,
applying new skills, helping each other and sharing the
designs and procedures developed by their work. Such
activities, akin to a reinvention of the wheel, result in
what Rand researchers call a "mutual adaptation" of a new
instructional environment and new tasks to individual teach-
ing and learning styles. They encourage the "sustained and
empirical pr act ice-orientd inquiry into problems and alter-
natives" stressed by Lortie (1975, p. 69).
In contrast, task areas receiving training character-
ized by single-shot introductions to new tasks in this pro-
gram resulted in insignificant attitudinal change. Many of
these training activities were designed in an effort to
"cover" the myriad high-priority concerns identified by a
diverse faculty opening a new school. Given the many un-
answered questions associated with a new building, new
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materials, new students and new colleagues, the design of
some introductory sessions, responsive at the "information-
al" level of concern, was understandable and perhaps most
appropriate. The potential problem with such staff develop-
ment sessions arises if there is a lack of follow-up during
the school year. Successful implementation of new practices
can only occur when individuals have the opportunity to
grapple with many levels of concern and many issues (time
demands, management of new techniques, the effects of new
strategies on students, and possibilities for collaboration
about new techniques)
.
Ongoing staff development support . The effectiveness of a
staff development program is enhanced when it is viewed as
one link in a long chain of ongoing events. The tendency to
try to cover a number of complex issues in a short period of
time inevitably becomes reinforced in school-site staff de-
velopment programs by the lack of time available during the
school day and school year to address professional issues.
The Centre City school system, like many others,
schedules
separate professional days during the year. This system
al-
locates three days each year which occur in the
Fall, Winter
and Spring, for staff development activities.
Although re-
leasing teachers to concentrate on professional
concerns
reveals a commitment to staff development on
the part of the
school system, teachers usually attend
systemwide workshops
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designed according to subject area and grade. Thus, person-
nel of a particular school seldom work together. Reliance
upon staff development designed in this way inadvertently
encourages superficial treatment of curricular and instruc-
tional concerns. Teachers return to their school site hav-
ing had a variety of different experiences. If no provi-
sions are then made for follow-up, for ongoing application
of learnings at the school site, potential for growth is
minimized, given other influences daily affecting teachers
in the schools. Without ongoing support, the strong tenden-
cies described by Liebermann and Miller (1978, pp. 59-61)
for teachers to "cope" during the school day by being "prac-
tical" and "realistic" (making do rather than trying new
idealistic ideas) and being "private" (not sharing profes-
sional concerns with colleagues) are likely to prevail and
therefore to minimize ongoing professional development.
Two training strategies which can reinforce single-day
training provided in the Centre City schools might be intro-
duced in this school system. First, master teachers who
have had daily experience in elementary and secondary
schools might be released from teaching in order to function
as "teacher advisors." These roles are effectively de-
scribed by Manolakes (1977) and Thomas (1979). Advisors can
extend the learnings of a single training session and
respond to needs as they arise by encouraging ongoing
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curriculm development, the strategy which Smith (1975), Mann
(1975) and Berman (1975) all cite as a powerful staff devel-
opment technique. As Bunker (1977) succinctly expresses,
"People learn to do what they do" (p. 33).
A second means for providing daily staff support
involves the creation of a school-site resource center
facilitated by teacher advisors as well as school staff and
interested community members. The center could be a new en-
vironment in a school that is not a classroom, office or
lounge, and that was designed expressly for the sharing of
professional concerns. Within such an innovative school en-
vironment, teachers might be encouraged to play new roles if
they are supported by school administrators, the "gate
]^0ep0 ];;s of change" who signal the "legitimacy" of teachers
efforts (Berman and McLaughlin, 1978, pp. 30-31). During
preparation periods and after school, personnel can meet to
develop solutions to students' instructional problems. Spe-
cial programs that bring community and university resources
into the school and that address each school’s unique needs
can be designed and sponsored by participants at the re-
source center. Commercial and teacher or student-made
materials can be displayed and made available to spark
new
ideas. Such resources in a center serving as a
locus for
staff development activities can help to foster
new rela-
tionships among teachers, administrators and
community
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members. Informal groupings that develop may then result in
a "critical mass" of individuals who together establish a
norm for change within the culture of their school.
At City Community High School, those department heads
and department leaders who served as facilitators during de-
partment work sessions and subject area workshops could be
encouraged to use their experience by applying the same
principles of collaborative planning and implementation to
programs in their school center, programs that build upon
skills developed in the summer program. As Bunker (1977)
says, "Readiness for growth is built upon people's
strengths" (p. 33). Each of these possible strategies
focuses on strengthening continuous school-site staff devel-
opment because "staff cannot perceive what they need to know
until the need arises" (McLaughlin and March, 1978, p. 78).
Conclusions
Based upon the findings in pre- and pos t-treatment
questionnaires, we can conclude that the professional
staff
at City Community High School will benefit from
the oppor
tunity to build on learnings in the summer
program and to
focus on tasks which they collaborative ly
identified as high
priority concerns, especially those tasks
which did not re-
veal significant positive attitudinal change.
Needs in
these task areas, as well as higher
levels of concern in
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other task areas, will surface more clearly once teachers
have the opportunity to perform tasks in a reality-based
situation. Thus, the most important areas of focus for on-
going support at City Community High School seemed to be on-
going curriculum development, teachers' roles in the
advisor-advisee program and teacher/administator collabora-
tive problem-solving. In addition, although some positive
attitudinal change took place, additional support was war-
ranted in tasks involving helping students with reading
comprehension, mainstreaming special needs students, using
instructional media and meeting the needs of community mem-
bers. Ongoing support in the these areas could
incorporate
strategies discussed above (collaborative planning and
dif-
ferentiated training for active learning) not only
during
professional development days that emphasize
on-site activi-
ties but also during the regular school
day from teacher
advisors and the development of an on-site
resource center.
Moreover, in order to strengthen the
school staff's
ability to be self-sustaining, training
in process rather
than product should be given central
focus. First of all,
training in planning processes for
administrators and de-
partment leaders that covers skills
in needs assessment as
well as prioritizing, refining and
concretizing realistic
goals can help them to identify
and deal with needs as they
arise and consequently can encourage
proactive rather than
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reactive responses to problems. Second, training in facili-
tating group activities, in encouraging participants to
actively interact with new ideas and materials, might
significantly affect future faculty meetings, department
meetings and resource center programs and may, in time, re-
sult in greater use of the same strategies with students.
Third, the active participation of principals and assistant
principals in all on-site professional activities will
strengthen their roles as "instructional leaders" and will
serve as a strong message to teachers that staff development
is an important priority in their school.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study was undertaken in order to extend our
understanding of effective staff development processes and
practices in one local context. Focus was given to a two-
week training program collaborat ively designed and executed
by potential participants preparing to teach in a new
flexible-space community high school. Because this training
experience is one step in an ongoing process of professional
development, rich possibilities for future research exist in
this and other school settings. The following areas of
study related to school-site staff development are
suggested
for future research;
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- An examination of the role of teacher advisors in extend-
ing the training teachers receive in courses or workshops
presented during system-wide staff development days. How
can advisors help teachers to apply and adapt learnings to
their own teaching styles and their students' learning
needs? What specific problems emerge from various contex-
tual situations and how can advisors deal with them? What
training and support do advisors need in order to function
effect ively?
- A case study of the planning, development and evaluation
of an on-site resource center for teachers, administrators
and parents. What kinds of school environments encourage
teachers to plciy new professional roles? What special re-
sources and activities can be created to respond to dif-
ferent school settings in order to foster collegial shar-
ing, problem-solving and professional renewal?
- A study of flexible school schedules and new patterns of
teaching assignments which integrate professional training
into the regularities of a school day. How can team
teaching, use of student tutors, teacher aides and
para-
professionals be utilized to enable school professionals
to concentrate on staff development activities
in an on-
going way?
- An investigation of new professional
incentives and re-
wards (intrinsic and extrinsic) which could be
introduced
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to encourage teachers to engage in self-initiated
professional development. What roles can administrators
,
parents or university personnel play to give recognition
and support to teachers' educational achievements?
- What methods are most effective in fostering ongoing
teacher-administrator collaborative planning for school
improvement? What training in planning processes and in
methods for assessing needs and prioritizing goals do
school personnel need to plan proactively rather than
reactively to emerging student needs?
Educators and parents unanimously affirm the crucially
important role that teachers in elementary and secondary
schools play in training our future generations. As we
face
the challenge of providing students with "cope-ability
skills in a rapidly changing world, we must strive
to pro-
vide teachers, the ultimate implementers of
instructional
change, with appropriate mechanisms for their own
continuous
growth and development. Focusing on the
environment in
which teachers spend most of their time,
the school site,
and developing an atmosphere in these
schools that fosters,
encourages and rewards a process of
self-initiated learning,
continues to be a present and future challenge
for staff
developers
.
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D«ceniilning machods for concroillna »cud«nc ind e«ach«r nolia
(X am) experienced 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inexperienced
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
enchuslasclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
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familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 unfamiliar
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3) Teaching new department curricula.
(I am) expe rlenced 1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperlencec
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experienced 1
unprepared 1
enthusiastic 1
2 3 4 5 6
2 3 4 5 6
2 3 4 3 6
inexperienced
prepared
apprehensive
(The cask is)
difficult 123
familiar 12 3
unimportant 12 3
3 6 easy
3 6 unfamllar
3 6 important
5. Sharing learning stations with other teachers in a pod.
(I am)
experienced
unprepared
enthusiastic
1 2 3 4 3 6 inexperienced
1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The cask is)
difficult 123456 easy
familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 unfamllar
unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 6 important
Working with department members to solve problems of teaching in flexible
space
(I am)
exD« rlenced
unprepared
enthusiastic
1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The cask is)
difficult 123456 easy
familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6 unfamllar
unimportant 1 2 3 •* 5 6 important
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7. CrMCln* a poaltlva laarnln* axparlaaca for ay acudanca In ClUa achool aaecln«,
•»)
«xp«rl«nced 12 3 4 5 6 ln«xp« rl«iic*d dlfflcuit 1 2 3 4 5 6
unprapartd 12 3 4 5 6 praparad faalUar 1 2 3 4 5 6
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprahanalva inilaporcaac 1 2 3 4 5 6
9. Taachlng naw daparcnaac curricula.
(Tha caak la)
axparlanced 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inexparlancad difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6
unpraparad 123456 praparad fanlllar 123456
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprahanalva
.mlaporcanc 1 2 3 4 5 6
9. Halplng acudanca vich raadlog coaprahanalon problama.
(I am)
axparlancad 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inexparlancad
unpraparad 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprahanalva
(The caalc la)
dlfflcuit 123456
familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6
'unlmporcanc 1 2 3 4 5 6
10. Malnacreaatlog apaclal needa acudanca In ny claaaaa.
(X am)
axparlenced 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inexparlancad
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 preoared
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The caak la)
difficult 123456
familiar 123456
'jnlmporcanc 1 2 3 4 5 6
XI. Using new daparcmanc aquipmanc and/or nacerlala.
(Tha cask la)
difficult 123456
familiar 123456
unimportant 1 2 3 4 5 6
(I am)
axparlenced 1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
'unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
12. Using aducaclonal celavlslon and ocher itadla In my teaching.
(X am;
experienced 1 2 3 4 5 6 Inexperienced
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
anchualaaclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehanslve
(The cask la)
difficult 12 3436
familiar 123456
unlmporcanc 1 2 3 4 3 6
13. Macclng cha needs of oy scudanc advisees.
(I am)
experienced 1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
enchuslasclc 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The cask is)
difficult 1 2 3 4 5 6
familiar 1 2 3 4 5 6
unlmporcanc 1 2 3 4 5 6
14. UcUlrlng Guidance Daparcmanc services and resources.
(X am)
axparlenced 1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
anchusiascic 1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The Cask is)
difficult 1 2 3 4 5
familiar 1 2 3 4 3
unimportant 1 2 3 4 3
IS. Adjusting Co Che flexible schedule.
(X am)
axparlenced
unprepared
anchuslaaclc
1 2 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
1 2 3 4 5 6 apprehensive
(The cask is)
difficult 1234
familiar 1234
unimportant 12 3 4
5
5
5
easy
unfamllar
imporcanc
aaay
unfamllar
imporcanc
aaay
'unfamllar
imporcanc
aaay
'unfamllar
imporcanc
easy
unfamllar
imporcanc
easy
'unfamllar
imporcanc
easy
'unfamllar
imporcanc
easy
unfamilar
impo rcanc
easy
unfamllar
imporcanc
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16. M«.clng ccBBiuiUcy needs during and after school.
17.
(X am)
experienced
unprepared
enchualaaclc
Inexperienced
prepared
apprehensive
(The cask is)
(tlfflcult 1
familiar 1
'unimportant 1
Working with admlnlstators on school problems or concerns.
(I am)
experienced 12 3 4 5 6 inexperienced
unprepared 1 2 3 4 5 6 prepared
enthusiastic 123456 apprehensive
(The task is)
<tlfflcuit I
familiar 1
unimportant 1
4 5
4 5
4 5
easy
unfamilar
important
easy
unfamilar
important
18.
The three things I liked most about this workshop were:
1 .
2 .
3.
19.
The three things I liked least about this workshop were
1
.
2 .
20.
The things we should have covered, but didn't, -were:
1 .
3
CITY COMHUNITY
HIGH SCHOOL
STAFF DEVELOPMENT
SUMMER WORKSHOP
AUGUST 7-18, 1978
^iOWDAY. august 7, ’.97B
3:00- 9:00 OPENUIC CS3£10NIZ3
(Ldccur* HaiX-'.«v«i IZ)
?r«sidln4: ?Tlaclpai
Spaakars: Mayor
Suparlncatulaac oi Schools
9:00- 9:1.3 CoYita 3roaa
9:13- 9:30 OVERVIEW OF iUXMER WORRSaOP
’aOCRAM
CLaccura RalX-Caval ID
Spaakar: Suparrtsor at Pro^aa
OaveXsoaanc
9:30-!.0:00 ?.\Cin.rf SRIEFtMC; 'SCiOOL OE-
SICN .y<D 'CZNERAL TRAFFIC ?t.0U'
(Lacsura KaXX)
Soaakac: PrlacXpaX
L0:00-U:30 TOUR OF CXTf COMMUNITT HICH
SCHOOL
Taur Cuidaa: Laval 1. * Vaslscaac PrlaclpaX
Laval 2 - Asslscanc Principal
Laval 3 - .Isalscanc Principal
Upon eoaplacloa or ;ha :3uc,
caachacs will issataoia In
chair iaparnaanc pods.
11:30- L;00 OEPAHTMEHT WORX SESSION:
'Oaparraanc Aganda'
(Oaparesanc Pods)
'"Oaparcaanc Laadacs' will sec
each agenda lod organlra ic~
civiclaa during all Oaparraanc
Work SaaaloQs.
TLTSDaY. august i. 1978
3:00 -9:00 FACL'LTT SRISFXNO: 'L'SE OF
•LEII3LE SPACE/ SCHOOL RULES i
REGULATIONS*
.Laccure Hali-Lavel ID
Presiding: Principal
9;00- 9: 15 Cotfae Scaak
9:13-1.0:00 GENERAL SESSION: 'GUIOELINES
•OR SPACE DESIGN, .NOISE CONTROL
i TRAFFIC FLOW"
Laccura Hall
Presiding: Progran Coordlnacor
Spaakars: City Coaaunicy High School
scaff naabars
10:00- 1:00 DEPARTMENT WORK SESSION
(Oapatcaiene Pods)
Faculty In each departmenc
alii aeac In pods CO pUn scu-
danc cralflc pactems and
noise concroi and co sac up
learning scacioos (placemanc
at fumllure, display and
storage areas).
12:30- 1:00 DEPARTMENT LEADERS MEETING:
".ADMINISTRATORS WILL MEET WITH
OEPARMJrr LEADERS REGARDING
POD DESIGN*
(Principal's Contarence Room-
Level II)
WEDNESDAY.
.
AUGUST 9. ',978
3:00- 3:45 lE.NERAL SESSION: "GUIDELI.'IES
OR iTUDE.Tr DRIEJrtATIOH, DISCI-
PLINE .and teacher coordination
IN ?TEXI3L£ SPACE*
(Laccura Hall - Laval II)
Praaldlcg: Prograa Coordlnacor
Spaanerai City Coounlry High School
scai!
3;L5- 9:00 Co(fae Sraas.
9:00-11:00 DEPARTMENT WORK SESSION
(Oaparcnanc Poda)
"aculc/ In each iaoarraanc
alii -aaac In poda :o lomulaca
deparmanc rulas for scudenc
henavlor, scracagles for scu-
denc ariancacloa and ceacnar
coordination.
11:00-12:00 GENERAL PEEDBACK SESSION
C-accura Hall)
A rapr esancaciva froa aacn ca-
paccnaoc alii Jive i iiva-
alnuca presancacion cascriblng
chair pod daalgn, iaoarcnanc
rules and plans for noise coir-
crol and caachar coooeraclon.
12:00- 1:00 FACULTY DE-3RIEF1NG
(Laccura Hall)
Presiding: Principal
Adolnlscratacs atil respond
CO pacilnenc 'questions and
concams.
THURSDAY. AUGUST lO , 1980
3:00-10:00 DEPARTMENT .'ORK SESSION:
••DEPARTMENT .AGENDA*
(Dagacmanc Pods)
Presiding: Deoarcnene '.eadecs
10:00-11:30 GENE.RAL SESSION: •R.ANEL SN
SCHOOL-COMMUNITY COOPE.RATION"
(Laccure Hali-‘.avei ID
Presiding: Principal
SpeoKers: Gape, it Parka i Rec. Director
Naagnbochood Center Director
Assistant Principal (Parent
Council Rao.)
11:30- 1:00 3US TCUR OF COMMUNITY
Tour Guides: Prl.ncipal i .Asst. Principals
FRIDAY. AUGUST 11. 1980
3:00-12:00 DEPARTMEIiT W0eL< SESSION:
"INVENTORY STORAGE .A.ND
MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION*"
(Deparcnenc Pods)
Presiding: Deparcaent Leaders
12:00- 1:00 F.ACULTY BRIEFING: "COMMUNITY
participation and PRIXIPAL'S
agenda*
(Lecture Hail)
Presiding: Principal a .Aaat. Principals
MONDAY. AUGUST D , 1980
3:00- 3:45 GE.NERAL SESSION: "‘REY ISSUES
IN PREPARING "OR A FLE.YI3LE-
SPaCE COMMUNITY SCHOOL"
(Lacture 'Hall-Level 11)
Presiding-. Assistant Principal
Speaker: Dean of Education, Central
Unive rstcy
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5|45“ ItOO Cott»m iraait
All daparaunca vtll 4CCand :ha ioUowin^
vurtcatiop La
TMl 0£PAaTM£NT Of OUIBiUlCZ -kiiO ':OUNSn.i:iCi
c.'iTowuTioM amut nil riACHea ADvtaoM rcz-
Toi A^o OKPxaTMz.vr jzmcES tor rzAaitRs
AllD iTUDCNTS*
(Cuidanca Pod “ Laval Cl)
Laadari Haad Countalor
hOO- 91 JO Group C
LOjOO-LOiJO Group Cl
Ilj00-Ui30 Group CII
Taachara vtXl ipand ranalntn^ hours Ln
Oaparcpiaiic 'Vortc Jasslona ACh Gaparcmane
Laadars. rha Oaao o( education ^tll oaac
vtch individual laparcaancs ipon raquaac
iurlnf this cloa to sddcaas chair
concama.
UiOO- 1:00 fACULrf JRXZPICW JC3SI0N!
mMCIPAL'J ACZaOA"
Laccura Kail
Prasldla^i Principal 1 Aaac. Principals
njgaOAY, AUGUST IJ. '.97q
rha following; vorRshops vili ha of farad
thraa tlsMS on 4 rocaclna oasis:
•'"XCU Si rtUVTSIOM ’ROOUCriON PACILITIZS I
PROGRAMS*
(T.V. Jtadlo-Lavai Cl)
Lasdarsi Glraccor of Cnstrucc ionai ladla
Iducaclonal Talavlsion Cnscruc'
tor
'’ILAfllMC GTRATECacS TOR CONTEIIT AREA
TEACaERS"
(RaadlnR 7od**'.aval CD
Laadars: Olraccor of raading
^aadln^ Gapartoianc icsff
"JPECIAL SEEDS iGUDErrrs CM ^ECUUR CU33E3i
ZSSZtniM. C:fTORMATtON 'OR TEACKERS*
(ipaclal Education Pod-Laval C)
Laadars: Acting Giractor >f Jpaclal
Education
Taschar: Phyalcal Education Oapartaiaac
Taachar: Jpaclal Education Gapartmanc
Gapart3MnC4 vlll accand workshops in Groups
aceordlnc to tha foilowlnx cioM schadulai
Group C
4:00 •MEDU 1 TELZVX310N PRODUCTION*
JtOO READING STRATEGIES*
10:00 SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS*
4:00
Group 11
'3PECUL .JtkDS iTUDENTS'
9:00 "MEDU 4 TELEVISION PRODUCTION*
10:00 •READING STRATEGIES*
4:00 "READ^W STRATEGIES*
9:00 'SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS
10:00 MEDIA 4 TEUVISION PRODUCTION"
11:00- 4i00 fAMIL'f PCCCtlC (on school
(rounds)
Faalllss of si I sesff aaoibars
ars Invlctd to accsndi
•-TDffCSDAf august
,
'.IPR
Gaparroancs laslAnacsd as 'Rtrclclpaocs*
will accand workshops llacad oalov. ftculcv
not iccandln( will worR in thalr rsapacclva
pods on Gapattnanc Aiianda iavalopad oy
Gaparcoanc Laadars Ail caacnars All
parclelpaca in tha Ganartl Sasaion 4 C 11;00
4 . a.
J:0O- GtOO 'advanced PUCStE.TT »ROCaAM3 aT
COUR SCHOOL: lOU TO START MID
GCVRLOr THOl; lOU TO GAIN
PARENT 1 COMMUWlTf CNTEREST 1
SUPPORT
Laadar; Aaaoclaca Gtrsecor,
CollaRa Soard
Parclclpaaca: Gaparrmanc laads
liQO-liiOO 'OPERATION AND 1J3Z Gf THE TITT
COMHUHITT HIGH SCHOOL POOL*
Laadars: Pool Toapaay
Eaprasancaclvaa
Parclclpaaca: Phyaicsl Education
Gaparcaanc
):00-i0i00 'IDEAS -OR TEAMICIC ,iND COOPERA-
TI'/E PLA*4NCNG WITHIN GEPART-
NENTS*
'^sdar: Taao Laadar ''En^llsn/
Participants: Eogilsn Gaparcaanc
)*.00-L0:00 'THE GICCTAL SGMP'JTER: C.'TOR-
.1ATI0M rOR TEACHERS'
'^adart Taschar, Sualnaaa Gape.
Participants: Niainssa, md Sclanca
Gaps rtaancs
);00-'.0!00 'CURR1C’JLL>I GE’/ELCPHENT IN
occupational EDUCATION*
Laadar: Caduscrlal Arts Gaparcaanc
Laadar
Participants: Industrial Ares Gapartaanc
0:00-10 (00 'WORilSHOP: 'tUSIC*
Laadar: Glraeeor sf huaic
Participants: Music Gapartasne
10:00-11:00 '3A3IC MATH SRILLS IN GT'-IER
CONTENT AREAS*
Laadar: !isch Taschar
Parclclpancst Art, Hooa Econonlca, In"
luserial Arts and Mach
Oaparcmanca
11:00-12:00 'GENERAL OESSIONt THE OtPrER
ENTIATED $!Ml-ROTATIMC SCHED-
ULE: ITS advantages POR
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS'
Laadar: Taaa Laadar (En(Ush)
12:00 PACULTf SRIEFINGi
.AGENDA
Prasldln^: Pclncipai 4 Aast.
'PRINCIPAL'S
Principals
THURSDAIC. august 'J. 1973
Faciilcy 3Mb«rs vtll voric an Oaoartaanc
aganda davaiopad by Oapaccaaac '-^adara wicb
eha «xcapcloa ai eha ^oilowtm ictiaduiad
worKanopa:
3:00-12:00 "mz :re» :dATH ILA ?ZOCaAM"
(Mach ?ad - '.aval CXI)
Laadac: Oavaiopaanc Spaclaiiac,
^saacch cor Saccar Schools
Farcleipaaca: :tach Oaparcaanc
3: 00-12; 00 -?ZOJZCr CITt*
(Physical Xducaclon Off lea - '-aval (I)
uaadar: Aaalacaac Professor, local
uaivacslcy
Parclelpaacs: Physical Xducaclon, Haalch
& Safacy OaparSMnes
9:00-10:00 'SCHOOL ADVtSOflf COUNCILS"
(Laesura Hall ~ Laval IX)
Laadac: Taachar
Parclclpaocs: Cpaa :o eaclre faculty
10:00-11:00 USZ OP 3USINESS lOUIPMEirT"
(Sualneaa Pod - Laval III)
Laadar: Office luppliar
Pacclclpancs: Suslaasa Oapacraanc
10:00-11:00 "OPESATXON OF Hay INDUSniAL
ARTS aqui?ME:rr"
(taduscrlal Arts Pod ~ Laval I)
Laadar: 01 rector of locus crlal Arts
Participants: Industrial Arts Oaoartaanc
samba rs
OEPAJL'SZtrr IZAOUS
Tha follovtog Oaoarcmaac Laadars vill tat
each i^anda and onjanlca activities iurloa
Oeoartaant lorlc Sessions :
AHX - Senior Teacher
3IL1NGUAL - Senior Teacnar
SUSDiESS - Susloess Oaoartaanc Haad
ENGLISH - English Oaoartaanc Head
POREICN LANGUAGE - "oralgn Language
Oapartaanc Head
GUIDANCE - Haad Counselor
INDUSTUAL ARTS - Senior Teacner
LXSRART - Senior Librarian
MAIHQIAIICS - Mach Oaoartaanc Head
MUSIC - Senior Teacher
PHYSICAL ED,, HEALTH i SAFETY - Senior
Teacnar
HEADING - Senior Teachar
SCIENCE - Science Oapartaanc Head
SOCIAL STUDIES - Social Studies Oeoartacnc
Head
SPECIAL EDUCATION - Saolor Teacher
10:00-11:00 "THE ;(EW ENGLISH CLTIRICULL’M"
(English Pod • Level II)
Laadar: Coordinator of English
Participants: English Oapartaanc
10:00-11:00 "MUSIC OEPARTIfE-NT .'ORRSHOP"
(Music Pod - Level II)
Leader: Olrector of Music
Participants: :iuslc Oepartaenc
12:00 FACULTY SRIEFING; "PRINCIPAL'S
agenda"
(Lecture 'Hall)
Presiding: Principal i Aset. Principals
OEPARTMENT CROUPINCS
Oepartaencs <111 ittend scheduled ooricsivjos
'Oh August I^ ind I5 In the toiloulng
groups:
CROUP I
English
Social Studies
Foreign Languages
suingual
Heading
FRIDAY. AUGUST l3 1978
3:00 department 'JORK SESSION:
"OEPARTMENT AGENDA"
(Department Poda)
Presiding; Oepartaenc Leaders
11:00
Presiding:
FACULTY SRIEFING: "OPENING DAY
INFORMATION"
(Lecture Hall ” Level II)
Principal i .Asst, Principals
CROUP II
Science
Math
Industrial Arts
Art and Music
CROUP III
Guidance
Suslncss
Physical Education 4 Health
Special Education
Library
12:30 GE.'IERAL CLOSING SESSION
(Lecture Hail)
Speakers: Superintendent of Schools
71ce Chairman of School
Comal tree
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TAau: 3
AfJAIw/SXS OF 7ARIA4NC2 aSTWEEM CHANGE AREAS AND OEFARTMENTS
SourcB oc '/delation
3«tv««n 0«partai«nc3
wicnin Oepartm«nts
Total
Change Araa I
D.7. Sura of Squares
iO 11.62
43 60.36
53 72.13
'^ean Squares r ?atio
i.io .32
1.26
Source or '/aciation
Set-wee n 0epar-;n»nc3
wirnin Oepartcienta
Total
Change Area 3
0.?. Sa.-n oc Squares
10 21 . 71
55 33.33
63 113.53
lean Squares ? ?atio
2.17 1.27
1.71
Change Area 5
Source of Variation 3. T . SiiA OC iauares ^.ean Sauares ? Ratio
Setveen Oeoartcients 13 la.a-s 1.39 .33
Wit.*iin Deoartcients 46 33.50 1.92
Total 56 107.39
Source ot Variation
Set-ween Cepartcients
w i ih 1 n 'Oepa rtae nta
Total
Change Area 6
O.T. Suit oc Squares
10 13.57
16 70.23
56 31.35
.'.ean Squares 7 Tatio
1.36 1.17
1. 59
Change Area 3
Source cc Variation 0.7. Sum oc iauares Mean Squares 7 Ratio
3efween Decartaients 10 12.10 1.21 . 6 2
Wlt.hin Deoartcients 33 74.23 1.35
Total 43 36.33
Change Area 10
Source of Variation D. 7. Sura of Squares '.ean squares
Set-ween Depart.oents 10 10.27 . 0 4
Witnin Deoartcients 44 70.19 • . oO
Total 54 30.56
Change Area 11
Source of 'Variation D. 7. Sura o: Squares Mean Squares
Serween Deoartraencs 10 4.32 . 49
Within Deoartraents 43 5 3.42 1.42
Total 33 73,24
Source of '/ariation D. 7.
Change Area 12
.
Sum of Squares Mean Squares
3ec-ween Departments 10 4,21 4 . 21
1.44Within Deoartraents 42 60.34
Total 52 71.26
? ?.atio
.33
.3acio
2.41
Source of Variation
3ecween Oepart:nencs
Witiiin Depart.-nents
Total
Change Area 16
D.F. Sura of Squares hean Squares
10 12.69 1-27
41 71.97 l-'^S
51 34.66
le Area 17
Source of Variation
Set-ween Cepartcients
Within Departments
Total
D. 7. Sum of Squares
LO 11.65
46 64.90
56 76.55
Mean Squares
1.16
1.41
Ratio
.32
152
TAaLS i
ANAL /SIS OF 7ARIANC2 aE'IVfEEN CHANGE AREAS AND OEFARTMENTS
Change Area 1
Source o£ Variation 3. ?. Suzn oc Squares '^ean Squares r ?acia
Secveen Oepartaenca 10 11. o2 1*16
.92
WitAin Oepartaents ;a SO
. 36 1.26
Total 53 72.13
Change Area 3
Source of Variation 3.F. Sut'n at Squares 'lean Squares ? Ratio
Setveen Oepartnwnts 10 21.71 2.17 1.27
wiinin Oeparmenta 3 3 93.33 1.71
Total 6 5 115.39
Source of Variation 3. ?.
Change Area 3
Soai of Souares Hean Squares T ?AtiO
Setveen Oepartaenta 10 13.39 1.39 .98
Within Departoents 16 38.30 1.92
Total 56 107.09
Change Area 6
Source of variation
Between Oepartnenta
Within Oeoartaenta
Total
D.F. Sum of Souares
i3 13.37
16 73.23
36 91.35
.'".ean Squares
1.36
1.59
T Ratio
1.17
Source of Variation
Between Oepartoents
Within Oepartcients
Total
Chanqe Area 9
D.F. Sum of Souares
1'3 12.10
33 71.23
18 36.33
:''.edn Squares
L.2i
1.95
' Ra 1 1
0
.62
Source of Variation
Between Cepartcients
Within Oepartmentj
Total
Chanqe Area 10
D.?. Sum of Squares
10 10.37'
14 70.19
34 30.36
•'.ean Squares
. .04
1.60
7 P-acio
. 6 5
Source of Variation
Between Cepartoents
Within Cepar t.oents
Total
Change Area 11
D.?. Sum of Squares
10 4.92
43 63.42
53 73.34
.^ean Squares
.49
1.43
? ?.atio
.35
Source of Variation
Between Departments
Within Departments
Total
Chanqe Area 12
D.f. 3u.m of Squares
10 4.21
42 60.34
32 71.36
:-'.ean Squares
4.21
1.44
• Ratio
2.41
Source of Variation
Between Departments
Within Departments
Total
Change Area 16
D.F. Sum of Squares
10 12.69
41 71.97
31 84.66
Mean Squares
1.27
1.76
F .Ra 1
1
0
.72
Source of Variation
Between Departments
Within Departments
Total
Change Area 17
D.f. Sum of Squares
10 11.55
46 64.90
56 76.55
Mean Squares
1.16
1.41
? Ratio
.32
^iOWPAIf. august 7, '.978
3:00- 9tOO QPENlifG OESaiONIES
(Ldceuc* HaXl~'.«v«l II)
?r«si.dli>g: PrloelpaJ.
3p«ak«cs: Hayor
Supaclacaiuiaac of octaooia
^-.OO-’ 9:13 Caffaa Steak
9:13- 9:30 OVERVIEU OF SUMMER yORXSHOP
?R0C3Atl
(Leceure Kall-laeel ID
Spaakar: Suparrlsor of ?ra;raa
Oavalopeanc
9:30-10:00 FACUITt BRIEFING: “SCHOOL OE-
3ICM .«<D “CcNERAJL TRAFFIC .“LOW
(Lacsura Hall)
Soaakar: Friaelpal
10:00-11:30 TOUR 0? CITC COMMUMIPt HIGH
SCHOOL
Tour Guidaa: Laval 1 - .\43lscane ?rlncl?al
Laval I - Aaaiacasc ?rlacLpal
Laval 3 - .Ualacaac Principal
Upon coaplacioa of cne :our,
ceachacs <<111 leaaabla In
chair iapartaanc ooda.
11:30- 1:00 OEFARTMEIIT LORJC SESSION:
“Oaparraane Agenda'
(Daparcaaac Pods)
~0apareaane Laadars' vlll sac
each agenda and organiaa ac-
civlcias during all Oepartaanc
Work Seeaiona.
LTDHESDAf. .UJCL'ST 9. '.978
3:00- 3:<*o SENERAL SESSION: 'GUIDELINES
•OR STUDENT ORIENTAIION, DISCI-
PLINE IMD TEACHER COOtOIMAXION
la FLEXISLE SPACE*
(Laccura iall - Laval ID
PTesldlng: Prograa Coordlnacor
Spaaaarai Clcy Coaaunicy Hlgti School
icaff
3:<»3- 9:00 Coffee Break
9:00-11:00 DEPARTMENT LORE SESSION
(Daparcaanc Poda)
Faculcy In eacn iaparcaanc
vill oaac In poda co forauLace
daparcaanc rales for scudcnc
Senavlor, scracegles for icu-
denc orlencacion and ceecnar
coordlnaclon.
U:00-12:QO GENERAL rEEDEACE SESSION
(Leceure Sail)
A f epresancacive fraa each le-
parcaanc vtll give a flva-
alnuce preeancacion deecriblng
chair pod design, daoarcoMnc
rules and plana for nolsa coti-
crol and ceacher coooaraclon,
12:00- 1:00 FACULTT DC-BRIEFISG
(Laccure dall)
Presiding; Principal
Adntnls era cots vtll respond
CO parclnenc -luasctona and
concams.
TLISDaT, august i. 1978
3:00 -9:00 rACL'LT'f SRIEFING; 'VSE OF
LEXISLE SPACE/SCHOOL RULES i
RECULAXIOHS"
vLaccure Hall-Lavel i.,;)
Presiding; Principal
9:00- 9; l5 Coffee Break
9-l3-'0:00 GENERAL SESSION: "GUIDELINES
FOR SPACE DESIGN, NOISE CONTROL
S TRAFFIC FLOW'
Laccure Hall
Presiding: Prograa Coordlnacor
Sp^gkers: Clcy Coaminicy High School
scaff neabars
10:00- 1:00 DEPARTMENT WORE SESSION
(Departaenc Pods)
Paculcy In each daparcaanc
util aeac In pods CO plan scu"
danc CTifflc pacterns and
aolsa concrol and co sac up
laarnlng scacioua (placemenc
of fumicura, display and
scorage areas).
12:30- 1:00 DEPARTMENT LEADERS MEETING;
'.ADMINISTRAIORS WILL MEET WITH
DEPARTMENT LEADERS REGARDING
POD DESIGN*
(Principal's Conference Rooor
Lavel II)
THURSDAf, AUGUST lO . l980
3:00-10:00 DEPAR'EIENT LORR SESSION:
•DEPARTMENT AGENDA'
(Deoarrsenc Poos)
Presiding: DeoacerMne '-aaoecs
10:00-11:30 GENERAL SESSION: 'P-ANEL IN
SC'dOOL-COMMUNITT GDOPERATION'
(Laccure Hall-Lavel ID
Presiding: Principal
Speaaers: Depc. if Parks > Rec. Dtreccor
Nelgnborhood Cancer Dtreccor
Asslscane Prlncioai (Pirenc
Council Rap.)
11:30- 1:00 3US TOUR OF COMMUNITf
Tour Guides: Principal i Asse. Principals
•RIDAI. august 11, 1980
3:00-12:00 DEPARTM£:rT WORE SESSION:
'Inventort storage .and
MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION"
(Departaenc Pods)
Presiding; Departaenc uaaders
12:00- 1:00 FACULTY SRIEFING: COMMUHIT.
participation and PRINCIPAL'S
agenda"
(Leceure Hall)
Pr.^tdina; Principal a Aasc. Principals
MONDAY, august , 1980
3:00- 3:45 GENERAL SESSION; 'REY ISSUES
IN PREPARING -OR A FLE.YI3LE-
SPACS community SCHOOL"
(Laccure Hail-Le»el II)
presiding: Asstscanc Principal
Speaker; Dean of Education, Central
Un Ive rs t cy
188
MONDAY. AUGUST 7, l978
3:00- 9:00 OPENUJC OSSElONIiS
(L«ccuc* 3all'*ia'r«i. II)
Prealdlnn: ?riael?ai
3p«ak«cs: ^ayor
Suparlaeaiulaac of ocbooia
9:00- 9:1.3 Coffea Iraak
9:13- 9:00 OVERVIEU OF SUMMER '^RXSHOP
PROGRAM
CLaccura Hail-^aval 11}
SpaaRac: Suparrtior of Prograa
Oavaiopaanc
9:00-10:00 FACIT-Tt 3R1EFING: 'SCHOOL OE-
SICN .yiD "CEilERAL TRAFFIC .aCW"
CLaccura Hall)
Spaokar: Friaclpal
10:00-11:00 TOUR OF ClTf COMMONlTt 'HIGH
SCHOOL
Tour Ouldaa: Laval 1 - Vaatscanc Principal
Laval I -* laalacanc Principal
Laval 0 - .Aaatacanc Principal
Upon coaplacloa of :ba tnur,
rtachacs will oaaaobla In
rbalr iaparcmanc pods-
11:00- 1;00 0E^ART^!K^r WORK SESSION:
'Oapamanc .Vganda*
COapareaanc Pods)
-Daparcaanc Laadars' vlll sac
aach aganda and orRaniza ac~
civlcias during all Oapaccmanc
Work Saaaloos-
WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 9, '.978
3:00- 9:4o OE-SERAL SESSION : 'GUIDELINES
POR STUDENT ORIENTATION, DISCI-
PLINE .UtU TEACHER COORDINATION
IN FLEXIJLE SPACE*
CLaccura Hall - '.aval 11)
Praaidlng: Program Coocdlnacor
Spaaaarai ClCT CaaBoalcy Hlgn Scttool
leaf 2
9:15— 9:00 Coffaa Sraak
9:00-11:00 OEPARIMENT WORK SESSION
CDaparcnanc Poda)
Paculcy In aacn iapaccaane
will otae In poda co farsulaca
laparraanc niias ior sradanc
banavlor, scracaglas ior scu-
danc orlancacloa and caacnar
coordlnaclon.
11:00-12:00 GENERAL FEEDBACK SESSION
CLaccura Hall)
\ capcasaneaclva from aacn la-
paccaane vlll }lva a ilva-
alnuca praaaacaclon dascrlblng
chair pod daalga, daoactaaac
ruias and plana :nc aolsa coi^
crol and caachac coooaraclon.
12:00- 1:00 FACULTT 0E-9RIEF1NC
CLaccura Hall)
Praaidlng: Principal
Adalnlscracocs <111 respond
CO partlnenc puasclona and
concama-
TL'ESDaT. AL'G'OST 3. 1973
3:00 -9:00 FACL'LTT SRIIFINO: "aE OF
•LE-USLE SPACE/ SCHOOL RULES i
regulations*
^Laccure 'Hall-Laval Iz)
Praaidlng; Principal
9:00- 9:15 Cot fee Sraak
9*15-10:00 general SESSION: 'G'JIDELINES
FOR SPACE DESIGN, NOISE CONTROL
& TRAFFIC FLOW*
Laccure Hall
Preaiding; Program Coordlnacor
Spaakata: Clcy Coaiminicy High School
I caff naobers
10:00- 1:00 DEPARTNXNT WORK SESSION
CDapactnanc Pods)
Faculcy In aach departmenc
vlll aaac In pods CO plan acu-
danc traffic pattema and
12:30- 1 ;
nolsa eoncTol and co sac up
laamlng scacions Cplacemenc
of furniture, display and
storage areas).
eoAO'T^^RTT r yinPBS MEETING;
'.ADMINISTRATORS WILL .HEET WITH
DEPAR'SiENT LEADERS REGARDING
POD DESIGN*
CPrlnclpal's Conference Rooor-
Level II)
rHURSDAf, AUGUST '.0 . 1980
3:00-10:00 OEPARIMENT VORK SESSION:
•DEPARTMENT AGENDA*
(Daoacrmenc Poes)
Presiding: Oooarcnenc '-aaders
10:00-11:30 GEN'ERAL SESSION: •R.ANEL 3N
SCHOOL-CCMKUNITT COOPERATION*
(Laccure Hail-Lavel II)
Presiding: Prl.nclpai
Soeaiters: Oepc. Parks i Rec. Olreccor
Neighborhood Cancer Olreccor
Aasiscanc Prlncipel .Parent
Cauneil Rap.)
11:30- 1:00 3US TOUR OF COMMUNITT
Tour Guides: Principal i Aaac. ?rlnclpa-.3
FRIDAY. .AUCeST 11, I^80_
3:00-12:00 OEPARTHE:/! WORK SESSION:
'INVENTORY STORAGE .AND
material DISTRIBUTION**
(Deoar cmane Pods)
Presiding:
12 : 00- 1:00
Presiding:
DepactMne Leaders
F.ACULTY BRIEFING: 'COMMUNITY
P.ARTICIPATION AND PRINCIP.AL'S
AGENDA”
(Laccure Hall)
Principal S Asst. Principals
MONDAY, august 1L. 1980
8;00- 3:45 GENERAL SESSION: ’XEY ISSUES
IN PREPARING "OR A FLEX13-X-
SPACE COMMUNITY SCHOOL'
(Lecture HaXl*Levei II)
Presiding; Assistant Principal
Speaker: Dean of Educaclon,
General
Universic/

